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Richard Henry Moody died Friday morning,
Jan. 31st, at his home, No. 8 Court street,
after a long and severe i Hr ess of cancer of the
stomach. Mr. Moody was born in the room in
which he died, July 8, 1847, the son of the late
Dr. Richard and Eliza J. (Hall) Moody. Dr.
Moody was a graduate of the Maine Medical
school and came to Belfast in 1830 and engaged in the practice of his profession; later
establishing the drug business which was continued by his son Richard. Dr. Moody was the
Mayor of Belfast in I860 and took an active
part in all the affairs of the city. Richard
Henry Voody attended Hebron Academy and
was a student at Colby College in the class of
’69 when his father's health failed and he was

obliged

to leave to assist in the

drug

store.

On

>

noted old-time base ball players, and he never
lost interest in the national game.
He was
fond of flowers, and the garden in rear of their
residence on Court street,to which he and Mrs

Moody

equally devoted,

were

contained

been received of the death at his
home in Malden, Mass., of Otis M.
Whitmore, a
former resident of this
city, aged about 70
Death was caused by a shock, from
years.
which he had suffered for some months. He is
survived by his wife, who was
formerly Miss
Hattie Elwell of this city, and by two
News has

a

wealth of bud and bloom. Lilies and roses
were specialties, and they were very generous
in

distributing

and
in

friends.
the

them

He

trees

was

among their neighbors
also fond of animals, and

in front of his

home

membership

The ladies of the Methodist church society
have taken a booth for the serving of lunches
at the Belfast Food Fair.

The regular meeting of Primrose Chapter,
0. E. S., will be held tomorrow, Friday, even*
ing. The degree will be conferred.

The Seaside Spiritualist Society hold regular
Sunday services at their place of meeting on
High street at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.

After serving Tarratine Tribe of Red Men
as chief of records for more than 12
years consecutively Orrin J. Dickey tendered hi. resignation and Edwin S. Perkins has been elected
to fill the vacancy.
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Leolah,

Massachusetts.

has resided in Massachusetts

for a large colony of grey squirrels,
keeping them well supplied with nuts,and they
came readily at his call and ate from his hand.
shelter

some

p.

Austin

The services for the week at the First.
Methodist church will be as follows: this,
Thursday. evening, the prayer meeting; Sun-
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Rev. Charles B. Ames of the Unitarian Church
officiating. Dr. G. P. Lombard, H. E. McDonald, Charles O'Connell and S. A. Parker of
Palestine Commandery were the bearers.

A. D.

The funeral of the late Joseph W. Blood, was
Feb. 1st from the home of his son, F. G.
Blood, on Maple street, Camden, where the
deceased made his home. Rev. S. E. Frohock
officiated. The remains were taken to Montville for burial. Deceased was tenderly cared
held

The funeral services of George M. Sargent,
who (lied last week at Atlantic City, N. J.,
took place last Sunday afternoon at his late
residence, 1502 Hinman avenue. The house
was filled with his many friends and relatives
who came to pay a last tribute to the deceased.
Dr. T. P. Frost of the First Methodist Church
had charge of the services.
He was assisted
by Dr. Mi.ton S. Terry, an old friend of Mr.
Miss
Alta
Miller
Interment
Sargent.
sang.
followed at Rose Hill cemetery. The honorary
pall bearers were Mayor Joseph E. Paden, E.
S. Lacey, William E. Stockton, Holmes Huge,
R. P. Hollett, P. R. Shumway. Frank Dyche,
Wil.iam Dyche. J E. Wilder, C B. Cleveland,
F. C. Whitehead, C. R. Webster, C. N. Stevens, Martin M. Gridley, J. F. Ward and F. C.
Crandon.
The following tribute was written
in Mr. Sargent’s memory by James R. Paul:
“In his lifetime Mr. Sargent was the friend
of everyone, and at his death an unusual wide
circle of friends mourn for him. In years beyond the Biblical limit, he was as young in
heart and feeling as his children or grandchildren. Retired from active business life, he
kept enough in touch with business affairs to
furnish occupation anu diversion, typing his
own letters and directing well ordered affair*
in sufficient number so that he never lacked
interest in the present.
“He travelled extensively, his recent trips,
in company with Mrs. Sargent, including visits
to Europe and Alaska, and every winter he
spent in the south, golfing with the same zest
he gave to other pursuits.
“He enjoyed many games and always ac
quitted himself with credit at them. When at
home in Evanston he was a daily attendant at
the afternoon sessions of the Evanston club
and found much sport and diversion in pitting
himself, with success, against much younger
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much interest among the veterans
in the proposition to send those in Maine who
participated in that memorable battle to the
Gettysburg celebration on the battlefield next
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The lire stopped then for a moment, when
Colonel
Heath
shouted, “Fix bayonets—
charge!” They scampeied in every direction.
This ended tne 19th’s part on the second day,
but it was destined for another conflict or: the
morrow.
Early on the morning of the 3rd,
four companies of the regiment were displaced as brigade skirmishes, Capt. William. H.
Fogler of Belfast in command. The men hud
nothing to eat that morning. After laying ten
hours between the two armies, with nothing to
eat or drink in a scorching July sun, and near
the middle of the afternoon, Pickett's fifteen
thousand men, the flower of the rebel army,
came in view, it has l»een said by army officers
to be the grandest sight ever seen in modern
warfare. The boys fell back and joined the
old 2nd corps, when it became a hand to hand
i

For several years she
Boston and
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prior to her
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gave
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was won.
Who says the
like to visit the battlefield, afmarriage
hemp
ter 50 years have come and gone?
Shoulu net
factories in Lowell, Mass. February 19, 1861,
the grand old State of Maine bear the exshe was married to John Ward of Thorndike,
penses, when so many of her nuble boys laic
where they braved the battles of life together
down their lives on that sacred soil?
I will name a few who still live in grand old
until the death of her husband, April 17, 1906.
that furnished some of the
Waldo
Six children were born to this union, five of bravest county,
A. E. Nickermen in the Civil War:
whom died in infancy. For several of the last son, Swanville; E. W. and A. H. Ellis, Belfast;
years she has kept house for her cousin, Ed- Charles Campbell, Winterport; Moses Larrabee, Nelson Curtis, Monroe; George L Merward My rick of Troy, w here she passed to a
rill, H. T. Scribner, James Scribner, James A.
a
“higher life,” after
very brief illness of Colson, A. Stinson, Searsport, N. P. Libby, i
pneumonia, January 23rd, being confined to Freedom; Jas. S. Moore, Frankfort; B. A.
Hatch, Morrill; F. A. Patterson, Stockton; J
her bed only three days. It can truly be said
P. Cunningham Waldo; A. J. Billings, the first
of Saloma, that she “labored diligently all the
surgeon of the regiment. I remember well at
days of her life.” The funeral was held from this late day a warmer heart never throbbed
n man than beat in the breast of A. J. Billings
her home in Thorndike, Sunday, January 26th,
of Freedom. Col. Fogler was another; .n comRev. James Ainslee officiating. She leaves to
pany with him after the second day’s fight J
mourn their loss one son, Everett H. Ward of
saw
him starding over a fallen comrade
1
who had said it would be
Thorndike, and one brother, Theodore B. Mer- Capt. Smith of Co. 1.,the
tears ran like rain. I
his last fight—while
rick of Arlington Heights, Mass., besides a
be the last to honor
not
will
know Maine
large circle of more distant relatives and those alive who took part in the high water
friends, who will greatly miss the always mark of the Rebellion.
Nathaniel Bowden of Bluehill wrote the
smile and
tor

three
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battle of

Gettysburg

boys would

and cotton

not
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pleasant

kindly greeting

so

char-

acteristic of the deceased.
Mrs. Louisa Davidson Wilder, 87 years old,
Congressman William H. Wilder,
died Jan. 30th, in the Henry Heywood Memorial hospital in Gardner, Mass., as the result of a shock which she suffered ten days beMrs. Wilder had been an invalid for the
fore.
mother of

past twenty years. She was born in Waldo,
Me., and was the daughter of Henry and Sarah
(Dinsmoie) Davidson. W hen she was twentytwo years of age she went to Belfast,
Me.,
where she was married to Jonas Brooks
Wilder,
who died in

Gardner, Mass.,

in

February,

1907.

News as follows:
I read in the News of recent date of the
survivors of the battle of Gettysburg. I wish
to add to the list w: o are now living in Maine,
the names of Sergeant Nathaniel tfowden,
Bluehill, Me.; Sergeant Joseph N. Harriman,
Orland, Me.: Sergeant Wilbam B. Grant, Orland, Me.; Privates Lemuel R. Lurvy, Ml. Desert, Me.; William H. Ayers and Alonzo Annas,
Charlotte, Me.
All of the above enlisted in 1861 and were
in 1865, and served in Co. D., First
J discharged
Maine Cavalry. That regiment has the honor
; of being in more engagements :han any regimeni m

family went in 1866 to Hubbardston, where they resided until 1873, when
they moved to Gaidner. Mrs. Wilder for
many years was a member of the First Congregational church of Rutland. Besides her
son, William H. Wilder, she leaves two sisters,
Mrs. Abbie D. Grimes of Hubbardston, and
Mrs. Mary Merriam of Lawrence.—-Boston

Transcript.

me iivimc,** “*»**j.

would be glad to meet with "the boys of
’61” in July, ai Gettysburg.
I
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From Belfast the

William W. Moreland formerly of Belfast,
Ellsworth Food Fair.
died at the City Hospital in Portland Jan. 30th,
Food Fair, Jan. aged about 77 years. He was a native of St.
tv'\ fV. with an attendance of John, N. B. At the age of 16 he wen: to Bos^"W was the feature of ton, where he learned the
a ur
ship block makers
crfjwd was in attendance in
r? u.,e
W- L- We8t' Present trade. He married in Boston and his wife
r
/• of trade and'manager of died there, leaving one daughter, Emma. When
?ave 8
very interesting about 34 years of age he came to Stockton and
rtranizati°n and what the
was employed by Wilson
Randall for some
Belfast.
An order
^orie.f°r
en carried
™
out and was much time and the home of himself and daughtei
was with Mr. Randall’s family for years, and
Later Misi
came to Belfast with them.
B. & S. M.. No. 1, they
1C.A I'.ichaidfct J uettlay evening by E. I., Emma* became the wife of Charles H. Field
kland. G. P. C. W. of She died many years ago.
,jf Maine.
k 1‘«i. t
The three deon
two candidates.
Mrs. Jane Grant, widow of Howard Grant ol
ent trom
King Hiram Coun- Winterport, died jan. 80th at the home of hei
( A1 ft]
j,
A^'anon, Oakland; Jephin Brewer
**n'*d •** daughter. Mrs. H. M. Whelden,
o“?.quet
K.
Knowlton catering.
aged 70 years. She lived in Winterport unti

he

communication to the

nebec, Knox, Lincoln and Waldo counties. Waldo furnishing companies B. E. D. and part of
C
Col. Francis E. Heath of Waterville commanded the regiment in the battle. On the
morning of July 2nd the regiment marched
.»nto the field, taking position on Cemetery
Ridge, directly in the oath of Daniel Sickles,
3rd corps, and on the 3rd, in the path of PickThere was a large attendance at the Union
ett’s charge. The 19th belonged to the 1st
meeting in the Methodist church last Sunday
brigade, 2nd division, 2nd corps, General Hancock in command. The brigade in command evening. Mrs. W. B. Fletcher was the organof General Harrow’—the 19th—had 405 officers ist and Messrs. E S. Pitcher, A. P. Goodhue,
and men on the morning of July 2nd.
Official
Arthur F. Johnson and Willis E. Haselton
report gives the loss 215, in killed, w’ounded
and missing. About the middle of the after- I sang. The services were conducted by Rev.
D. B. Phelan. Rev. Arthur A. Blair, Universanoon of July 2nd, the 3rd corps fell back, coming directly for our position. The Johnnies list, read the Psalm; Rev. Chas. B. Ames, Uniat their heels, wrila with
were close
the
read the Scripture, and Rev. D. L. Wilthoughts of an easy victory. Alter the 3rci tarian,
corps passed by and over our lines and the son, Congregationalist, offered the prayer. The
Johnnies came within 60 yards, the 19th up and sermon was by Rev. \Y. F. Sturtevant,

of

*•

i‘<l, be it further
■barter be craped for 30

a

following sketch of the 19th Maine.
This regiment was raised in Somerset,

the late Hanson and Mehetabel Merrick. When
she was seven years of age her parents moved
to West Troy, where a portion of her girlhood

and in

News A. Stinson of North

born in Freedom

was

addresses will be given at
First Congregational Church on Thursday
evenings during Lent at half after seven. To
these services the people of the ci.'.y are cordially invited. The speakers and their subjects are as follows:
Feb. 13
Religion and Education.
Mr. Clarence W. Proctor, Principal
Belfast High School.
Feb. 20. Religion and Health.
Adelbert Millett, M. D.
Feb. 27. Religion and Citizenship.
Hon. John R. Dunton, Maine Legislature.
Mar. 6. Religion and Art.
Mrs. E. R. Pierce, President Arts
nnd Crafts.
Mar, 13. Religion and Life.
Rev. David L. Wilson.
A series of Lenten

son.

|

THORNDIKE.
The school in East Thorndike, under the instruction of Miss Anna Martendale. closed
Miss Martendale is one of the best
Jan. 31st.
instructors and the parents all feel well satisfied with the good work that has been done
and hope she will take the school again next
She has a very pleasing manner and is
liked by all who met her. Miss Martendale
will spend a week with her sister in Clinton
and then return to her home in Gill, Mass....
Mr. Stubbs of Newport was in town with several good looking horses last week and Mr. Joe
Fickett traded one for two and now has a fine
Joe is a good band with
a fine team of greys.
horses and knows just how to keep them slick.
.The well drillers are at Mr. William Moulton’s on the White place. They Btarted for
Unity, but were turned back....Misa Anns
Martendale spent last Saturday and Sunday
with Miss Helen Philbrick... Mr. and Mrs.
Richard HigginB were in Brooks Friday....
Mis6 Helen Philbrick spent Wednesday and
Thursday with Mrs. Richard Higgins....Mr.
Will Ward is having snow shovel handles cut
by Whitten’s crew in Burnham... Doris
Thompson of Unity spent a few days in Thorndike recently with her sister, Mrs. Will Ward.
Mr. Fred Patterson was in Brooks a few
days last week.

term.
;

...

....

in Belfast,

Miss Marie L. Logan went to Berton last
for a short visit.

Miss Georgia Hall of Lincolnville is theguest of Miss Katherine E. Brier.
Miss Margaret Dunton attended the Govreception ar.d ball in Augusta last

ernor’s

Tuesday.
ifclhe Drexels and Mr. L. L. Biddle will tpend
February ar.d part of March in eastern
Georgia.
Nellie Flanders and Miss A lice Fuller
South Liberty were recent gr.r sts of ir kndt?

Mrs.
of

in this

city.

Mrs. A. M.

Ingraham

rived last Saturday for
fast relatives.

at

ar-

operated on Mrs. Harold A. Wood.
VV. G. Preston, who has been confined to the
his home by illness, threatened with pneumon-

noon

ia, is

now

improving

and able

to

he out.

Mr. and Mrs. Powdoin N. Pendleton of Islesboro will be in Belfast tomorrow.
Friday, on
their tfay to visit relatives in New- York.
Dr.

Eugene

1

Q

D.

Tapley was called to Gastinepatients, making the trip byspecial boat,; nd also went to Eagle Island.
Mr. and Mr-. George L. Bowman arri.-ed last
Friday from Portland, where Mrs. Bowman
had joined her husband for a few days’ visit.
Rev. D. B. Phelan will go Bangor
today to
attend the Missionary Association
meeting in

last week to

company, made of an excellent cast, comes
this city, as well as the same elaborate
scenic production used during the 412 performances on
Broadway, New York. Reserved
mnrnino-

Roxbury, Mass.,

short visit with Bel-

Dr. W. Hugh Farris of Av: usta arrived on
Monday afternoon’s train and Tuesday fore-

to

Seat Sale FriHav

of
a

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene R. Conner, who have
been visiting in Portland and bail field, arrived
home Wednesday.

County Correspondence.

vited to these services.
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MAINE VETERANS AT GETTYSBURG.

Freedom
Saloma Merrick Ward

Deep sympathy

was

Saturday

senior deacon; A. Perry Coombs,
junior deacon; i
J. Lee Patterson, senior steward; Percy E.
Greer, junior steward; Alvin Blodgett, tyler.
Music was interspersed during the installation CENTER BELMONT.
The increase of population is
going on quite
ceremonies, and at the close the presentation
in this section.
Willard Morse and
of Past Masters jewel and apron to retiring rapidly
wife are rejoicing in the birth of a line
boy,
Master, Samuel H. Lord, was made by Past
and L. F. Allenwood and wife, a
girl. Both
Master Charles A. Harmon. A banquet was
mothers and children are doing well.... Fine
served after the installation.
ice-boating on Tilden’s Pond and quite a numThe officers of Waldo Lodge, I. O. O. F.,
ber were enjoying it
Sunday_Miss Sadie,
were installed last
Friday evening by District daughter of Simon Pierce, is
very ill with
Deputy Grand Master L. E. Me Mahan, assisted pneumonia.
by District Deputy Grand Marshal E. F. Littlefield, M. C. Murch as district deputy grand SWANVILLE.
Mrs. J. W. Nickerson is visiting her daughwarden, Ira T. Clough as district deputy grand
secretary, Henry D. Clough as district deputy ters, Mrs. H. G. Applin and Mrs. W. W. Willgrand treasurer, and E. L. Cook as district son, in Somerville, Mass_Mr. Foster of Wadeputy grand w-arden. The officers are as terville was in town last week buying cows.
follows: Noble grand, Henry W. Staples; vice -Mr. Irving Sawyer was a guest at J. W.
grand, John T. Davis; recording secretary, Nickerson’s last week_Miss Doris NickerSamuel Adams; financial sec.etary, Wilbur A. son spent the week-end at home from Castine.
Macomber; treasurer, Ralph H. Howes; past -Mr. Rawson Lufkin went to Massachusetts
noble grand, Maurice Walker Lord; warden, last week.... Mrs. E. H. Littlefield is ill with
Albert H Morse; conductor, Herbert A, Drink- the grip She is attended by Dr. F. C. Small
of Belfast.
inwater; outside guardian, John

the

“The secret of his enjoyment of life was
that he never let himself grow old, or felt too
old to enter into friendly competition with anyone.
He never failed in kindly thoughtfulneDS
for others and his life at home and abroad was
an inspiration, as his society was a delight.
—Evanston, 111., Index, Jan. 24th.

February 27,

Mr. and Mrs. Blood.

extended to the

men.

I
|
l

by

Hayford, worshipful master; Frank E. Bramhall, senior warden; Willis G. Haseltine, junior
warden; George A. Quimby, treasurer; Charles
E. Johnson, secretary; Rev. A. A. Blair, chaplain; Samuel H. Lord, marshal; Henry B. Ladd,

quarter
Christian Idea of God” and “The Christian Idea
of Man” have been given already. The remaining sermons are as follows: Feb. 9th, “The
Christian Idea of Sin;” Feb. 16th, “Jesus
Christ;” Feb. 23d, “The Christian Life;” March
All
9th, “The Christian Idea of the Future;”
who do not worship elsewhere are cordially in-

Simmons.

Dwight Kimball of Pittsfield
last Friday on business.

t

At a special meeting of Canton
Pallas, P. M., I
1. O. O. E1., of this city, held Thursday evening,
“Get Rich Quick Wallin gft id,” Ctorge N
Jan. 3d, it was voted to hold a
military ball at Cohan's dramatization of George Randolph
the Belfast Opera House, Feb.
24th, with Chester’s popular Wallingford stories, comes
music by Keyes’ orchestra. The members of
to the Colon.: 1 Theater
Monday, Feb. 10th.
Canton Molineaux of Camden will be present
Aside from the delicious satire of Mr C han’s
as guests and will
an
exhibition drill, and dramatization, the
give
play is so essentially huit is expected that Brigadier
Hinckley of Port- man in appeal, so absorbingly true to everyland and his staff will be in attendance. There
day life and condith ns,that ot.e invariably recwill be a concert,and the hall w’ill be elaborateognizes and appreciates thoroughly the truthly decorated for the occasion. The following fulness depicted in
every character. The comcommittee has charge of the arrangements:
edy is really a dramatization of the “get-richOrrin J. Dickey, Edward F. Littlefield, L. E,
quick” idea so inseparably associated with
McMahan, John T. Davis, Arthur R. Murch speculative investment and the desire to
get
and Albert H. Morse.
something for nothing, yet the keynote of the
The newly elected officers of Timothy Chase play teaches us a lesson, because it show’s that
Lodge, F. & A. M. were installed Thursday it takes a mighty smart man to be a crook as
evening, Jan. 30th, by D. D. G. M. Augustus w’ell as what a fool a smart man is to be a
D. Hayes. The officers are as follows: Ralph crook.
The splendid eastern Wallingford

at 10.30, morning worship; Sunday school
bred Cole died Jan. 24th at his home in Park day
at 12 m,; Epworth League prayer meeting
He leaves to mourn his death,
(Searsport).
That he was kind hearted goes without the
Sunday evening at 6.00 p. m.; evening service
besides his wife, who was Miss Alice Ginn of
at 7.00 p. m.
saying, and he was generous to a fault. Of
imported legally. He
his father, Barney Cole of Winterport;
Boston,
service when the pleasing personality and gentlemanly bearing
The services at the Baptist church will be as
two sisters, Mrs. Ella
Young of Orrington and follows:
he had a smile and kindly greeting for every
n
assumed control
Prayer meeting this, Thursday, evenMrs.
Lulu
Clark
of Prospect, and hosts of
t:g*. r Daily News says
one, and to the many who had known him
service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.;
.'.in the light place,
friends, won by his kind manner and genial ing; morning
from boyhood he was always "Dick” Moody.
know'. It is a $1 000
Sunday school at 12 o'clock. All who do not
To know him was to love him.
He was a member of the Masonic bodies and disposition.
attend Sunday school at any other church are
fast, who has been ap- of Palestine Commandery. He is survived by
Word has been received of the death, in cordially invited. C. E. society at 6.30 p. m.;
ai d of veterinary exhis wife, formerly Miss Elizabeth Marian Hayfor election as comFargo, North Dakota, of Mrs. Delph.da Car- evening service at 7.30 p. m.
ford, daughter of the late Harrison Hayford, ver, a former resident of Rockport. She is
y the present legisA series of sermons on “The Fundamental
ary of long experience and by one brother, William H. Moody of survived by one son,
residing in North Dakota; Ideas of Christianity” is being given at the
of the National govGrass Valley, Calif. The funeral was held at by a brother, P. B.
Cooper, of Rockport; and First Congregational Church Sunday mornings
as an inspector of
president of the Belfast his late home Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock, bv two sisters. Mrs. Cornelia Snear anti Mrs at a
before eleven.
Sermons on “The

P
f

received.

The following officers of Silver Cross Lodge,
K. of P.t were installed Wednesday evening,
Jan. 29th, by Marcellus J. Dow of Brooks: D.
G. C: C. C., Frank L. Orser; V. C., Percy E.
Edgecomb; Prel., Samuel W. Durost; M. W
Fred A. Nickerson; K. R. S., Clifford J. Pattee;
M. F., Sanford Howard; M. E., Frank G. Mixer;
M. A., Geo. P. Cook; O. G., Frank O.
Whiting.
Refreshments were served after the installation.

The services at the North church will be **
follows: Junior C. F., Thursday at 3.45 p. m.;
prayer meeting. Thursday at 7.30 p. m.; Castle
North. K. O. K. A., Friday at 7 p. m.; morning
worship Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; Sunday school
Sunday at 12 m.; C. E. Society Sunday at 6.30

daugh-

and

were

6

PERSONAL.

At the meeting of Tarratine Tribe, Red Men,
held Monday evening, three applications for

The services at the First Parish Church (Unitarian) will be held next Sunday at 10.45 a. m.
Sunday school at noon.

Belfast relatives have received letters anThe regular services of the Episcopal Misnouncing the death in New Haven, Conn., Jan.
26th of Mr. Maurice E.
Hodgdon, formerly of sion will be held in the North Church vestry
Belfast.
He was born in Belfast about 40 next Sunday afternoon at 3.30 o’clock.
years ago, the son of the late Capt. David and
| The services at the Universalist church for
Mary Cottrell Hodgdon. The family moved to the week will b? as follows: K. O. K. A. SaturNew Haven when he was a boy and he had day
night; preaching service Sunday morning
since made his home there, and was
employed at 10.45; Sunday school at noon.
by the Winchester Arms Company. One
The Christian Scientists hold services in
brother, George, and two sisters. Misses Fannie their
hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
and Adelle Hodgdon, all of New Haven sur11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7 30
vive.
o'clock to which all are welcome.

death of his father he succeeded to the
business and conducted it until his last illness.
In his school days and young manhood he was
fond of athletic sports and one of Belfast’s

NUMBER

SECRET SOCIETIES.

The Churches.

Sunday.

the

ekton
;

the death of her husband, seven years
ago.
She also leaves another daughter, Mrs. C. C
Moody of Winterport and two brothers and a
sister, Mrs. Rose Grant of Worcester and Card
ner and James Clark of
Prospect. She was a
member of tin Methodist church, of the O. E.
S., and Rebekahs of Winterport. Prayers were
said at the Whelden residence at 8 a.
m., Sunday, and funeral services were held in the
Methodist church in Winterport at 2
p. m.,

OBITUARY.

t|ie State House. .OnituVeterans at Gettysburg.

MAINE. THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 6,1013.

:;ee

the East Maine Conference.
Goodhue attended the mid-winter
meeting ot the Maine Ftate HSPn/datif
r\-t
Master Plumbers held ir Augusta last week.
connection with
A.

P.

.n

Rev.Father Mathew McCabe t.f Buffalo
N.Y.,
the guest of his brother. Rev. Father Dennis McCabe of the Belfast Ft. Francis
Church.
is

Cspt. Cleveland Downs siert the past
in New

York and Portland

week

business. .Mrs.
Downs joined him in Portland on his
return
home.
on

Mr. ‘Horace Chenery arrived from
Boston
last Saturday for a f<v. days’ice
boating before leaving the last of the week on a
trip to
Porto Rico.

Carlton, the little son of Mr. and Mrs. ClarE. Read, and F:«der'ck, the little son of
ivir. and Mrs
W illiam !'
WTxdbury, are recovering from slight attacks of pneumonia.
Miss Lytle C. Mon ill f Belmont, who has
been visiting relatives ar d friends in Boston
and Providence during the
past four m. nlhs
arrived heme by beat Saturday morning Feb
ence

1st.

Mrs. E. M. Jones of Unity, who had been the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest S. Thompson in
in Pittsfield for a few
days, returned home

last Thursday, accompanied by Mrs.
ThompParker;
son.
T.Shute; right and left supSMITHTON, (Freedom.)
Miss Ruth Know! ton of Liberty closed a
porters of noble grand, Arthur R. Murch and
Mrs. Eliza Penney has gone to Lewiston to
Harry Townsend; right and left scene sup- spend the remainder of the winter with her very successful term of school in South libJt. was Miss Knowlton’s third
erty, Jan. £5th
porters, Fred Townsend and G. Parker Cook; niece, Mrs. Harlow... .John
Tayler went to
right and left supporters of vice grand, Lee Fairfield last Saturday to visit his sister, Mrs. term there and she is much liked by parents
and pupils.
Robinson and Walter J. Roberts; chaplain, Al- Maud
Hodges, for a few days
Everyone
ton K. Braley.
Following the installation. was shocked to hear of the sad death of Mrs.
Mrs. Edward R. Pierce will go to Houlton
Installing Officer McMahan delivered an inter- Thompson in the fire at her home last
Friday Feb. 10th to address the Arts and Crafts
address
on
Odd
esting
Fellowship, in which he night
Mr. Nelson has sold his apples to Mr. branch of the Houlton Woman’s club.
Mrs.
reviewed the excellent work which had been Harmon of Thorndike
...Myra Tayler visited Clinton G. Ferguson- is chairman of the Arts
done in Waldo county, told of the work in his her sister. Mrs. John
Tayler, Sunday_Jud- and Crafts committee ana Mrs. Pierce will be
Bap- capacity as district deputy throughout the son Hal visited M. E. Busher
her guest.
Friday.
tist, whose subject was “Christian Culture.”
county, and of the social benefits one derived
Mrs. Ira M. Cobe of Chicago will arrive next
He spoke of other kinds of culture of great
SWANVILLE CENTER.
as an Odd Fellow.
He spoke of the board of
Saturday, accompanied by Miss Marian M
importance to people of today—of the soil, officers
Mrs E. II. Littlefield is confined to his bed
installed
as
one
of
the
in
just
youngest
Heal. On her return to Chit-ap she w-11 be
physical, mental ana social, but said that the history of the lodge, and of the intention with the grp
Mrs. Charles Riley spent last
Clara l:
accompanied by Miss Heal and
Christian culture, the highest of all, included
week
in
Brooks
with
her
Mrs.
MurI
daughter,
of he board of managers to build an Odd Felwho will Leber guests umii she reKeating,
the principles of all the others. It can be atand
Mr.
Mrs.
Hamm
and
phy....
Christopher
low’s home, where older members of the order
turns to Northport.
tained by all, however poor, uneducated or
Mr and Mrs. David Wingate and son
f Monmight find a good home. There was a good atI»r. George B. W'arne of Chicago, president
lowly in station. He emphasized the impor- tendance of members of the order, including a roe were guests of Mr. and Mrs. if. P. White
tance of Bible study; recognized today as
ui
;r>e ixauui.H cpiiituai
/vstot uu ion, was
At the regu- Sunday.. .!»o.’t forget the Industrial Club’s
number of Past Noble Grands.
never before, as shown by schools outside the
Belfast Tuesday for an interview with Mr.
.airs
.nary iiarriman nas
lar meeting of Waldo Lodge tomorrow, Friday, suciauie re ».
Theological seminaries. A few years ago the
her home in Searsport, having
returned V
George A. Quirnby ir. regard to hfather, the
late 1*. P. Quirnby. Dr. Warne went fr m (.ere
been witn her mother, .Mrs. Raymond Warden,
majority oi people muugnt me ounnay scnooi candidates in the
initiatory degree.
was for chilaren, but conditions have changed
who has been ill for several weeks ...Friday to Hartford, Ct where he was to lecture
and a large number of men and women are enFOOD FAIR NOTES.
Mr and Mrs. R. L. Pitcher went to Boston u
night t tnundereu and lightened with the rain.
rolled in the Sunday schools. The sermon was
few weeks ago, accompanying their young
OAK H:LLi,Sw juville.)
daughter to t rie hospital, where she subm ;ted
The fair will be open from 10 a. m. to 5 p. m.
forcibly delivered and showed the deep conWallace Seekins has returned from Portland,
to an operation for some trouble w.th her
viction of the speaker as to the importance of and from 6,SO p. m. to midnight.
neck. The lime giri is reported to be dt mg
where he had been for several weeks
Addithis kind of culture.
Mr. Pitcher returned home Satvery nicely.
Invite your country cousins to come to Bel- son
Ryant sold two heifers to Em *ry Hussey urday, but Mrs. Pitcher and child will remain
fast during the Food Fair. You will want to of Waldo
recently ...Mr. L. 0 Hanley sold a in Boston for a couple of week-.—The AroosWEDDING BELLS.
visit them next summer.
took Republican, Caribou, Jan 30th.
nice cow and two calves to W. H. Arnold of
Let the children attend the Food Fair; they Belfast last week.... Mrs. E C. Peavey, who
Advices from Skowhegan indicate that “the
Lamont Warren
Robinson-Patterson.
has been very sick with a heavy cold, is better grand old man,” Gen. Isaac Dyer, for more
will be safe and will get education, entertainRobinson and Lurilla Helen Patterson were
three years /‘ommantiing officer of the
than
at this writing.... Mrs. Anna Webb wishes to
ment and pleasure out of it.
Maine Fifteenth, is very near the er.d o.'
married Satuiday evening, Feb. 1st, at 7.30
thank
the
friends
who
so
rememmany
kindly
See in another column the list of enterprislong and useful life. Born the same year at
o'clock, at the home of the officiating clergybered her on her birthday with a shower of
the State of Maine, he is in the ninety-third
Belfast
merchants
who
have
donated
the
ing
man, Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant. The single
of his age. As a townsman, as well a ir.
post cards... Mess.s. John and Frank F’eavey year
free gifts for the Food Fair.
The bride wras becomring service was used
military and civil life, his has b> en a n ost
of Btlfast were called here Thursday by the
For seventy years he has
career.
illustrious
Get your tickets before the opening of the
i*ngly gowned in a dark blue tailored suit and
serious illness of their father, Mr. W. Fi. Pea- been a devoted member of the bkownegan .\!
picture hat and the couple were attended by fair, as regular prices, with no discounts, will vey, who has bronchial pneumonia_Mrs. Al- E. Church. Hosts of friends al. througl
be charged after the opening.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy E. Sholes, the latter the
Maine, notably the survivors of his old regbert Tnothaker from Northport is with her
ment, are awaiting the tidings from his sickgroom’s sister. Their apartments at 18 FrankIt will be a good time for you to make that mother, Mrs. W. R. Peavey, for a few days.
room with much solicitude.—Bridgton News.
lin street were ready for their occupancy
long deferred visit to your friends or relatives
Mr. M. G. Hill of the Remington Arms Co.
and they began housekeeping immediately.
ia Belfast and take in the Food Fair.
BLANKET LANE, (Prospect.)
the first time
The bride is the on:y child of Mr. and Mrs.
lilacs and apple trees,are bud- was in Belfast last week for
Pussywillows,
Again we urge the farmers to bring in their
since the automobile accident in which he was
Jose oh G. Patterson and the groom is the eon
and as much advanced as they should be
ding
products and show people the splendid things
severly injured. He wefJt from here to Casof Hr. and Mrs. Alfred Robinson, and both are
in April. The grass roots in the fields are all
which may be produced in Waldo county.
to give
well known and popular young people and
laid bare and many predict a light crop of hay tine and visited the Castine Gui Club,
Ellsworth people say that the Food Fair has
them some points in organizing and managehave r.he best wishes of many friends. The
next season. It is feared also that the fruit
increased the r trade area and brought people
ment, and to show the Remington guns. In
trees will he badly damaged.
It has been
wedding gifts were many, practically all for
to trade who never came there before.
the evening he gave a very interesting talk at
their new home. The groom is a member of there
many years since we have experienced such a
the R. B. Brown Co ’s store or. trap guns in
The Maine Central railroad are advertising warm winter without snow. In December,
the Fire Department and his brother members
and on Remington guns in particular
presented him with a fine parlor stove. He is reduced fares during the Food Fair: one and a 1854, there was about ten days sleighing, with general
to an interested crowd that packed the store
employed in Leonard & Harrows shoe factory. third fare for a round trip ticket from all sta- about three inches of damp snow that the
to its capacity.
ions.
rain carried off in the month of January 1855.
McIntyre Gray. At the Universalist parMr nnrl Mrs. C.eortre A. Leavitt went to AuIn March
Take your sweetheart to the Food Fair; she There was no snow in February.
sonage in this city, Wednesday evening, Jan. i will want to get some of the free gifts and there were two or three light falls of snow. gusta last week to attend ihe installation of the
29th, Herbert H. McIntyre of Caribou and Miss i prizes as well as enjoy the entertainments and about one inch at each time, not
enough to officers of Augusta Lodge, F. & A. JVI. Their
Mildred L. Gray of this city were united in
make sledding.and people in town were obliged son, William F. Leavitt, is the Master, and is
dance.
marriage

uy

ivev.

tended.

Mr.

a.

dwm,

wuu

ubcu

guardian,

Leon

..

..

me

couple were unatand Mrs. McIntyre will reside in

single ring service.

side

The

|

The program will be changed every day and
that will enable you to go each day and take
your friends and get enough free gifts to last
all winter.

city at the home of the bride’s mother.
The groom is employed as a brakeman on the
Maine Central trains on the Belfast branch I
President Aley of the University of Maine
and is the son of Jefferson McIntyre of Cari- j will make the opening speech and press the
bou. The bride is the daughter of Mrs. Emma button to start the greatest Food Fair ever
Gray Hatch, and has been employed in the held in Maine.
Leonard & Barrows shoe factory for a number
Ellsworth’s Food Fair was a great success;
of years. Both have many friends and have better than ever before..
They had about ten
the best wishes of all for their future happi- thousand
people during the week. Belfast
ness and prosperity. They were the recipients
will have a good many more than that.
of many pretty and useful gifts.
There was a man once who did not believe
Ford-Lasselle. The marriage of MiBS Iva in advertising; did not believe a Food Fair
this

|

been in PittsLasselle of Burnham,
field for the past two years, and Sandy J.
Ford of Hartland, took place last Saturday
afternoon at the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Manson in Pittsfield. Rev. F. S. Walker officiated. The young couple will locate in Hartland, after enjoying a week in Fairfield and
Burnham.
who had

Mrs J. Frank Rich of Rockland attended the
of the Maine Federation of Women's
clubs, held in Pythian Temple, Portland, last
Tuesday. She served the Federation as vice
president during the past year, and as chairman of the committee on club extension, presented the report of that branch of the work.
—Rockland Opinion.

meeting

would amount to much; discouraged everything looking toward progress, and was generally pessimistic. He is dead now, and he
was then to all intents and purposes; for any
person who thinks the Food Fair will not
amount to anything has another think coming.
As this is the last edition of Food Fair
Notes I wish to thank The Republican Journal,
the Waldo County Herald, all the correspondents of the daily papers, Belfast’s enterprising merchants, and the people of Belfast as a
whole, for the splendid support and assistance
they have given the committee in their work.

—W. L.

West._

Light Grange, Winterport,
cently bought a new piano.
Northern

their fire wood.
the
were in
that winter, and were at
known as the John Grant

to

cart

Cummings

VVm.

lumbering business
work

on

wood lot.

what

They

was ,

cut

of the youngest Masters of a Masonic
Lodge in the State. Miss Cora Lames, Mrs.
Leavitt’s sister, came down from Boston as

one

reader for the occasion.

A

banquet

was serv-

a very pleasant evening was enjoyed
wood, | ed and
by a large number of people. MissEam.es was
next winter.
over until the
As
There is a larg amount of lumber cut in this a guest at the banquet of the Maine Press
vicinity now, all waiting for snow to get it out sociation at the Augusta House Wednesday
evening. Mr. Leavitt has returned home and
or to the millof the woods to the

many spars and
and it all laid

logs,

200 cords of cord

landing

W. C. Bowdoin is cutting the wood from the
Goodwin lot for J. E Witham of Buoksport
and carting the lumber to tide water_Mrs.
C. K. Harriman, who was called to Hardwick,
Vt., to look after her daughter, who was sick
Arthur Shute of
there, has returned home
Stockton Springs drove into Blanket Lane last
week with a four horse team on his way to
Mt. Heagan... Grace Hutchins, who is caring
for Capt. and Mrs. Robert Killman, two old
people, was in the Lane Tuesday for a few
hours to look after her home here... .Eugene
Young moved his hay press to Mount Heagan,
Monday, to the barn of W. C. Bowdoin.F.
L. Gray made a business trip to Sandypoint
Monday... Guy Grindle is chopping wood for
I. M. Cumm ings and is boarding at C. C. RidMrs. Ida Bowdoin, who has been in
ley’s.
Penobscot visiting friends with her family the
five
weeks, returned home last Thursday.
past
A. M. Cummings was in Bucksport Monday on business in regard to some lumber lots.
....R. L. Brown was at home on Sunday from

Mrs. Leavitt will return the last of the week.,
MORRILL.

The drama “Diamonds and Hearts,'' presented at the Grange Hall last Thursday night by
our

...

...

....

re-

Alexander and

Daggett’s Crossing.

young people, proved a
was filled to its utmost

great

success.

Ihe

capacity, and without exception all expressed themselves well
pleased with the evening’s entertainment. The
parts in the play were well taken, and the
leading characters showed much dramatic talhall

ent.

The

orchestra consisted of Katherine

Gurney and Ernest Bowen,1st violins; Clarence
Paul, cornetist, and Mildred Gurney, organist,.
By request the play will be given again at the
Grange Hall next Monday evening, following a
baked bean supper, with all the usual accessories_Miss Eva Wentworth closed a successful term of school in No. 3 last Friday.
The village school taught by Miss Mildred
Wentworth, closes this week... .The remains
of Joseph Blood of Camden were brought to
Morrill cemetery for interment last Sunday.
.Rev. William Fletcher of Waterville
preached here last Sunday.

—-

Recognition Asked for Those Who
During the Civil War.

Seive

of

names

a big bounty under a
L'ongress passed late in 1864, per
mining States to ship men for the Navy

who enlisted for
ol

to

be counted

sn

the State that

paying

a

on

the quota of the town
shipped them, the Stat

bounty

The Kind Yon Have

;

y^

of $300, the State ha 3

record of those who served in th
We feel that these

navy.

representative,

men

those who went

late

in

Most of those

without

ing ensign;
that no

Signature of

bounty
THI

from which

they shipped knew ther
no more.
They were put oil board re
eeiving ships at Portsmouth or Portland
and the State having paid their bount;
and sent them off with fat pocketbook
kept no further track of them. Ther

CINTSUS

COMPANY,

ate

W1W

VOP»K

The

engulf

should not

down

all

oblivio:

tide

of

the

heroes wh

ships from th
good old State in all its wars. How, I
ask you, can a true history of Maine b
written with the part taken by the brav

went

the

to

in

sea

the navy left out.
maritime State has taken

Maine

in

mien

part

the

on

sea

in all the

continent since

English.
Phipps,

a

as

prominen ^

upon thi
settlement by th

its

wars

CITY.

Maine men werewith Sir Wiiliai ]
native of Woolwich, Maine
at the capture of Port Royal, N
S.
from the French in 1690. They wc-r

Pepperill,

Kitteiy, Maine, at
burg, N. S., from

the capture of Louis
the French in 1745

native

a

o

The first naval engagement of the wa;
of the Resolution was fought at Ma
thias. A prii 2S, 1776, when an armec
British

sloop,
by the

tured

others whose
This took

the

Margaretta,

was

capsix O'Brien brothers, and

unknown

names are

place

days

few

a

Lexington,
Lexington of

battle at

and

was

to me

after tilt

then known

as the
the Sea. The congress of the State of Massachusetts extended to the heroes of that day a vote
of thanks; but to the shame and disgrace
of the Nation, and of the State, no oth-

public body has

recognized
men who performed that daring feat in
any public manner.
Right here I wish to state that shortly
er

the

ever

•qftpr thp ‘‘Rill” Pnnwtav

Camden,

six years ago, I

mentioned to

recorder of the Military Order
Loyal Legion, Department of

he remembered dark

to

ever

t

going to proceed at once. Sixyears have passed and nothing has been
done co fa: as I have heard, and at the
next meeting of the uoval
Legion I shall
were

call the matter up more fully.
But to return: The first ship of

war

Continental Congress

was

built by
built at

\ne

Kittery.

She was

took

74 gun ship
•called the America, was commanded
by
John Pam Jones and was manned
by the

sturdy seaman from the coast of Maine
'iom Kittery to Quoddy Head.
Commodore Samuel Tucker, of Revoutionary memory, was a resident of the
of

Bremen in this State.

He it
that commanded the Frigate United
States that took John Adams, then min-

town
was

ister to

France, safely

that country in
the time of the Revolution. I do not
.know of any other thing that was placed
to his credit during that war.
But a

Congress and

ships, laying
and had

-•w-.-re
n

with Commodore Preble at

.800.

land.

Preble

was

a

Tripoli

native of Port-

The battle between the American

the

Navy

to

appoint

no

Cumberland,
at anchor in

were

slab covering both graves.
I am not well informed as to the

dead calm
The

a

chance to maneuvre.

broadside guns of neither
be brought to bear on her.
two

ship-

provided

been

ship

could

Had these

with two tug

boats each, one on each quarter, to enable them to shift their positions, the resuit wujki nave ueen uiuerem.

ue

umy

time that the Cumberland got her broadside guns to bear on the Merrimac was
when the ram came up alongside for the
The Cumberpurpose of ramming her.
land then got a few broadsides at her,
which made her

started some

tremble,
planking and set her to leaking,
wounding her commander and a few

of her
also

Cumberland continued |to

The

others.
fire at

the

until she Sana, and the
men stood to their guns until tile water
ram

num-

rm

promotion

dally

and

organs

„s

may appear at a • )(lil
Bellast, within and
ond Tuesday ot K(-hi
clock before noon, .t|,tj
have, why the
v|
proved and allowrd.
.1
A true copy. Attest
ARTHt !; \V

Get Pratt.s Profit-Sharing
Booklet.
Almanac FI:EB
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me

one

than that in which I had been

4 certain inKtrumen:
will and testatiK
late of ( harlestow u.
been presented for

Ordered, That n. t
terested by causir
published three w..

e

^icaocu

iu

iuai\r

lavuiauic

mcilUUll

of my name ami 1 was promoted to acting master June 1, 1863.

After June the rules for volunteer
officers were somewhat iron clad, and
; were as

A masters mate should
the ages of twenty and

follows:

between

thirty, should have had five years’ sea
seivice, and should pass an examination
before a board of regular officers.
An
acting ensign should he between the
ages of twenty-five and thirty-five,
should have had twelve years' sea ser-

the bottom with her.
No braver vessel ever
nant

the breeze

to

death.

or

flung
died

her pen-

a

ment

grander

Having written of this engagebefore I only mention it now to
to

fight

on

ship that day was
ifridge of Portland,

(hat

Lieut. Thomas O. St
who was the Ex ecu live Officer and is now
u Rear Admiral.
I vail to mind one other regular officer
from Maine wh > took an active part in
toe war of the Rebellion.
Capt. James
of Hath, who commanded the
frigate Brooklyn at the fight in
Mobile Bay. But having previously
Al'len

steam

written

up ihat engagement
Journal it is unnecessary to

details

for The
into

go

now.

to the volunteer officers
from Maine in the U. S. Navy uuring
the war of the Rebellion, of which the
come

State has

no

record.

Early

in the

war

of the Rebellion it was found that we
navy to speak of. We had only
about 40 ships of all classes, and but one
single ship in the home squadron that
had

no

fit to go into action.
Secretary of
Navy Toucey, being a rebel sympathizer, either had all the ships on foreign
was

the

stations
port

or

Navy

had them stored away at Gosyard at Norfolk, Va. The

:if

traitors,

as

this

they

nvnvoH

olinnr

history

nil I

yard,

!

how that

j

did at Pensacola

and it is well known

yard fell into the hands of the traitors, |
who took with them about one sixth of
j

the entire navy; and as the ships were
ordered home more than half of their
officers resigned and went south with
their people.
It is not well known to all

of

Maryland.
ships, and

Our

was a

the number of

j

\

native

officers, !

were_ so few that when President Lincoln issued his proclamation early in 1861

his

professional and mural character,
sobriety, etc., must pass an examination in navigation, seamanship, etc.
A
masters mate could be promoted to an

recommendation of his immediate commander and the approval of the flag ofBut this di<
tion for ail appointment.
ficer of the squadron. An acting Ennot work well on all occasions.
Many o E sign could not be promoted to acting
master until he had served three months
the old-line officers of the navy did no
as ensign and was officially mentioned
take kmuly to volunteer omeers.
me;
for gallant and meritorious conduct in
looked upon them as interlopers, am I action and recommended by his superior
officers with the approval of the admiral
called them shot plugs. And many o
It was the same for
the volunteers who had been in com mam I of the squadron.
from acting master to acting
of merchant ships did not take kindly t< 1 promotion
volunteer lieutenant,
which was the
the discipline on board a $man-of-war
highest grade to which a volunteer officer could aspire.
when placed in a subordinate position
It will he
seen that to become
serving under a young lieutenant wilt a volunteer readily
officer in the regular navy
had had hut little sea service.
Thej one must have had some previous knowlsimply could not stand it and resigned. edge of the business. There was no
Others simply could not hold their mouths such thing as a volunteer navy, but vol- !
unteer officers in the regular navy.
In
right, and were either dismissed or hac the volunteer army one could pass from
their appointments revoked for insubor- the president of a college to a colonelcy,
dination. An illustration of this was en- from a lawyer’s office to a captaincy and
a lieutenancy.
acted on hoard the first ship in which 1 from a rirv goods clerk to
without any previous knowledge of the
served. No ship that ever sailed the sea
j business; and with a strong pull with
had a more capable body of officers than the governor of his State could become a
she. The trouble was she had too many j general of volunteers, while we of the
had no political pull and if we got
officers who were too capable for the navy
I readvanced it was by merit alone.
positions they held on board. She was a marked in the beginning that the regulittle clipper hark, a perfect little yacht, lar naval officers did not take kindly (o
built to carry dried hides from Rio to us; but they were soon compelled to
recognize us in many instances as their
New York, and had made some of the
equals, with the exception of rank.
and
the
ever
made,
yet
Fairagut and Porter said that while we
quickest passages
four ranking officers on hoard that ship lacked in etiquette and in discipline we
were their equals in bravery and daring,
would not have considered it a compliequally as good navigators and better
little
commanded
that
to
have
ment
clip- all-round seamen; and while the regular;
per bark in the merchant service, for had seen most of their sea service on
they had been in command of bigger foreign shores, and in large ships, the
majority of the volunteers had spent
ships. Her commander was an acting most
of their lives on the American
volunteer lieutenant who been educated coasts and their
knowledge of the coast
of
some
the
Southern States far exceeded that
m the service hut had
resigned
of the regulars.
In many instances the
years before to take charge of a large
volunteers acted as pilots.
1 recall the
When
in
York.
New
shipbuilding piant
fact that it was an a'ting master who
his
seroffered
the war broke out he
piloted the Monitor into Hampton
vices to tile government that had edu- Roads on the ever to be remembered
cated him and they were gladly accepted, night of March 8, 1862, and had her in
on
the morning of the 9th to
for he was a very capable and a very position
attack the Rebel ram Merrimac as she
brave rr.an; hut he was also a very fussy came out to complete the destruction of
He our fleet, begun the day before. The reman and a very strict disciplinarian.
stood for all the little forms of etiquette sult of that fight is known to the world
and needs no further mention at this
that the volunteer knew but little about
time, though later, if I am spared, I
in
the ship i may take that matter up.
The other officers
as yet.
In none of the fights or naval engagewere three acting masters and three actments that took place during the war of
ing masters’ mates. The grade of act- the Rebellion
were tne volunteer officers
ing ensign had not yet been created. one whit behind the regulars in brav- J
These three acting masters had all been ery, and in skill none of them had
The j
in command of big ships, but took rank seen any more fighting than we.
1
first fights of all of us were in the war of
in the navy according to the dates of
the Rebellion, and volunteer officers
their commissions, and the ranking officer were in
every ship. Some of the fine j
was the executive of the ship. The next ; ships, and nearly all of the smaller ones,
j
in rank was the sailing master and navi- were commanded and officered by volunteer officers.
the close of the war I, j
At
gator, and he was the right man in the
myself, had command of a gunboat of
He was a man 56 years of TOO tons with an 8
right place.
gun battery, 11 officage and had been in command of a large ers and 140 men, and it seems to me that
He the names of the officers and men who
whaler sailing out of New Bedford.
served in the navy from Maine should
had been in command for fourteen years
have their names and records placed in
and had sailed in every sea where these the archives of the State. The name
of
the
were
to
be
leviathans
found,
deep
merchant service was their recommends

■

company of naval officers. But he knew
his place and kept in it, and in less than
year was promoted and had command
of some of the finest ships in the serBut the junior master was a difvice.
a

declaring

the ports of the Southern States ferent kind of a hairpin, if I may be alunder a state of blockade, he was laugh- 1 lowed the expression. He had commanded
ed at, and with scorn, by the nations of bigger ships than any of the others; had

I't t t rv t r
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m
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PAINS GO.
SWOLLEN JOINTS
VANISH.
RHEUMA—Greatest Remedy for
Rheumatism, Gout and Sciatica
Only 50 Cents and Money
Back from A. A. Howes &
Co. If It Doesn’t Satisfy

for, and prayed for, been in command of one of Vanderbilt’s
our destruction.
England, Franee and large steamships that before the war
.Smith was a native of one of the coast Spain and the Prime Minister of Eng- plyed between New York and Aspinwall.
Thousands of persons during the last year
towns in Lincoln county, coming to Bel- land, Lord John Russell, issued a mani- His ship was big enough to have nearly
freed themselves from the bondage of Rheufast at an early age, and was a success- festo to the people of these nations, ad- taken our little bark on its|decks, and he matism; rid themselves of the torturing pain;
ful mariner in merchant ships from the vising them to pay no attention to the did not hesitate to put his oar in and give reduced the swollen joints; threw away canes
and crutcheB, and from helpless beings became
port of Belfast for some years. He left proclamation of President Lincoln, tel- his opinion on all occasions, and in many able to work and be of use to themselves and
the sea and was a merchant in Belfast in ling them that its full value was the cost instances to criticize the doings of the their families.
They took RHEUMA: the modern enemy of
1836, and was subsequently appointed to of the paper it was written on and that commanding officer.
Kheumatism, which is also sure to cure Lumin
the
Gulf.
Our
the '.navy; but with what rank, and at it was but a paper blockade, anyway,
We,were blockading
bago, Sciatica, Arthritis, Gout, Chronic Neuralcommander had been a former shipmate gia or Kidney disease.
■what time, 1 have been unable to learn. as we had no ships and no officers and
Don’t be skeptical about RHEUMA. You
J was appointed to the navy on his recom- men to enforce it. But he had reckoned with Admiral Farragut, who at thal will know in a few hours after beginning the
treatment
that the poisonous Uric Acid is
the
commanded
Gulf
Ht
time
mendation in 1861. He was a thorough without his host, and was not as wise as
Squadron.
leaving your system through the natural chanHe had overlooked the fact reported the acts of insubordination oi nels. You will feel better in a day; you will
seaman, a fine navigator, and was well he thought.
you are going to be cured in less than a
qualified to command any Bhip in any that at that time we had the finest Mer- this officer to the admiral and the first know
week.
sea.
At that time the navy was com- chant Marine in the world, from which
Don’t think because RHEUMA is sold for
Children
only 60 cents a bottle that it won’t bring you
posed of sailing ships only. His son, the secretary of the navy drew ships and
back to health. There is no guess work about
FOR FLETCHER’S
Joseph B. Smith, who, I think, was officers, and before the bombastic maniit. RHEUMA is better than any remedy at
born in Belfast, held the rank of Com- festo of Lord John Russell had got fairten times the price. Ask A. A. Howes & Co.
CASTORI A
Europe,

who wished

Cry

whose ancestors who served in the
army
readily be found, such is not the case
with those of us who served in ihe
navy
as it now is, and
by right our names and
our record should be found at
the capital
of the State.

unless made

|

so

A true copy. Attest.
Arthr i:
o

AWKWARD CHILDREN

Nickels, Searsport.
Acting masters, R. O. Patterson, Tolford Durham, Sumner
Lothrop, .J. 0.

Acting ensigns,

John

Pen-

Cousins, Joseph

S. Thumbs, E. S. McDonald an i Harrison
Banks of Belfast, and
acting master’s i
mate, Robert F. Russ of. Belfast.
Acting master, Luring Emerson of Orland, a native of Belfast.
Acting master, R. B. Brown of C'astine.
ville.

j

of Linco'n-

Acting
lieutenant, Frank
Josselyn of Camden.
Acting masters, John and James Magoon, and acting ensign, Ed. Magoori of
volunteer

Rock port.
Acting masters, John and George Cabels of Rockland, natives of Belfast.
Acting ensigns, A. E Butler and Jonathan Crocker of Rockland.
Acting volunteer lieutenants, C. A.
Bouteile, Thomas J. Woodard and William Flye of Lincoln county.
There are very many others whose

names 1 do not recall.
All of those mentioned from Waldo county are dead, with
the exception of Capt. E. S.
McDonald,
Robert F. Russ and myself; and of the
400
who
entered
nearly
the navy 1 know
of less than twenty who are now
living.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
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connection

JOSfcPH H. Hi
County of a
having demands aga
lie

ceased

are

i
i

desired

tiemenr, and all

Guaranteed work in Chirarody, Manicuring. Shampooing and Facial Work. Also a

i

in.

Unity. January 14

full line of all kinds of Hair Work at.my
parlors over Shiro’s Store, Phoenix Row.

4

;

DM1N1STK v'l":

\ s«*» iI er herebv
duly appointed a mi:

MISS EVIE HOLMES.

23tf

|

A true copy. Attes
Aiu tu t:

NOTICE.

I

.J

*

FR \NKUN TlJh

5

in the < ounty of
floods as tile law
demands ag.-;n-t t ne
desired to present
all indebted tli«*i11
meut

1

prepared to do ell kinds of trucking
Furniture and piano moving a specialty, l.eavr
am

orders at the
streets, and
:

to n.

statde,

corner

14tf

126

of Main and Cross

Waldo Ave

e.

B

H. C. Hoffses
CLEANING.
STEAMPRESSING
and REPAIRING.
At 52 High Street.

|
i

j

immediately.

|
|

IIKI.KN A. K NO u *
iu the Comity <■!
bo <is as th** jaw .!
demands against r
are desired to p:
ami all indebted tie
pavment immediate y
ville, Me my aidin'..
via'
North Conway, N. li

j

j

-•

j

CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER

!

\ dminisYiui'ii ;
A senbei hereby
duly appointed • t■:i

si

■

j
j

Winterport, Nov

they will receive prompt atten
Telephone connection
W. W. HI.AZO,

!

;

j

i DMINIS1 KA I o.i
A scrtber hereby ui\

; duly appointed adiu

|

A.YltA E. HATCH.
in the County of W
bonds as the law oiree
demands against th.
are desired to pi csent
and all indebted thei

Tel. 216-13

X6tf

payment immediately.
Islesboro, January

a

dr^p

mes

House to Let

14

ADMINISTRATORS
scriber hereby gi"
adi

!

beeu

!

°*

prompt call.
WALTEK H.oOOMliW,
Corner Cross ami Federal Sir ts, Belfast.

I'YAM H. HATCH
the County ot A'ai.l
bonds as the law directs
mauds against, the «*st u
desired to present tinall indebted thereto aiment immediately,
in

:

N'

duly appointed

>

X

|

j

Januarv 14,

Islesboro,
corner of High ant] Church I
streets, next to the North Church.
For particulars apply to
CLARENCE n. KNOWLTON.
Sanitation of the heai t.

At the
c: Si 5 L, 15 RISK

m.

sell

Cedar street
9 rooms and attic; stable and two hen houses
lot about 5-16 acre. Enquire of
JOHN R. DUNTON or
34tf
RALPH I. MORSE.
THE

limited his practice

posta card and you will receive

on

j

I !• hate <
< nn• >
lor th"
daiui it y.
I>. i:
v
li
VI
K
M; 1
rr
0 F >y *.
Wttalo. dece.iseil. !.
praying that Ft.
poo ted ailinmi-l
e. ased
< n li.-red, '1 !ia
r
all pel S()||x 11| *• e iolder tu he puti
in The l{epiih|ieni,
lished .f Helfasi. ti
li di* t ourt. to be !
said County, on tin
1 tH 3. at ten of lincause. if any they h
petitioner should not

in t

Plaintiff’s Attorney, A. S. Littlefield, Rockland, Me.
A true copy of the Order of Court with Abstract of the Writ.
3w6
Attest: GEO. I. KEATING. Clerk

The Frank

11 u.

v

CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREET*

And now on suggestion to the Court that
Fields S. Pendleton, one of the defendants, at
the time of service of Hi writ, wa- not an in
habitant of this State, and had no tenant.,
agent, or attorney within the same, that lie
has had no notice of said suit, it is Ordered,

For Sale

a.

7 to 8 p. m., and

I

Fields S. Pendleton and Edward S. Pendleton.

replevin.

.\

AND KLNMCTION.

vs.

(ABSTRACT OF PLTF'S. WRIT:.)
Replevin writ, one Hayward orange peel
bucket, weight about 1250 lbs.
Ad damnum $500.
Writ dated June 18, 1910, and returnable to
and entered at the September term, 1910, date

\

**1

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

Court,

that notice of the pendency of this suit be
given to the said defendant, by publishing an
attested copy of this Order, together with an
abstract of the plaintiff’s writ, three wee
successively in The Republican Journal, a news
paper printed at Belfast, in the County (•
Waldo, the last publication to he not less than
fourteen days before the next term of this
Court, to be holden at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the third
Tuesday of
April, 1913, that said defendant may then and
there appear, and answer to said suit, if he
shall see cause.
Attest: GEO. I. KEATING, Clerk.

j

a

diseases of the

them.

January Term, 1913.

of

Announces that he has
to

everywhere.

C. E. Kicknell

Ordered. That
Wock<
leee'.v..
newspaper i
that ai. pi tsm
< old t to
hate
h.
day oi Ft hruni >
tlto) ll U'.ulM t.
allow i*d.

;i

■

In my practice I found so many people
whose sickness came from bad stomach
and bowels that I had a prescription put

Judicial

\tt
hr M

A 1,1)0 S.v —I c
\\T
Vt
last. 'Mi tin ’i.
Clara K. Grtiii >. a-in
.1
W
M.o.
<
utility deceased
littal accoddt ot adn
allowance.

DOW, AGENT,

over

i

AI

badly?

SS.—Supreme

11
U’ALDOSS
Vt last. 011 the 1 1:
harles \1. How*--,
ol Charles F. <'<*1
County. deceased !
filial account of nun

■

Dr. 0.1 lij

WALDO

Atm-d
uni

Ordered, that n«
vvei'K.i successively.
newspaper pr.M -i d
that all persons inn-i.
bate Com t. to he held
day of Febru. > i>they have, why tinallowed

hist.
I hen you neglect your bowels.
( onsequence is you get a stomach full
of our,- Iruif-digcsted food and the bowels
choked fuli of filthy waste matter,
giving

All druggist? ami dealers in
medicine sell it for 35c, 50c and $1.00.
I
know a lot of doctors and
druggists who
use it in
their own families, so you see
what they think of it! Just remember the
It brings he~bh
name, Dr. True's Elixir.
to men. women and children.

n*

a

NEW YORK.

Capital ami

This prescription became famous as a
health giver, so I put it up, naming it l)r.
1 rue's Elixir, and you can buy it most

n ust

Ordered, that

or

larg-

si

waiting for

1

weeks success) v»d v
a newspaper pub!
that all person-* in',
bat*- Comt, to b* a
0} Febinary next,
have why the said
lowed and resignat

PAMPHLETS ON APPLICATION.

up and

<

..

required to give Bonds

MARCELLUS J.

iir

any wonder you feel

>0

lowance, togetb*

who may w'sh to relieve
friends from further obligations as

sureties,

be low.

poisons off into the blood and body. Is it

1

1.1
ss. in
*»
fast, ini the 1
J«»hn 11 * Jordon, Ldia
Brooks, in said 1
til sr and final a*

part < .f you to be abused.
\ on f*;:t nil kinds of different foods,
you
don l chew enough, you bolt
your food
tvt.-u

Alt-

a mu

in positions of trust, and who desire to
avoid asking friends to become their

AMERICAN SURETY COMPANY OF
the

1

s

BROOKS, MAINE.
are

».

may appear at a
Belfa-t. with n
second Tuesday o:
el *ck helore noon,
ha v**, \\ liy the
11':.
prove*i and allowed

0

bondsmen, should apply in
by letter to

vels

stoma.

V

BONDSMEN SUPERSEDED.

*/*

organs in )

\ 11•
A u rni

copy.

At a Probate <
.11
for the County
day of January \ h
certain in strum. 1
will and testamln:e of Stockton **,
W.ildo, deceased, p.
bate.
Order* d. That m*i
interested by eauvn
puldislied three v.-

Bonds

on
0

Bow to Be Well.
Rv

true

ior allowance.

business in footwear is larger than a
”ear »g<' and most manufacturers
appear sat.3fied with the volume of orders
placed. There
is a fair trade in fine grade men's
shoes, with a
rood call for black and tan goods, and while in
women’s styles the demand for tans has improved, patent leathers continue in chief reruest. Business in shoe leather is not
especially nctive, hut prices are firm, and shoe manufacturers re expected to enter the market
their

A

••

New

as

i.
may appear at a
last, \vithui and be
t- ebt nai >
before noon, ami *.!-.
"by the same >!•.>
ami allowed.

Tuesday of

!

J. 0. Johnson.

The Shoe

Ordered, I hat n
by ean-o..
published ihree w.-publican J**ninai. |
interested

St. Vitus’ dance makes children
awkward at lirst, ti n restless';
later conies tl e twit-cuing of the
muscles and jerking of the limbs
and body.
\
A large proportion of children of
school age have St. Vitus' dance in
some degree hut there is no need of
your child sulfering wall this disease, no need of leaving school or
getting behind in classes. At the
first sign of nervomm-ss, of inability to sit still, sleeplessness or
continued irritability give l>r. Williams’ Pink Pills, one after each
meal.
The change will soon he
apparent. As the thin blood becomes rich and red,
the starved
nerves get the needed nourishment
and the alarming symptoms vanish.
There is no d meter of St.
Vitus unless the blood is thin. Outof-door exercise, proper food and
Pr.
Williams’. Pink Pills whenever a tonic is need d will
keep
\
any growing child in trim.
Pr. Williams’ Pink P:iisare valuable in all diseases w '..ere the blood
is at fault, as in chloin.ds, rheumatism, after-effects of the grip and
fevers, headaches, and debility due
to overwork, worry or nervor-noss.
I Mays are dangeron.- in d, a-» s
caused by thin blood.
They do
not correct themmlv s.
They get
worse.
So get a box of Pr. Williams’ Pink Pills at the nearest
drug store too ay ami begin the
treatment. If you want to know
what the remedy has a* inaliy done
write for our book of ee:v*e
Pr. Williams’ Pink Pills are 50
cents per box, six bo\4-s mr >L\5n at
druggists or from the Pr. Williams
Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. 5’.

Below I give the names and rank of
those whom I knew that served as volunteer officers in the navy
during the war
of the Rebellion; butl know little of their
record, not having served with them.
But I do know that the records of some
of them are such that the State and the
Nation should be proud of, the Nation
having already acknowledged that fact:
Acting volunteer lieutenant, Fred F.

dleton. a.) of Belfast

t
\. i.

certain instrument
"ill and ie*u
late of Belfast, in *■,
ed, having been pi.

V

low.

Johnson,Francis A.Russ, Ephraim’F

1A

M It

for the County <
day of January.

by

men,
great unless they
do and dare, and it seems
fitting eminently fitting, that those who did and
uareu lor me nonor anti
credit of the
State shoultl have their names placed in
the archives of that State for the emulation of the generations that are to fol

Ac:ing ensign, Mark Ames

ensign after six months service, with the

publicanJournal.il!::.

may appear at a l i,
Belfast, within and t
Tuesday of Kebruiu
be lore noon, and s|,.,
why the same shm.,.!
and allowed.

can

are not great
and men are not

m

prl

once.

States

«

At a Probate ( «»iirt I
for the County ..f u
day of Janutny, a i>

which

master

;i,„

"’ll
1 '*to h ]
,f
J

ceased. bavin*,'bm. t„...
Oidereri, That notire i„.
terested by causing
published three w.,
J
publican Journal, pul,

aid of every one who served in tmnavy
had friends who thus
served, and I
earnestly request those who may read
this article, and are interested, to write
me at

1

cprtalti instrument.
wilI himI testaiiienii»ln
late of Wini,.rport, n,,

or

|

into their muzz'es, and nearly half
of that brave and gallant crew went lo

will be remembered that he

belonging to Maine who
were in the U. S. Navy from Maine at
the beginning of the War of the Rebellion; but I know of a few who helped
to make history at the breaking out of
that war. First I will mention Captain
Joseph Smith, who was the Chief of the
Bureau of yards and docks.
Captain
ber ot officers

law

acting. But I did not have to hold it
long, for in less than a year we had a
sharp'fight, when’my commanding officer

he

sels, and the captains of these vessel 5
rushed for the navy. The fact that the; 1
had been a captain or a chief mate in th ;

ships,
sailing

bng Enterprise and the British brig that the late Admiral Schley was one of and 1 feel safe in asserting that so far as
But after being absent from his ! the ships and the seas and the coasts of
Boxer was fought in Maine waters, off these.
Seguir at the mouth of the Kennebec, ship for 48 hours he returned on board i the world were concerned he knew more
.Sept., 1814. The Americans were the and took the iron-clad oath of allegiance I than all of us put together. He was a
iiictors; but both the captains were killed to the United States and was ever after ! kindly, but rough and uncouth man, and
-and were buried side by side at Portland, true to his allegiance until his death. It would not have graced a ball room in a
one

e

oi

to prey upon our commerce in all direc
tions, and particularly the smaller ves

who

Merrimac sneaked up under the bows of
as they lay at anchor and the

to

-monument has been erected to his memory within a few years. Our seamen

of

these

this

part in that unequal fight.

activ

an

man

Be it remembered that the two

I now

a

a

ships and to serve in ali the ships
they were all of the lowor grades
the shores at none to rank higher than acting voluntee r
naval light was
The next lower grade wa 3
Newport News were lined with specta- lieutenants.
tors, among whom was Commodore acting master, and the lowest grade wa 1
Smith, and. when he saw the flag come actingjnaster’s mate. At first there wer ; vice, should have served at least as mate
down or. the Congress he was heard to no set rules for examination, and the;
of a ship, should bring before the board
exclaim, "Joe is dead!” When asked his j came in very rapidly and went out ver
letters of recommendation from the last
The first to volunteer wer ;
reasons for thinking so, he said, "If Joe ! rapidly.
captain with whom he had sailed and
were alive the flag would not have been
shipmasters out of a job. England an 1 from the owners for whom he had sailed
hauled down?” It was soon learned that France had recognized the Confederac
and the agent of the insurance company
Commander Smith was killed before the as belligerents and the Confederates hai
that insured the ships in which he sailed,
began to cover the seas with privateer and from other reliable persons as to
surrender.
While

Congress.
going on

the

helped

to the matter and found it in good hands;
that the Daughters of the American
Revolution had the matter in charge and

ships and volunteer officers.
1861, Congress authorized th

but

of

could

Machias bay full of ships of
war and other vessels and have such a
pageantry as was nevi t before witnessed
*n Maine.
He told me that he would
look the matter up, and did so. Shortly
after he wrote me that he had apeuded

compelled to recog
largely throug 1

done

render

show that one of lhe crave officers who

till

was

was

fleers from the merchant service tooffice r

order could do itself no greater
donor than to elect a Boulder in memory
of those heroes; telling him that we
our

This

in the history of the nation. Commander Smith was killed before the sur-

these ships
■

good

purchased
In July,
April Secretary,

day

of the
Maine.

nize.

at the

came

Rev. Dr. Burrage, State Historian arid

ti‘at

that

had every port in the Sout 1
state of blockade: one tha *■

we
a

the whole world

surrender-

was

There was another Maine

a

with Sir William

ship

cold

under

ship Cumberland was sunk
by the Confederate Ram Merrimac on

an ,

be.

which

ly

Frig-

time that the

leaving nuuu men
about 400 officers of whom there is n
record in the archives of the State. Thi
not

Congress,

ed to the Rebel Ram Merrimac

about 2,000 of this class, and it i
estimated that about 8,000 men and 40 j
volunteer officers went into the nav,

-should

command of the U. 8.

in

was

in 1861 and in

Navy

mander in the U. S.
1862

were

tnus

and received the

grade less

came
from foreign countrie 3!
in ships to our seaport towns enlisted fo r
the bounty only, and the towns and citie

iviaine,

also made

one

i duty for four months, with but
! mate’s pay, my promotion placed

In Use For Over 30 Years.

Men who

irom

M

a|

A
A.

ration.
stimuand
digestive
stock
receiving
insures
In
full benefit of food.
p«u ka'^ree to suit—25c, 50c»
51; 25-lb. pails, 53.50.
“Tour money back If It
f.ul-j.”
the
6trer.Kt.ieng

♦o

late a

m

At a Probate t oon
tor the t minty of w
day of January, r.

#

Fifty years from now the sons and
had been recommended I found it to be daughters of the Rebellion will be as
in one sense an Irish promotion. Though popular as the sons and daughters of the
Revolution are today, and while those
I had acted as master and done a master’s

the earth, and many o f
under assumed names

shipped

they

and

could enter the navy as a
volunteer officer above that grade, so
I
that wh n I returned to New York in

July

from the ut

men came

ends of

them

Bears the

and ret b«tiar remit* from
Add
stock.
amal!
your
amount ot

of the iolunteers who thus

Always Bought

PROBATE >.r

Feed Bflb

PSave
R frl?
A

served from
this recommendation could be acted upon W aldo
County and the adjoining counties
Congress had made new laws regulating Though the most of them are dead it is
the appointment of volunteer officers hoped that their relatives, seeing this
article, will join with me in an effort to
and had enacted an intermediate grade
have the names of their ancestors bebetween that of acting masters mate, come a matter of record. I have made an
(the grade in which I entered the service) effort to have a bill presented to the
and that of acting master—that of act- present Legislature to that effect but I
can do but little by myself,
l -,eed the

no

were

and
most

Children.

but

misrepresentative o
in early as volunteer

stayed

and

The Kind Yon Have Always Bought has borne the signature of Clias. II. Fletcher, and lias been made under his
personal supervision for over 30 years. Allow no one
to deceive you in this.
Counterfeits, Imitations and
“Just-as-good” are lint Experiments, and endanger the
health of Children—Experience against Experiment.

recruit

some

Infants

for

But, with tli

for the Nation’s life.

exception of the

no

■

I

of every person who served in tile arm
in any capacity during that great strug

act

_

the

recognized in any official manner by thus
in authority? At the office of the Ad
jutant General can lie found the name

glo

■
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Editor of The Journal
Have the services of those of us wh )
served in the U. S. Navy from this Stat
during the war of the Rebellion bee 1
To

thing the officer knew he was ordered to 1 and record of every officer who
thua
take the transport ship Rhode Island for served can be had at the
Navy Department
in
but
New York and was dismissed from the
Washington;
that of the
men would be more
difficult, for thev
service, as were hundreds of others; not
from every State in the union
because they did not know enough, but shipped
and in many instances their
hailing port
because they undertook to know too was not given, and it was a fad
much. The captains could appoint, but among sailors to ship under an assumed
so that the names of all of
them
could not promote, which could only be name,
and the ships in which they
sailed, cannot i
done by the secretary of the navy. I be
ascertained.
But from the
fully
was
appointed to take the dismissed of- records at the Navy Department and the
Pensionoffice
be
ficer’s place, and recommended for prothey may
approximated
I will now give the name and rank i
motion to acting master.
But before

Nav\.

Maine Men in The

^

ftocfioi; 2
Pa

J

Conquest

fjOHNSON'S = LINIMENT I
to relieve sudden cramps and pains I
,p \ u prepared
may come any time?
Anodyne Liniment responds
in
relieving coughs, colds, bowel
nnicklv
ra™“
M
burns, cuts, chaps, etc.
everywhere

25c and SOc
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Border.

Mexican

around they came swooping down
time we were surrounded by a
mighty fierce looking band of between seventy
and eighty, all heavily armed and with abundance of ammunition. It was a fine setting for
a Wild West moving picture show.
We kept
on saying, “Buenos Dias Senor” to each new
face glaring into the coach until we arrived at
the “patio” of the hacienda, into which the
driver was ordered to take us. Here we encountered the first gang busily occupied in
chopping down the doors to gain entrance to
the house. The bulk of our gang soon joined
them; only the “Cabecillas” (leaders) with
their attendants stayed around the coach.

_

Rebels.

the

with

,-iutt

followrecently received by
from Mrs. Ella Robin-
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ted to

the

use
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her

is

Mr Robinson
Maine, and was called
.;h Mrs. Robinson came
.,nd Mrs. Chase.

trip

to Mexico and

d with.
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-.tecas, Jan 22, 1913.
Ghase.
M xico, and still alive,
der ourselves. I enf a letter 1 wrote to
which you can get
to go through here.
now stationed, is a
.of the National railtion and on which Mr.
W e are surrounded
els, who have visited
the railroad camps as
times. We have to
»iur ears open all the
asi itw nights did not
as
a large band was
am here, and of course
Grande at any time.
he head leaders of
led here the other day
e
engineers camp the
bed everybody. That
from here, and Cheche
lake revenge for that on
ami on the engineers,
Munoz in the room
son of the adminisranch, who refused to
:
Munoz. I can tell
: steel here, and even.
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no

the

driver

bags

mail

taken out and the

were

ordered to open them, and as he did
not have the keys they were slit open with
was

knives, and the contents—letters, packages and

papers—distributed

among them.

The head cabecilla, Antonio Munoz, who is
known for his
in

and

as a

desperate bandit

any
it best to hand out a

thought

and he

arms

cruelty

region, asked Harry if he hid

this

had with

Then he
asked Harry where we were going, and whether it was very important for him to get to Rio
Grande that day; whereupon Harry said we
should like to get there before night fall, or if
that would interfere with their plans, to be
back in Car.itas before night. Munoz said he
small

..

*

in

revolver, all

would

we

what he could do.

see

us.

We had

stayed

in the coach all the time and 1 had

pushed my
satchel under the seat, trying to cover it with
my skirt, but his sharp eyes saw there was

something hidden and he asked, “what does the
home here; in fact, I
Senora hide under the seat." I immediately
iixed since I came to
bent down to get it and said “it is my satchel,
t tor this old revolureal good time, riding Senor,” whereupon he looked at me pretty
; camps and surroundsharp and said, “Is it yours Senora?" and on
ads are very good.
My
that it was, he surprised us by saying
force working for him my reply
,;tve him alone it looks
very politely, “Don’t molest yourself then."
ocs iii on.
After seeing that everything had been taken
tn are in good health
out of the coach, and after accepting one of
v "ii. and that we will I
future, 1 am, with i Harry’s cigars, he rode over to the house
Robinson and my- '■ which they had succeeded in entering and out
Ella Robinson.
of which the first appeared loaded with their
.is to Mr. and Mrs.
|
booty. They surely looted that place, and did

ver.
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ther I wrote you that
a rebel hand came
distance south from
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for
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going

were

to be

1 do not
ng them.
uusted 1 was and how
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j long.
;

.hi not get away. Sev- !
came thiough here
bandits and after a ^
tradic the trains beAs Harry’s work i
n.
longer than he ex- ;

[■:

ould be best

to go out

the house, ;
wanted from Zaca- j
l ride out with Harry
m three to four hours,

might

see

■

1

the

.a-

roads,

as

i

and

us

all

some

too

beginning

was

over;

friendly. Harlong as they last-

not

to

was

look

not very

wilder and

found out the hiding place
of the wine, when luckily the order came to
hurry up and get to their horses. Many pack
animals were loaded down with all they could
carry off. All the cabecillas, Antonio Munoz,
Antonio Medina, Manuel Gallaviz, treated us
very well with the exception of an awful fierce
one, “Delfino Rosales," who tried over and
over again to molest us, but who was each
time ordered away by Munoz. Rosales’ looks
were bad enough to give one the nightmare.
At last they were ready to start, and Harry
asked Medina to send somebody over to stay
with the coach until the last, which are generas some

had

ally the worst, had left, whereupon he replied
that he himself would stay to see that we were

well

i<jndid—simply ideal.
esday morning Harry
Mr. Moyer, who is out

?

It

wilder,

the north did not

[

t.

looking

and

fierce,
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j

arms

pretty

the

and

1

leave anything unturned. In the meantime
cabeeilla after another came asking

! ry handed out cigars as
ing
burning
got scared here and ed, which with a crowd like that

I

j.

one

Munoz, the head leader
shook hands with us, giving

not further molested.
came

over

and

would

the coachman orders not to leave before three
o’clock for Rio Grande.
All the other leaders
seats in the stage came then and wished us a
geod trip, and off
mpiy irony, as it is not ^ they went. It had been quite a strain on our
with a cover of duel; ; nerves and we felt relieved when we saw the
den se.it for two per- i last one disappear through the gate. We were
v
have to squeeze to- guing to stay a little
longer in the coach
j
hion is meant to make until we were sure
they would not reail l ags for Tetillas, turn, when
two reappeared galloping
are thrown into the
back
demanding more wine.
They dis:
if tl ere should be
appeared into the house and two more came imWell, as the rebel mediately after them; but Medina must have
keeper, that

s
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day.
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here.”
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and

around

me any nearer.
We
distance, however, and
uter. “The rebeis are at
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try to escape,” was
is
pretty hard escaping
that and the coachman
best for us to get out
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8v,
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behind

coach
ur
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satchel with us, and
in three

for shelter, no one
ail saying tnev will
finer
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our

nouse.

ou

coachman could not
rushed after him and
minutes. He told him
take us in and that, there:'ie

fe

to
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K

try

get

to

over

to

rive to six kilometres

I
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achman would not listen
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impossible to get
Anally Harry persuaded
was
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it

when
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we

large body
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re-entered

of

mounted

the opposite side from
7'ir“ We Cou‘d n°b make out
federate or rebels. They
3
i seemed
to be waiting for

^

11

9000 aa

they

saw

one man

the

coach

in pursuit of

where they
^ 8} lng
*Chrnan beat the mU,eS a11
tWy
much headway
>llredJ!' ^ make
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Jftit Waa Soonhope of toescape;
were.
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ife
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dr‘Vfer then and

Jtea lhe rider
*** al the
side
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so

there to

who came on
of the coach
were KoinK* “To Rio
3Wered “Turn around" waa
‘' and
back we went to Tetil£
,e
&ar>g on the oppoaitealope

rirrvUreWe

us:

“I

fron

our

beautiful

seat.

after the rebels had gone
a little side gate.
the administrator and his assistant, wrho

men

an

hour

appealed through

of here

as

soon

|
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j
j
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1

|
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as

you can;

they

may

come

all; they surely would have
killed us if they had found us,” which we did
not doubt for a minute.
He stayed not more
then ten minutes, when he was on the road
to Canitas.
We waited until three o’clock
when the gates were opened for us and we
could continue our eventful trip.
When we
drove through the village all of the women
came out of the houses, made the coachman
stop and all came over to kiss my hand. They
seemed to think I was their mascot and had
saved them. Well, without any more excitement we arrived at Rio Grande, tired and hunus

gry as wolves, not having had anything to eat
since morning.
Many men on horseback had

Rio Grande to meet us and hear the
first direct news. The coach coming from Rio
Grande had been warned before it was in sight
of Tetillas and had turned back, picking up
some refuges from camps on the road.
Of

come

from

Grande,
Well I

well as in Canitas on our return.
have completed my record, I met the

as

“Salgadistas” in Guerrero, the “Zapatistas” in
hedge, Morelos, and now the “Orozquistas” in Zaca-

a

Although asking

i4.

back.

of the houses w'hile

me

f>h 6

two

reached the first out-!

.■■wards the ranch
'•'

first

and 6aid‘. “How

hacienda.
was standing

J

Canitas

ienda church. At the

ng
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to the coach and said to

stiff

were

About half

mountains I

had

•vks around

I

was

the i back and kill

the twc. When

we

to me

came

them all with me,” which he did. I
glad to get down t>n the ground, as my

limbs

bright, I

across

and one can
direction of Tetillas,

c.

he, too,

1

'•■iole-land

•tween

as

It was
| had ueen hiding in the bushes. As soon as the
beautiful old man saw
Harry he said:‘#0 Senor, get out

was a

drive

'a.ns

them,

how

snow’

sunny and

wav

on

came over

fine; that is what

we

1

>

!

you;”

of

He

his eyes

shall take

better be careful;

i

[

j

1

sti.ge leaves at

room

■g

kept

LO nave*

development

of the

tecas, and I can say that I have had all I want
and have no desire to meet any more, and hope
it will not be long before the country is at
peace, although it does not look a bit like it.
When the rebels left Tetillas they went
straight over to Camp No. 9, where we intended to seek shelter. They robbed the foreman,
a poor Swede, of all his belongings, and as this
was their third
visit at that camp he had
enough, and left. They visited still another
camp, andjthen went towards the north, with a
federal force, that had come from Nieves to
Rio Grande, hard on their trail. They had an
encounter that afternoon and the federals
were reported to have killed ten, among them
the fierce looking cabecilla Rosales.
These
rebels were the same gang who had robbed and
burned Gutierrez and killed many people in
Sine Alto. On our return to Canitas we found
the hacienda people engaged packing all their
furniture and sending it to Fresnillo.
The
whole hacienda is empty and deserted, with
the exception of four Bcantily furnished rooms
for poor people like us, who have to stay there
for some time; and old “mozo,” who has been
here for twelve years takes care of them.
Harry bopeB to finish the work here by the
middle of next week. I still ride every morning over to the work with him and have a
beautiful time. I never felt better than I do
now.
After the work here is finished we shall
go to Zacatecas for a few dayB to buy whatever we need for our house in Rio Grande, and
then move over there for the next six months.

FI >od Fair!

steamship

the ocean, lake and river, the
construction in all its details, and the launching and the luxury of the modern liner
Navigation and the steamship lanes
across the ocean are made
clearer than
the lay reader has found them
heretoand
one
realizes
fore,
more fully the
perils of the ocean, icebergs, derelicts
fog, reefs. All have claimed their victims, and stirring stories of some of the
most striking disasters,
perhaps long
torgotten by most readers, are retoid
The author does much to brighten the
reputation of the tramp steamer, which
New England especially looks
upon with
no little disgust, for it has
done not a

on

little to destroy the leading
industry of
this section.
An interesting
chapter
too, is given to the wireless
but the author should know that the code
used, and the code which he shows in dots
and dashes,is not Morse, but Continental’
Many illustrations complement the instructive pages and bring closer to the
reader what has been done in the steamship conquest of the world.
Ihe writer begins today and takes a
varied course, first forward, then back
again, and thus he considers the great
Cunarders, especially the newest one
which “has astonished the
travelling
public and her owners,” and has “adequately fulfilled” the anticipations of
designers and builders, “itis doubtful,”
says Mr. Talbot, “whether the construelion of any vessel in the
history of the
merchant marine ever has been attended
by such exhaustive preliminary work for
the purpose of reducing chance to its
most infinitesimal
proportions.” He is
somewhat, morp pnnfifltmt
the sea than other recent writers, and
believes that progress in this direction
has kept pace with the development of
luxury, although it has been stated and
made quite clear that no vessel since the
Great Eastern, that misfit craft of more
than half a century ago, has been so
well built to withstand the
dangers of

telegraph’

BELFAST^

I

Lipnln-

J. B.

Company.
While there have been
many books relating to ships and shipbuilding, there
has been much left for Mr. Talbot
to put
into his comprehensive volume
which
shows the

turn

saw us

and

!

j

^ The

Boston, Mass.

of the Steam-

Philadelphia:

cott

^

■

Development
ship.

Steamship Conquest of the World. By Fred-

Anson’s

Rubles,

the

erick A. Talbot.
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Health by Lydia E. Pinkham’s

I February 11-15,1913,1

Vegetable Compound.
“Worth mountains of gold,” says one woman. Another
says, “I would not give Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound for all the other medicines for women in the
world.” Still another writes, I should like to have the
merits of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound thrown
on the sky with a searchlight so that all
suffering women could
read and be convinced that there is a remedy for their ills.”

!
!

-AT-

0

Belfast

We could, fill a newspaper ten times the size of this with such quotations taken from the letters we have received from grateful women
whose health lias been restored and suffering banished by Lydia E.

i

I
1

Fi ne
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Commercial considerations
navigation.
obviously have checked development ot
an unsinkable ship.
The modern liner, because of her size
and luxury, has been called a
“floating

town,” and it is estimated that 40,000
people are afloat at one time between

Europe and
busy season,

o;

Speakers.

Musical

Numbers.
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Grand Army Night

1

oj

Baby Show
Dolls’ Congress

WILLIAMS SAYS:
I suffered for 14
Elkhart, Ind.
years from organic inflammation, female weakness, pain and irregularities. The pains in my sides were
increased by walking or
standing on
my feet and I had such awful bearing
down feelings, was depressed in
spirits and became thin and pale
with dull, heavy eyes. I had six
doctors from whom I received
only
temporary relief. I decided to give
Lydia E. Pinkliam’s Vegetable Compound a fair trial and also the Sanitive Wash. I have now used the
remedies for four months and cannot
express my thanks for what they
have done for me.—Mrs. Sadie Williams,455 James
Street. Elkhart,
Indiana.
—

North America during the
and if the other seas are
included the marine population would
be about 100,000. The demand for
speed i
has done much to increase danger, and
if one wonders if this demand, is genupa^^Vrite to LYDIA E. PINKHAM MEDICINE CO. I
ine he has only to read that “during the
(CONFIDENTIAL) LY N X, MASS., for advice.
year 1911 the Lusitania alone completed
Your letter will be opened, read and answrered (
sixteen round trips between England
by a woman and held in strict confidence.
and New York and carried more than 41,--000 passengers—an average of 2,500 pasi_
_l_
One day
sengers for a round journey.
at Small Cost. galateas, and batistes all with the name
the Lusitania and a twenty-knot liner Good
“Bontex” woven in the selvage as a
left New York within a few hours of one
another. The Cunard boat in rou-d Materials of Quality—Simple and Becoming guarantee of style and satisfactory
numbers has one thousand passengers;
Lines—The Prettiest Possible Hat, and wear, give a women an unusual opporher slower rival had fewer than two
Neat Footwear.
tunity to secure pretty dress patterns at
hundred.”
An unusually interesting
any price that suits her purse and needs.
chapter relates to ships that make few
ports, which might as well be headed
[Correspondence of The Journal ]
Every store that carries an up-to-date
that
few
ports
ships make. Not many
Feb. 3. The woman who stock shows these new goods, or procures
New
Yoke,
have
ever
heard
of
people
Ivitgut, where
at small
them for customers, so a woman can
a dozen ships a year load
kyrolith. The wants to appear well turned out
port is on the southwest coast of Green- cost cannot afford to buy materials of judge for herself whether she likes
land, nd is navigable for only a few doubtful quality, or to have any gar- them.
weeks in the year. Clipperton Island,
A PRETTY HAT.
ment that is ill made or unbecoming.
too, sounds strange, but a schooner or
A
bat makes a heap
must
be
pretty,
becoming
small
and
hat
Her
belongings
two a year stops there to load phossmart and neat, and she can indulge in of difference in a woman’s appearance,
phate.
The building of what might be called
and here again a simple style, with the
no vagaries of eccentric fashion.
portable ships is an industry little know'r.
scant trimming that is most me dish, is
THE OPPORTUNITY.
in this country; but several British firms
Just now, when even in Paris nunlike not hard to find for a moderate cost. The
do a large business of this kind. The
vessel is built temporarily —merely bast- simplicity of attire is the mode, and here woman who buys her n illinery ready
ed, to use a tailor’s term—each piece is in New Y'ork
practical and pretty Amer- trimmed can do best by buying either
marked, and then all are taken apart,
ahead of the season, or late.
Prices are
are forging to the front,
ican
fashions
the pieces transported to the desired inland body of water, where shipbuilding the clever dresser has a great opportun- always higher at the beginning of a
season.
materials are not available, and then
ity to plan well and purchase with true
NEW LINES.
It
put together in permanent form.
but
can
Anyone
buy cheaply,
was
thus that the Victoria Nyanza in economy.
Dress lines won’t change much for
mid-Africa was supplied with steam- it is an art to get just the right kind of
some time, outlines remain straight and
snips, ann uni mine imiicuu was ine
apparel without sacrificing quality to
transportation of the first slip to Lake price. One well made outiit of good cut, narrow, loose at waist and closefitting at
skirts are comfortably wide but
Titicaca, the highest of ail lakes, 12,545
and material, is worth three of hips,
feet above the Pacific.
Tile trans-Si- style,
not full.
Hats are to be small as a rule
wear
to
common
sure
fussiness,
berian transportation problem was much flimsy
and set well down on the head, and very
when
one
of
these
vessels was and shabby looking.
simplified
light trimmings remain fashionable.
launched, in sailing trim, on Lake Baikal.
SIMPLICITY AND FITNESS.
The great value of the floating dock
Verona Clarke.
and
lines
fitness
of
Simple, becoming
and the interesting story of its discovery
are set forth
in a chapter devoted to style for the use for which the dress is
that subject. There is a suggestion for designed is the first essential, while bethe United States in this discussion, for
eom.ngness of coloring and reliability of
“the inability of any dock in North
mati rial are other features not to be lost
a
American waters to receive
modern
This does not mean extravamammoth liner reveals the fact only too sight of.
well that every port worthy of the name gant expenditure, quite the contrary,
must be provided with facilities to enable but it
does mean a wise choice of materthe largest ship afloat to be laid bare
whenever the necessity arises. Steam- ials liable to g’ve satisfactory wear.
ARE FOR SALE IN BELFAST BY
ship surgery has performed some marvel- j Often a cotton dress is in much better
ous operations. Ships lose thtir bows and
have entire new ones put on. One P. & 0
finer not of satisfactory size was cut in
two and sixty feet inserted between the
severed ends, and she came from the
Who by special arrangement have all the
operation as trim as ever and a knot |
patterns all the time.
faster. A steamship too large to go
NO WAITING TO SEND.
through the Soo Canal was cut in halves,
the pieces towed through, put together,
and she sailed away under her owr.
OLD COLONY INSURANCE COMPANY,
steam.
Some progress is being made on
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.
steamless ships—motor-propelled a sysAssets December 31, 1912.
tem which, if perfected, would mean a
Mortgage loans. $ 60,000 00
vast economy in men and fuel. The title
Stocks and bonds. 1,090,500 00
of Mr. Talbot’s volume obviously cannot
93,056 22
Cash in office ana bank..
stand, tor the steamship has not yet con87,686 83
Agents’balances...
quered the world, nor can it do so until
390 00
Bills receivable.
his
man has exhausted
ingenuity and has
3,135 00
Interest and rents.
lost his inherent, omnipresent desire for
1,017 62
All other assets.
more worlds to conquer- F. L. W. in the
Gross assets. $1,335,785 67
Boston Transcript.
1,017 62
Deduct items not admitted.
down—makes
you an
Impure blood runs you
Admitted assets.SI,334,768 05
easy victim for disease. For pore blood and
sound digestion—Burdock Blood Bitters. At all
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
drug stores. Price $1.00,
Net unpaid losses.$ 65,332 77
399,535 06
Unearned premiums.
15,229 65
All other liabilities.
400,000 00
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities. 454,670 67

Evenings.

Dancing Every Evening.
Free Gifts Every Day.

ITlltS.

lola. Kansas.—* During the Change
of Life I was sick for two years. Before I took your, medicine I could
not bear the weight of my clothes
I docand was bloated very badly.
tored with three doctors but they
did me no good.
They said nature
must have its way.
My r is ter .advised me to take Lydia E. Fmkham’s
Vegetable Compound and I purchased
a
bottle. Before it was goue the
bloating left me and I was not so
I continued taking it until I
sore.
had taken 1*2 bottles. Now I am
stronger than I have been for years
and can do nil my work, even the
washing. Your medicine is worth
its weight in gold. I cannot praise
it enough. If more women would
take your medicine there would be
more health}* women.
You may use
this letter for the good of others.”—
Mrs. D. 11. Brown, SOU North Walnut

Opera House.

Prominent

doing its glorious work among the sick women of the world for more
than oO years ?
Simply and surely because of its sterling worth. The reason no
other medicine has ever approached its success is plainly and simply because there is no other medicine so good for women’s ills.
Here are two letters that just came to the writer’s desk—only two
of thousands, hut both tell a comforting story to every suffering woman who will read them—and be guided by them.
U. ML. i5IiU

r=

Orchestra Concerts Afternoon and

Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
Why has Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound accomplished
such a universal success? Why has it lived and thrived and kept on

JbJtfJiU.

|
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NEW

PROGRAMME
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0

DAY

EVERY

ADMISSION:

n

UJ

Evenings 2Gc.

Afternoons 10c.
Season

I

Open from

Special

°

Tickets, 50c. and $1.00
10

Rates

a.

on

m.

to 12 p. m.

Boats and Trails
1
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Dressing

I
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1

NEW ENGLAND’S BEST

Sunday Magazine
Every
W ITH TH't

10c. and 15c.

SUNDAY HERALD

CARLE & JONES,

—

FREE BOOK
On

the

treatment

of

Horses,

Sheep, Dogs, Hogs, Poultry,

Cattle,

Birds

and

!

Total liabilities and surplus-$1,334,768 05
B. F. COLCORD, Agent, Searsport, Maine.
3w6

,

Trained Animals, mailed free.
For Every Living Thing

on

A. A. For

Lameness, Rheumatism.

C. C. For SORE Throat,
D

D

B

E For

For

F

F

Epizootic. Distemper.

WORMS, Rots, Grubs.
COUGHS. Colds, Influenza.

For COLIC.

Bellyache, Diarrhea.

G. G. Prevent- M1SCARRIAHS.
H. H For

KIDNEY and Bladder uiaordera>

I. I. For SKIN DISEASES, Mange, Eruptloaab
CONDITION, Indigestion.
60 cts. each bottle.
Veterinary Oil for Hoofs Ac. $1.00l

J. K. For BAD

Stable Case, full outfit $7.00.

druggists
price.

At

or

sent

prepaid

on

receipt

of
Humphreys’ Homeo. Medicine Co.. Cor. William
*

|

FEVERS, Milk Fever, Long Fever.

B. B. For SPRAIN'S.

Ann Streets, New York.

When baby euffera with croup, apply and
give Dr. Thomas, Eclectic Oil at once. Safe
for children. A little goee a long way. 26c and
60c. At all drug atoree.
___

Death

|

the Farm

Humphreys’ Veterinary Specifics.

The above designs are by The McCall
Company. New York, Designers and
Makers of McCall Patterns.
Dress of Nellrose brocade of stem-green
tone, with draped sash of plain material to
match. Collar and belt of velvet in darker
green.

taste than a silk one,

wearing silks

can

though pretty good
be had for a modest

sum.

NOVELTY COTTONS.
There is simply no end to the variety of
weave, coloring, and design in the new
cottons that all the stores are

showing.
Brocades and bordered effects, plain and
striped ratines, whipcords, grosgrains,
crepes, pongees, japuras, and a whole

of Dr.

Pepper.

Dr.
Boardman Pepper, a forof Colby. College and former
pastor of the Waterville First
Baptist Church, passed away Thursday
evening after a long illness at his home
He had been ill for
on Pleasant street.
a long time, and no change took place
until a few days ago, since which time
he had been in a state of unconsciousness
up to the time the end came.

Waterville, Me.. Jan. 30th.

George Dana
mer president

--—-

IA
CASTOR
For Infanta and Children.
The Kind You Have
Bears the

Signature

of

/H?

Always Bought
J<lc4C*U&{

For regular action of the bowels; easy,
natural movements, relief of constipation, try
Doan's Regulets. 26c at all stores.
/

Sunday

Twenty Pages!

Samp;e Copy Free

(

For Sale
One

the finest

of

op

Request)

,

resi-

dences in Belfast—containing
12 rooms and a bath. Hot
and cold water in six

sleeping

Excellent closet and

rooms.

The Only Successful Treatment

storage accommodations. Fine
For other

stable connected.

particulars apply

Chas. F.
GRANITE

to

Thompson.

STATE

FIRE

INSURANCE

COMPANY, PORTSMOUTH, N. H.

Stocks and bonds.....
Cash in office and bank.
Agents' balances.
Interest and rents.

45,000 00
10,100 00
935,295 50
60,951 61
97,801 88
11,203 34 ;

Gross assets. $1,160,352 23
Admitted assets.$1,160,325 23
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
Net unpaid losses. $ 52,593 60
559,544 84
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
16,309 05
200,000 00
Cash capital.W
Surplus ofer all liabilities. 331,904 74

Total liabilities and surplus.$1,160,352 23
Jas. Pattee A Sen, Agents, Belfast.

Lord, Agent, Winterport
B. B. Sanborn, Agent, Stockton Springs.
W. H.

Sw5

For

Liquor
Drug Using
and

It Destroys the Craving
No Nausea or Sickness
No Confinement
No Prostration

Assets December 31, 1912.
Real estate. $
Mortgage loans.

j

or

Collapse

General health improves from the
beginning. Healthful surroundings, skilled physicians, rational and honest methods
and a comfortable home

The KEELEY Institute
T. B. MORRISSEY, M.D..

151

Congress

Street

MGR.

Portland, Maine

TELEPHONE 2224
Home Remedies for Tobacco Using
and Nervousness
PRINTED

MATTER

ON

REQUEST

The Republican Journal

Commonly

BELFAST. THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1913.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

CHARLES A. PILSBURY.

causing

1”,"or
Business Manager

t

rheum,

salt

or

machine, working
people.

some

Wm. H. Rolfe is handling the insurant
business of Charles E. Lane, who is in California for the winter.

breaking out.
expelled and the whole sysrenovated, strengthened and

any

They
tem is
toned b.

Our milliner, Mrs. Merritt, is already planning for the spring business and will be fourn
prepared for the Easter trade.

are

tor one Square, one
Advertising Terms,
Inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
an 1 2fi cants for each subsequent insertion.

Hood's

In advance, $2.00 a
Terms.
year. Si t'O for six months; nit cents for three
Sui

Asa JoneB has been busy with his sawinf
up the wood of the local

pimples, boils, hives,

cause

other
form of eruption; but sometimes they
exist in the system, indicated by feelings of weakness, languor, loss of appetite, or general debility, without
or

eczema

The

The News ot Brooks.

Blood Humors

sumuTioN

Get
"tn.'fi:

months._

Sarsaparilla

it tod :s' in
i:

i.shlt

Frank W. Gibbs has been very sick
but is now convalescent. Mrs. Mabel Hamlii
has been caring for her as a nurse.
Mrs.

usnil liquid form
called Saw^lw.

or

s

of Luboc said the day that Governor Haines svas inaugurated, they do not
leave the State a cent better off for the
renee

Tiie annual report of Hon. Hubert F.
Duntor, Stale bank examiner, shows

deposits in the savings banks have
$4,001,915.38 during the past
year, u Inch is the largest increase since
1871. and the largest in the history of
that

fact that t(v

held power for two years.”
As for their boasted economy, it is found

increased

v

to have been

at

State institutions.

the savings hanks of the State. There
could le no better evidence of Maine’s

the cost of
An

cramping
Augusta special

the Portland Press says:
“A serious situation confronts the
prosperity.
committee on financial affairs and apIt was found that during
H. C. Buzzell, Esq., wishes The Jour- propriations.
the past two years Democratic economy
nal to say that the announcement in out- j has resulted in the
neglect of State buildof-town papers that he is a candidate for ings and institutions. Repairs must be
mayor was not authorized by him and is j made to many of them, and in some instances things which should have been
entirely unwarranted. Equally devoid ; done to enable
these institutions to carry
of truth is the statem. nt in a Water- I on their work have not been
done, but
!
ville paper that Charles E. Knowlton must be attended to this year in any
event.
while in Belfast the past week ‘‘inci- I
Last year the Pattangall-Plaisted addentally picked out a candidate for the
ministration had the benefit of six mills
mayoralty” and "expects to return in a
of taxation on the dollar; this year the
to

Mr. Knowlton came to Belfast to attend
to some business matters, and did not
discuss city politics with his most

even

intimate friends.
on

another page, “Delica-

cies of the New

England Farms,” from
quarterly published by
Co., Boston, will make

The article
The

Epicure,

a

the S. S. Pierce
many mouths \vater and recall to memory
New England delicacies of the days gone
Time

by.
was

when

was

without

by Charles

toast

a

no

pig,a

public supper
dish celebrated

I.amb in one of his

delight-

ful essays, but seldom seen now-a-davs
and known even by tradition to few of
the present generation. The cooks of
Today are in no rtspect inferior in culinary ability to those of the olden times,
but their efforts are along different lines.
This ariicl from The Epicure is only one

of,the many good things appearing in
that publication, most of them tantalizto those of epicurian tastes without
the means for gratifying them.

ing

A newspaper which loses no opportunfor proclaiming that thereMs no mar-

ity

ket in Belfast for

produce of any kind,
have to pay more here
for what they buy than elsewhere, recently told of the difficulty a man had in
people

and that

disposing of

some apples in this city.
Of
every well informed person knows
that the same difficulty is experienced
everywhere,because of an over abundant

course

crop of thisfruit. Shipments out of the
State have been unremunerative and
mary in this vicinity sold their apples to
the Saco Valley Canning Co. The current issue of Farm and Fireside tells of
the arrival of 125 carloads of

Pittsburg

in

sold for

dollar

a

cabbages in
they were

where

wagon load and offertakers, for the cost of the
lew- as eight dollars a car.

ed, with r.o
freight—as
A tout the

day,

one
a

sane

time onions sold

on

the

market for the freight —about ten
dollars a carload. Yet we doubt if any

same

one

of the

casion to
in

Pittsburgh papers

took this oclhat there was no market
for anything the farmers

sn\

Pittsburgh

had to sell, or advised them to go elsewhere to buy til si:: sunnlies.
1 be Viter fr. m Ca; t. John 0. Johnson of Liberty !i which he calls for recognitii n of the men from Maine who
Seivtd in the

Navy during

merits attention.

the Civil War
That the names and

records of these men should be preserved in the arc! :ves of the State, as are
those who served in he
army, no one
•vili question.
( ape. Johnson has done
value bit sei vic. to the State, and to the
sure vers and t escendants of those who

deavored to look up the records of the
Smiths, father and son, referred to in
his letter, ar.d find this mention of the
senior in Williamson’s
History of Belfast: Joseph Smith came to Belfast between the years 1817 and 1826.
In 1823,
tn company with
Capt. David Whittier,
j
he built the brick block on Main street, !
one part of which, is now occupied by L.
T. Shales & Son. The “Register of the
Navy and Marine Corps for 100 Years’’
11782-1882) published by Thomas H. S.
Hamersly in 1882, has this data; “Smith,
Joseph.
Midshipman, Jan. 16, 1809.
.Lieut.,July 24, 181?. Commander, March
73,1827. Captain, Feb. 9, 1837. Retired
list, July 16, 1862.” His son, Joseph
Bryant Smith, was born in Belfast, Dec.
29, 1826, and died when in command of
tr.e U. S. Frigate Congress when at1.-. ,1

V..-

tViu

Pat fi.rlLToto

VIi

ac, March 8, 1862.
The

rattangall-Plaisted administration !

used tluStale auditor's office for preparing and distributing campaign literature,
the main

object

of which

was

to convict

not succeed in

fooling

the

people

to any
extent was shown by the

appreciable
vote last September.

The PattangallPlaisted administration received and ex-

pended during the two years nearly $10,000,000, derived from eleven mills of taxation on the dollar and greatly increased
corporation taxes—a far larger amount
than any preceding administration—and
was well able to pay bills and extinguish
debt. “What did they do with all this
money” asks the special correspondent
of the Express Advertiser; and answers;
“Well, it isn’t easy to tell, but it is easy
to tell what they did not do. They did
dollar to the wealth of the
State. There is not a better building
anywhere within the boundaries of the

not add

a

State for all the

$10,000,000

that

they

ex-

There is no telling what they
did do, but we know for sure that they
made no investments, and as Mr. Lawpended.

O. Foss

was

at

work Mon

big elm with a one man cross-cut sav
like a boy of 18, instead of one at 70. He ii
making his ijew place shine.
Lane’s orchestra is having good success ii
playing for the dances in this and surrounding
on a

towns.

just

Bert, the leader, is full of music and h<

saws

it out of his violin.

Otto Therkelsen and wife started for Seattle, Wash., last week. Mrs. Therkelsen is t
granddaughter of Mr. Harrison Stevens 01
Jackson. They have had employment in thil
viliage for the past few months.
Miss Lawrence of Freedom is doing somi
stylish dressmaking for our young ladies now
Really, it looks as if we should have to call hei
a Brooks girl, as we cannot seem to get alonj
without her for any long period of time.

hear from seems greatly pleaded at the
prospective change, and believes it will be advantageous to all concerned.

We extend the

Petitions

not

the people of the btate of Maine a constitutional amendment giving the right of suffrage
to women under the same conditions and limitations as men. This petition was signed by
nearly every woman in the village or within
easy reach of the canvasser. We understand
that every Grange of the State is forwarding
similar petitions, and while those of the women
of Maine who are willing, and deBirious, of
to

I

fat serves the same purpose,
it enables us to resist unsettled
elements and serves as the
great source of our body-heat,
Greater body-warmth means
richer blood, more fat, not
obesity but fat which the body
consumes for warmth, vitalitv,
resistance-power—as a furnace
consumes coal for heat—
Scott’s Emulsion does this.
A teaspoonful after each
meal makes body-warmth—
healthy, active blood—
sharpens the appetite and
makes all good food do good.

those places

FREEDOM.
Mrs. Emma B. Thompson Loses Life in Fire
that Destroys her Home.
Mrs. Emma Bryant Thompson was burned to
death Friday night, Jan. 31st, in a fire, which
destr> yed her home and all its contents. Lookers on were
powerless to save her,although her
form was thought to be seen
through the windows of the burning dwelling. A party going

|

P

JAMES H.

H

Bloomfield,

N

J. 12-61

HOWES

CLOSING OUT

l',:
l

jo

FIRE

Si
B
9

0

I shall close out my entire stock of goods
and less than cost, including

jn

China and

ft
I

1

Mercury

,|!

1

by raising endurance-power G
and creating strength.
1
Reject substitutes for SCOTT ’S.

\

j*

It drives out and keeps out colds

Scott & Bowke,

i

f?

Crockery, Clothing Sa

T

Hosiery, Underwear, Hous,

ers,

Dresses, Shirt Waists, In fa r <
Wear, Jewelry, Toys, Sta
tionery and Novelties

|

To make

!

room

for my

new

stock

|

<

The damaged goods include arf
every home. CALL AND SEE

iV1

|

FREE SAMPLE,
STOMACH REMEDY

m!

treatment and be shown the
at the right prices.

goods

1

Last week was a hard one for horses on th<
Haines’ administration will have but road. One day as we were informed the horsei 1 home from the Samoset Club minstrel show in
four mills, and it will be necessary to go of all four of our R. F. D. men were thrown oi the Grange hall discovered the fire as they
ISLESBORO.
passed her house. One broke in a door and
slow in making appropriations.
With the ice which covered the woodsy roads, mak
others
for
searched
Mrs.
but
she
Thompson,
A regular meeting of the Parent-Teacher
one-third less income expenditures must ing dangerous footing.
could not be found. The skeleton could be Association was held Jan. 26th
in the High
Lawrence Estes, son of former Deputy
necessarily be decreased in like propordiscerned Saturday morning in the ruins, just school
building. More members are added at
[ Sheriff W. 0. Estes, who has been in poo where some
tion.
thought Friday night that they every meeting and at this meeting a goodly
health for some months, has seemed to b<
could see a human form, but were powerless to number were
THE NEW PENSION LAW.
present—more than ever before.
gaining nicely but the recent unseasonabh
rescue because of the
fierce flames.
Mrs. After the meeting was opened, and the secreweather was bad for him and he has had a set
Thompson was subject to severe attacks of tary’s report was read, the chairmen of the
Payments are Now Made From Washing- back.
heart disease, and no doubt had an attack in different committees reported the work done
ton, D. C.
Contractor Johnson is said to be doing a goo<
which she may have overturned a
lamp, caus- by the members. The School Improvement
Under a Dill passed by both Houses of business with his
portable saw mill at the plac<
Congress and approved by President Taft of Isaiah Crowell, who has a large and valuable ing the fire, and was overcome by the smoke. work, as told by the teachers in the several
Her remains wrere placed in the tomb at PleasAugust IT, 1912, the IS pension agencies
districts, showed that a great deai of interest
located in cities in all pa'-ts of the coun- lumber lot as well as a valuable wood lot, fron
ant Hill cemetery and the funeral services will had been taken and much
energy expended.
which
hundreds
of
cords
of
nice
hard
wood
cai
try were abolished at the close of busi
be held later, after hearing from her sister in It was voted to make the temporary chairmen
This will effect a sav- be taken.
ness on Jan. 31st.
California. Mrs. Thompson bought the place of committees appointed at the last meeting
ing to the government in agent’s salaries
We recently received a call from Ernes
where she lived and moved there only a few permanent. After the business meeting the
alone of Sl58,0.:0.
The work of the old
Wing of Searsmont and naturally had a pleas weeks ago. She was a woman of ample means ; speaker of the evening, Miss
ii.ia
utreu i:um;e;uiaiWiggin of the
z^sLriu ui
ant chat on matters in which we were both in
and lived alone in her small home in the vili'd at the pension office in Washington
| Castine Normal school, was introduced and
terested.
He
was here to inspect Marsh Rivei
with Dr. Aivah H Thompson, formerly
lage except when her niece, Miss Gladys Bry- spoke on "Manual Training." Miss Wiggin’s
in charge of the financial division of the Lodge of Masons and said he should give then
ant, who is a student in Oak Urove Seminary, paper was both interesting and entertaining.
pension bureau, at the head of the new a good report.
was with her.
Her brother, Buchanan Bry- I She spoke of the advantage of giving the
system of payment of pensions as disWhile transacting a little business with Clif- ant, is living in Freedom village and a sister, I children some work to do with the hands, of
a
bursing clerk, at salary of $4,000, Dr. ford J. t'attee of Belfast, the
Mrs. Fletcher, in California.
the practical help this would give them in all
county treasurer
Thompson doing the entire work of what we were reminded that
branches of study, and of the mental and
Jackson has furnishec
18
to
do
under
agents
required
formerly
moral training that this work accomplished.
the old system.
Payments of pensions some able and prominent men to Belfast with
Mrs. George Worth is having a serious time Miss
will be made upon the dates as provided in the past half century. And Clifford bids
Wiggin had man^ articles on exhibition
with rheumatism in her hands.
for each group under the old law, a Quar- fair to add another to the honorable list.
to illustrate the different grades of the work
The Ladies Circle will meet w’ith Mrs. A. M. and some of them were beautiful and showed
terly payment sent out the 4th day of
We had a pleasant chat with John Gilmore
each month.
Feb. 4th, the first paySmall. A good attendance is desired.
great skill in the making.
The next meeting
conductor
on the Belfast branch, at th«
ment under the new system, was made spare
will be held Monday night, Feb. 10th, in the
Miss
Hirsch
two
and
children
were
Margie
noon
to
with
hour recently. His mother was former
the second payapplying
group 2,
:
Church vestry and it is hoped that many
ment to group 3, March 4th, which in
ly Miss Olive Hall of Brooks and all of our old' guests of her aunt, Mrs. W. R. Sparrow, the Upper
eludes Augusta, Me.
people from that section of the town may be
past week.
er people are acquainted with her,
John livec
Pensioners under the old law were reas well as many from other districts. Miss
here for some lime and we are all glad that h<
Mr. Eleazer Danforlh has returned home out,
quired to send quarterly to their pension has
from Auburn, where he has been working for'' Johnson will read a paper on “The Citizen of
and made a man of himself.
kept
steady
agencies a voucher attested by a notary
Tomorrow,” and Miss Bernau will present one
several months.
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. E
public. After the receipt of the voucher
entitled “The Relation of the Home to the
the check was forwarded to the bene- Brackett of Belfast will be sorry to learn tha1
Miss Myra Tweedie from Thorndike was the
; School.” There will also be a short entertainficiaries. This system caused more or both have been
seriously ill for some weekf guest of her friend F. N. F!ye Jan. 31st and i ment
less delay in the pensioners receiving and
given by the school children in the disunable to attend to business. This is £ atterded the minstrel show in the
evening.
their money. Under the new law the
! tricts where the meeting is held. The secreserious misfortune to them in this winter of
Miss Feme A. Small, who has been sick since tary of the association is in
vouchers are done away with and the
correspondence
whole matter of payment of pensions hard times, when both help and money arc last May, received a shower of 112 post cards with several out-of-town
j
speakers who will
simplified by the disbursing clerk of scarce and hard to get. With many of us il from her friends and wishes to thank them address the people during the school year. It
j
Washington sending out on the fourth of would mean a fight with the wolf at the door. through The Journal.
is hoDed that josiah Tavlor Star.** insnpptnr nf
each month checks made up from ihe
We were pleased to receive a call recently
The minstrel show given by the Samoset High schools, may be secured to speak in the
pension rolls to those entitled to them. from our old friend and fellow townsmen, Rev.
club Friday evening, Jan. 31st, was largely at- near future... Capt. John Davis left last week
This means the prompt dispatch of the
David Brackett, who is now located in Monttended and the proceeds were $92.
checks, and tiie pensioners residing as
Everyone ! to take command of the schooner Frank E.
far away as the Pacific coast will receive viile over a flourishing and agreeable parish, proneunced the entertainment
grand and want ! Swain, bound for Norfolk, Va., taking the
their checks in less than a week from But he still calls Brooks home. Nearly every- the club to
!
place for one voyage of her regular commanrepeat it in the near future.
the time they are mailed in Washington. b >dy in Waldo county knows him, as he has
Mrs. Mary H. Sibley returned last Fr’.day der.... News was received here last week of
To safeguard against fraud Under the been preaching steadily since 1882. He was
from Portland, where she attended the mid- the death, in Devil’s Lake, North Dakota, of
new manner of payment without the much
gratified last Saturday upon receiving a
winter meeting ai d New England Conference Oscar Pendleton Gilkey, a former resident of
vouchers, the pension checks not niy bountiful postal shower
upon his 76th birthday.
hear the name and address of the penof Women’s Clubs. Miss Hazel Sparrow and this town. No further particulars have been
Friends from everywhere remembered him.
sioners ar.d his pension number printed
Miss Persis Wentworth kept house for Mrs. received. Mr. Gilkey is survived by his mothin the body of the check, together with
W e are again called to record the death of a
er, Mrs. Ezra Young of Rockport, a sister,
Sibley during her absence.
the amount to be paid on the check, but
Mrs. Everett Dodge of Los Angeles, Cal.,
well known citizen of this vicinity, Horace
The next meeting of the Tuesday Club will
it is provide 1 that “postmasters, delivery
and one brother, Frank Gilkey of Boston.
Roberts, who after an illness of some months, be on Feb.
18th; the subject to be considered
postal employes arc prohibited from de- passed away last week. His technical resi- is Irish Antiquities. Mrs. Sibley and Mrs. The deceased was a fine singer and the
livering in y such mail to any person dence was Monroe, although part of his farm Bessey will give papers on the subject and it manager or a theatrical company. The remains will be interred at Devil’s Lake_
whomsoever, if,the addressee has died or v.as in Brooks. His post office was here, and is hoped that we may take up the
subject from Special music added much to the
rernovt 0, o; in the case of a widow bethe family have practically been identified
beauty uf the
the last meeting, as owing to the unpleasant
ii'-ved by the postal employe intrusted with Brooks in all social and business
Sunday evening service at the Second Baptist
ways. day but few were
at
Mrs.
Vose’s.
present
With the delivery of such mail to have He was
Church last week. The music was furnished
about 70 years of age and leaves, beremarried; and the postmaster in every sides his
Saturday evening, Jan. 25th, the friends and by a trio of male voices and by Miss Marjorie
wife, two sons and three daughters.
sue h case shall forthwith return such mail
relatives of Stephen Clark met at the home of
Pendleton, who sang a solo. A young men’s
with a statement of the reasons Torso Several of their children have died. The fuhis parents and gave him a very pleasant sur- class
has been formed in the Sunday school
doing, and if because of death or remar- neral was held at his late home last Sunday,
in
honor
of
his
prise
21st
party,
birthday. and is taught by Mr. Harold Bell_Mrs. HerRev. David ftrackett officiating.
riage, the date thereof, if known.”
About
30
were
present. The first of the even- man Farrow' and two sons, Henry and Herman,
On the back of each check this addiMiss Ger- are
tional safeguard is printed:
Frank Fogg was laid up for repairs the past ing was spent in playing whist,
Mr.
spending a few weeks in Boston
trude Bradstreet getting the highest score,
"’this cln ck is void in case of the week as the result
and Mrs. Frank Hatch of Dark Harbor are
of a grip cold.
while Will Fuller got second.
payee’s death, or remarriage of a widow,
The tables
making a short stay in Boston, and during
J. R. Littlefield and Willard Ellis, old resiprior to the date of its issue.
were then cleared away and ice cream,
cake, their absence Mr. and Mrs. John Hooper are
“It is payable only when personally dents, are suffering with prevailing colds.
punch, fancy cookies and fudge were served.
indorsed in mk by the payee in the prestaking charge of their house ..Mrs. George
Miss Effie Lawrence of Freedom is in town, The ring in the
birthday cake was found by Weymouth of Stockton Springs, formerly of
ence of two responsible persons, who
at the home of T. I. Huxford.
dressmaking
Miss Alta Hutchins, the thimble by Will Fulshall act as attesting and identifying
Islesboro, is critically ill with pneumonia and
Mrs. Merton Fogg and Merton, Jr., have re- ler ai d the bodkin by Stephen Clark. The re- her
witnesses.”
many friends in town wish her a speedy
The witnesses are required to sign the 1 turned from Boston after spending six weeks mainder of the evening was spent in playing
recovery-The weather the last few weeks
following statemeni:
with relatives.
games. At 12 o’clock the guests departed,
has been phenomenal.
There was hut one
”We, the undersigned certify that the
Miss Drusilla Roberts and her sister, Mrs. wishing Mr. Clark many happy returns of the
really cold morning when the mercury stood at
above indorsement was made in our
Mr.
Clark
received
day.
many useful and 40
above zero. Such continued warm weather
presence by the person known to us to | Vira Crowell, are both confined to the house
pretty presents.
in mid-winter has not been known fur years
tie the payee named in
this check and with grip colds.
entitled to payment thereon, and who
Many friends and relatives of Eliza Sylves- j and we appear to be as well off as those who
We were glad to see Mrs. Swift at church
exhibited to us the pension certificate of 1
She has been deprived of that privi- ter of Freedom gathered at the residence of live in much warmer climates. Miss Vivian
Sunday.
the number given.”
Mrs. Aura Thurston, Jan. 24th, to remind her
Dodge of Long Beach, Cal., who visited relaThe doing away with the vouchers 1 lege for some weeks.
that she was now passing her 91st milestone tives in Islesboro last summer, writes that
saves to the pensioners
approximately ! The funeral of Horace Roberts was held at ; on her journey of life, and her many friends there were two days of extreme cold weather
(>1,000,000 for the payment of notary his late home on Sunday, Rev. D. Brackett
were
nicely entertained at dinner by her there this month, when water froze in pails on
fees annually. Another economy to the officiating. Mr. Brackett
spent the remainder
tredit of the government will be that
daughter, Mrs. Thurston. She received sev- the beach-Mr. Dennis Pendleton, one of the
of the day and night with old friends in the
with no vouchers required for the payeral very nice presents and many beautiful men at wrork on the new extension of the Islesment of pensioners something like 4,000, village.
postcards from her friends residing in this boro Inn, had a had fall recently. He was at
The following masons were installed as a:.d
>00 pieces of mail are taken out of the
many other States. Mrs. Calista Sprowl work on the foundation and fell into the basemail service, all of which went under officers of Marsh River Lodge
1
by Elmer C. read the
original poem for the oc- ment striking upon a pile of rocks. He was
frank, which at an estimated cost to the Roberts, Past Mister, as installing officer and I casion: following
cut and bruised about the head hut fortunategovernment of ten cents each would Will Emmons, Marshal: W.*M.,
Harry Staples; Dear Friend, we meet on this memorable day
ly escaped serious injury-The Company
mean $80,000 a year, and in addition to
S W., A. R. Pilley; J. W., Clarence Hamlin; The love and respect that is due you to pay.
:his the cost ot stationery for each
stable, so-called, at Dark Harbor, formerly
And
the
wish
heart
from
is
sincere
and
my
/oucher furnished by the government Sec’y. E. G. Roberts; Treas., F. K. Roberts; S.
leased by A. P. Gilkey for a livery stable, has
true,
with envelope and clerk cost estimated D., W. S. Jones; J. D., Harry Brown.
bt’Pn sold to Malcolm McCIpm 1 lundscanp crarOf many returns, if God wills it, to you
it one cent each there would be an ad- 1
dener. Mr. McCleod has already begun to
A delegation will go from here to Portland
Neither
sorrow nor sickness nor care nor time
titional saving to the government of
clear the land and in the near future will tear
ban dim the sweetness or cloud the mind
to attend the Boys Conference, which
>40,000, or an aggregate economy from Friday
Of the loving friend we greet here today,
down the smaller stable and add green-houses
begins on that day with a reception and banhis of $120,000.
Though her birthday is January, her smile is and a new residence to the
larger one. This
quet at City Hall. The Conference will conMay.
important change is to be made in Main street
The next in the series of Arts and Crafts
tinue over Sunday. The delegates from Brooks
Long years have you walked on this bright near the center of the
whist parties will be held at the home of its are Hugh Morrill, Roy Staples, Hollis Jones,
village and will improve,
earth of ours,
jresident, Mrs. Edward It. Pierce, Thursday Elbert Moulton, Walter Jones and Frank Ellis, Cheering all by your kindness like beautiful to a great extent, that part of the town
evening, Feb. 20th. The gentlemen are to be with W. S. Jones as adult leader.
flowers.
The Sigma Iota Sigma society was organized
ncluded in the invitations. A Lenten lunch
| A noble example, to keep our lights shining,
Saturday night and its members consist of all
ivill be served from 6 to 7 o’clock, followed by
Golden Crown Lodge, K. of P., installed For the darkest clouds have a silver lining.
the pupils of the High school. The meetings
i their officers
nilitary whist.
Tuesday evening, Feb. 4th, with Dear friend, again, to you, let me say,
are to be held every other Saturday night in
District Deputy M. J. Dow as installing officer: The pleasure it
gives me to meet you today,
;
C. C.t Chas. Ryder; V. C., Hamilton Jenkins; May sorrow ne’er touch you, and sadness, no the High school building and debates will be
given. The following officers and committees
Prelate, Hale Hall; M. A., Cheney Higgins; M. And never,
may God protect you, forever and ever.
were elected:
President, Dorrill Bates; vice
W., L. W. Cook; I. G., Chas. Bowen; O. G., Geo.
Freedom, Jan. 28th.
Dresident, Olive V. escott; secretary, Howard
K.
of
R.
and
M.
of
Miller;
S.,
Leroy
Godding;
Good health demands at least one moveBoardman; ass’t. secretary, Ellis Hatch; treasment of the bowels each day. Just one
F., Walter Young; M. of E., Geo. B. Robertsurer, Zoa Coombs; executive committee, Miss
Ayer’s Pill at bedtime. Sold tor 60 years. A large number was present, and a fine oyster
Bernau, Lloyd Pendleton and Bertha Dodge;
Ask Your Doctor.
supper served.
social committee, Olive Wescott, Elmer BoardMrs. Hurd of Waterville installed the offiman and Annie Jones.
The first debate will be j
cers of Happy Valley Chapter, O. E. S., as folBeware of Ointments for
held next week, and the subject is. Resolved,
lows: W. M., Mrs. Wm. Rolfe; W. P., Elmer
Splendid For Gas, Sourness, Fermentation, “That City Life Offers More Advantages Than
Catarrh That Contain
Roberts; A. S., Mabel Roberts; Sec'y Wm.
Heaviness and Upset Stomach.
Country Life.” Lloyd Pendleton and Arline
is mercury will surely destroy the sense of
Rolfe; Treasurer, Mary A. Staples; ConductSend your name and address to Booth’s MI- Pendleton will take the affirmative and Oren
tmell and completely derange the whole sys
ress, Frances Merritt; A. C., Grace Tasker;
Lem when entering it through the mucous surO-NA, Buffalo, N. Y.; a postal card will do. Pendleton and Zoa Coombs the negative side
faces. Such articles should never be used Adah, Erma Barker; Ruth, Vesta D. Higgins; Say "Send me sample of MI-O-NA,” and you of the question_The community was shockwill have an opportunity to try for yourself a
Isabel
Lillian
on
from
Martha,
Esther,
Morrill;
Boody;
except
prescriptions
reputable physied on receiving the news from Key West,
cians, as the damage they will do is ten fold to Electa, Abbie Dow; chaplain, Medora Carpen- remedy for Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Gastritis
or
Catarrh of the Stomach that has relieved Florida, of the death and burial at sea of Capt.
the good you can possibly derive from them.
Lena
Mamie
Brown; Organist.
and cured thousands upon thousands of people Alanson Yeaton, commander of sch. Emma F.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. ter; Marshal,
Angel, and one of our most respected citizens.
Jheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury, Jones; Warder, Inez Johnson; Sentinel, throughout America.
So certain are MI-O-NA Stomach Tablets in
No particulars of his death have been received.
ind is taken internally, acting directly upon the Clarence Hamlin.
blood and mucous surfaces of the system. In
any case of disordered stomach that ‘A. A. Capt. Yeaton was born in Islesboro, the son of
It has been deemed advisable to make a Howes & Co. will supply you with the distinct John Yeaton, and is survived by a wife, Ernesbuying Hall’s Catarrh Cure be sure you get the
genuine. It is taken internally and made in change in the hours of service on Sunday at understanding that if you are dissatisfied with tina Parker, seven daughters, Mrs. Edward
^Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testi- Union church for various reasons, and in the results they will refund the purchase price. Dodge and Mrs. Preston Hatch of Los AngeCould anything be fairer? MI-O-NA Stomach les, Calif., and Mrs. Stewart Grindle, Clareta,
monials free.
future there will be a morning service at 10.30, Tablets are highly recommended by leading Barbara, Marian, Muriel and one son, Sumner,
Sold by Druggists. Price 75c per bottle.
all of this place.
Take Hall’s Fomily Pills for constipation.
with Sunday school following. After dinner pharmacists everywhere, 60c.

Ayer’s Pills

Friend?

Store t|,'
2

courteous

only keeps cold out, but

conservesbody-warmth; body-

casting their vote in matters of State or county—should suffrage be given them, as it surely
will, in due time— can in no wise injure the
tone of politics, it stands to reason that
they
may contribute to the higher moral uplift of
tone of

of Our

We invite you to
Our Store your home, where >ou will
re(.

sent here

purify and elevate the

Hospitality

the coming Food Fair.

by Mrs. L. M. N.
Stevens of Portland and circulated by Vesta
D. Higgins asking the Legislature to submit
were

Variety Store,

Tothe Public
Agents for

We are

Sage,

Parisian

and we

Know the Guarantee is Genuine*
PARISIAN Sage, the quick-acting hair restorer, is guaranteed
To stop falling hair,
To cure dandruff.
To cure itching of the scalp,
To put life into faded hair.
To make harsh hair soft and luxuriant.
To make hair grow or money back
It is the most delightful hair dressing made
and is a great fav >rite with ladies who desire beautiful and luxuriant hair. Large bottle
only 50 cents. Giroux Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y.,
American makers.- A. A. Howes & Co. Belfast
—

NOTICE.
In Board of Municipal Officers,
Belfast, February 3, 1913.
the City Clerk be instructed to
That
Voted,
advertise in both local papers for sealed bids
for the removal of brown tail moth nests
from the trees, bushes, etc., sixty feet each
way from the center of the streets and roads
of the City of Belfast, the work to be done on
or before the first day of March next, and all
bids to be in the hands of the City Clerk on or
before Monday, February 10th, at seven o’clock
p. m., the Municipal Officers reserving the
right to reject any or all bids received.
Attest:

BLATCHF
CALF Ml U

EBEN F. LITTLEFIELD,
City Clerk.

THE PERFECT
lakes the placv
the cost and c

NOTICE
All members

of

the

Belfast

on it.
Easy to
gruel with warm

Board of

have it.

Trade and all wishing to become members
are

invited to call

change

for

a

ex

for

membership ticket for 1913.

fully Equa;

5tf

For Salo
A SMALL HOUSE

Apply

ON

A

Rent

or

CONDON STREET.

thousands of tinmen.
Interesting

ELON B. GILCHREST.

minted executor of
SUSAN M,

The suDscri erherehe Ins been dul> aj
tlie last will ami n stainet t

SOU) BY Y-

GILCHREST. late of Knox.

TRADE SI I1

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
uonds as the law directs.
All persons havine
Jemaiid.s against the estate of said deceased
m desired to present tlie same for settlement,
iim all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
GEORGE A.INCRAHAM.
Knox, December 10. 1U12 —3w6

Gasolene

I

“How to Fa
Without

TOR’S NOTICE.
flXECU
u
gives notice that
by

trial wtl!

money maker.
Used in this con

to

6tf

d

100 Gaf

fclon B. Gilchrest, the

on

secretary, and leave three dollars in

Swan-Wn
Bickford

Engines

-AND-

Whol

Wood

Sawing Machines
MASON & HALL,

Dist"

i

BELFAS

4w6

riiitOiif

TO RENT
Northerly

half of House No.

Jliurch street.

Inquire

24,

at

No. 17 Church Street.

...

I

the Fernald administration of extrava- i
gance ar,d to extol their economical handling of the public funds. That they did

Our townsmen C.

day

To Our Patrons and

we

....

fought for the Union on the water, in
brii gmg this m; ter to public attention.
Aside fr ru that his letter is of local
and historical interest. We havp en-

rx

Mrs. Stanley Perki.is returned from Massa
chusetts last week, where she had visited hei
daughter, Mrs. Lena West, and other relatives

the Rev. H. G. Booth will drive to JackBon and
conduct worship at the Congregational church
there at 2.30 p. m. The evening praise service at the Union church will be at the same
hour as formerly, 7 p. m. Almost everyone

rrfE LIVERPOOL & LONDON & GLOBE
INS. CO LTD.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1912.
Real estate
$ 1,241,257 70
Mortgage loans. 3,281,364 00
Collateral loans.
100 00
Stocks and bonds. 6,467,172 12
Cash in office and bank.
901,641 C6
Agents’ balances
2,029,048 57
Interest and rents.
113,499 19 j
All other assets.
162,792 20

Gross assets .$14,196.774 84
Deduct items not admitted
457,555 87
Admitted assets.

$13,739,218 97
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1912.
Net unpaid losses.$
862,730 68
Unearned premiums. 8,102,568 31
All other liabilities.
767,947 06
Cash capital, deposit.
250.000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 3,765,972 92
Total
3w6

liabilities and surplus
.$13,739,218 97
JAMES PATTEE & SUN, Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

Dr.

C

CAR!
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New^

Paper
For lOli

..

King's

New

ARKIMVi

Discovery

Soothes irritated throat and lungs, stops
:hronic and hacking cough, relieves tickling
ihroat, tastes nice. Take no other; once used,
ilways used. Buy it at all Druggists.

ji

U. G. FERNALD

Carle &

I

-—

j
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next
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schools

city
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hour

noon

story of What Happenshown at the Colonial

the
be

Hospital Aid will hold their
meeting at the hospital to.t.2 30 p.m.

f"

of the Hayford
street in the rear of Walter
Hiram O. and Stella J.
sold

^

one

j

sold his well known horse,
Mr.
ote of Waterville.
Mr.
rse last season with good
their

paid

have

Guaranteed

Those who
requested to call on

j

are

so

i>. Gilchrest.

|

Veteran

,t

permitting,

with Thomas

$1.50 and $2.00
$2.00 and $3.00
6 prs. Children's,
$2 00
6 prs. Men’s,
6 prs.^Women’s,

day is stormy the j
tponed to the first fair day.

|

the Belfast

.f

High

school

j

Guaranteed to last Six Months
without holes or new hose free.

annual class play the j
The proceeds will be used I
onses or a trip to Washingthe

>,

!

old.

The only store in town
that has the celebrated
^Holeproof for sale is

meeting of the city governv
evening. Mayor Hanson
odd and there was not a
The meeting will be held

j

|

vcstry to-morrow,
nl be

|

varied

a
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ij

j

supper.
resent.

birthday

the

....

ind she

was

i.pted by the
engagement to

j

recent
Mr.

was

an-

of

Clyde

a

Byways,”
meeting of the

L. Gardner, Eim
doubtless means Frank
of the Elm House, Auof City point, a son of
Gardner, and one cf the

jjyrs

!

!

~

j
!

E.

f the State.

:u!> will meet on Tuesday
with Miss Elizabeth Kel-

Program; Paper,

Med-

Clement; paper.
Mathews; reading: “A
f the Orient,” by Miss Anembers are requested to be
notations from Lincoln.
V;r.-. Amos

1

;sbel

i:t

of the Belfast Travel-

Ueuben
sen ted

Sibley of

their

the Frei*

clubs

at

the

of the Maine
and the New
p
Federated Clubs.
of
the Maine Federation. in-

md last week
men’s Clubs

Arts

and Crafts club.

Mrs.

L-iest while in Portland of
L>. Clement

Maine

1

A. Greer of this

secured

Frank I. Wilson is
new Belfast directory

Mr.

and

poultry

st

will

ow.

Baptist church,
Baptist vestry to-

him in the

fireproof

Crocker, Miss Annie Rollins, Mrs.
Ward, Mrs. Bertha I. Wallace.
Gentlemen—Edgar Howe, Jesse A. Lurrabee,
Charles Loyd, Herbert M. McIntyre, Dr. W. S
Miller. Frances V. Patterson, H. B. Rickey.

recognizes
prosperity of the

eries

this

hoped
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at
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ready
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During
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general favorite with
stay in Belfast she
Mrs. Bessie Blake, 3
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Journal has

some

very

1

interesting mat“Remin-

preserved in alcohol.

Rico

by practical tests to ensure both speed and
safety, which are equally desirable in a fishing
craft or a pleasure craft.

Quimby has

out

a

native
It is

a

of Porto

centipede,

guez

1
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IN PRICES

OF EDISON

WAX RECORD 3

! j

'iriute Records

were

were

I
50c.

Now 31c.
; f

!

35c.

Now 21c.
'!nule Records

I

£
X

f

Vours truly,

Si JONES

I

evangelist for twenty-nine years, and
who after a nervous breakdown was treated
for a year at the Sanitarium, left last Satur
day for Portland, where he was to speak on
Sunday in the interest of the institution at
the tree St. Baptist Church. While at Citypoint he was the guest of Mrs. J. W. Vaughan
whose husband, the Rev. J. W. Vaughan, is receiving treatment at the Sanitarium and who
is slowly and steadily improving. Within the
past two weeks four patients have left the
sanitarium completely cured of severe nervous
troubles.
an

1

spring

and in

of 1883 entered

the employ of Mark
Andrews, who was then engaged in the clothing business on i’hoenix Row. He was with
Mr. Andrews until the spring of 1886, when he
returned to Boston and went to work in the
Mudgett printing office. He then decided to

the

means

the same care and treatment that is given to
those who are able to pay. The ordinary rate of
such sanitariums ranges from $15 upward per
week. The balance of the necessary amount
is to be paid from the fund in the
treasury,
and in time it is hoped that this fund may
reach such proportions that several free beds
may be added. This will be the only institution of its kind in Maine, and its promoters
are earnest and enthusiastic in their
good
work. Mr. Hatch found Belfast people much
interested and was grateful for their many
pledges of assistance. A substantial subscription has also been received from Mr. L. L.
Biddle of Philadelphia and other friends outside the State. Mr. Hatch, who has worked

as

Massachusetts,

the in-

may be received there for treatment at whatrate they may feel able to pay, receiving

on a

go into business for himself and bought a stock
of clothing, which he shipped on the steamer
Cambridge. She was wrecked on Old Man
ledge and the goods were lost, thus
out

wiping
practically all his modest capital. Undeterred,
however, by this misfortune he bought an-

other stock
store

on

Shiro.

and opened for business in the
Phoenix Row now
occupied by Louis

For

his mother, Mrs. MarFrost,
garet
associated with him, and
looked after the store while he was on the
road selling at wholesale, the retail trade being then a minor consideration. In the fall of
1886 he moved to Main street and has been in
business there for 27 years. He has
property
interests in California and
plans to go there in
1914, to remain for the exposition of 1915, and
in the meantime has other interests that demand his attention, and the sale of his clothing business does not mean that he has permanently retired.
S.

some

years

was

plush-lined coats. See advt. for
bargains offered in other lines_Don’t forget
the closing out fire sale at the Mudgett variety
tore, 78 Main street. The goods must be sold
and will be closed out at less than cost.
Call and see the bargains offered.See
statement of the Old Colony Ins. Co. of
Boston, Mass., represented in Searsport by B.
F. Colcord-The only store in town where

frank

Littlefield

Beach searched the saloon of

can

buy

the

guaranteed Holeproof

stock

ing The Dinsmore Store-The Calais Advertiser wants a printer-Shag cats and
kittens wanted at once by C. L. Wakefield, 9
Grove street, Augusta-The Maine Tourist
Agency, Portland, wants a man with experience as an advertising seller.... See statement
of the Liverpool, London & Globe Ins. Co.,
Ltd represented in Belfast by James Patcee
& Son.James H. Howes extends the hospitalities of his store to patrons and friends
during the coming Food Fair....The city of
Belfast advertises for proposals for removing
brown tail moth nests, the work to be done on
or before the first day of March next—all bids
to be in the hands of the city clerk on or before 7 p. m.,Feb. 10th-Elon B. Gilchrest has
for rent a small house on Condon street....
Mason Sl Hall have gasolene engines and wood
sawing machines for sale..
is

MAIN

STREET

CLOTHIERS, BELFAST.

j

H. L. Whitten Co.
rave a

full line of groceries and

LY good values in l

|

Tea

ea.

can

give

you

1

SPECIAL-

Coffee and Molasses.

from 25c. to 60c. per lb.
“
“
27c. to 38c.

Coffee

“

Molasses

i

35o. to 50c. per gallon

I

No

premiums given with Tea and Coffee, but the quality can’t lie beaten at the price.
PH0NE I2S

|

and

Muslin Underwear

Artb.ui

===A N D=_.

Andy Knowltor

Main

on

!

or iroume to come.

I

Food Fair.

The

The

HAMBURG

<

Miss H» M. BLACK

(.??■

the Opera
opetl
Tuesday morning
House, and continue through the week. Roy
C. Haynes, manager of the Ellsworth Food
Fairs, will come to Belfast and assist the de***
orating committee. The work of building the
in

booths and

decorating

Announces
and
call

j

will be

begun next Saturday. While in Ellsworth last week Messrs.
West and Dickey secured the use of the Japanese decorations used for the fair there, and
these with the electrical display will be used
with good effect. The ceiling will be draped
with bunting to represent a huge an h.’the
balconies will bo trimmed with evergreen, in
which there will be a dash of color, and hundreds of Japanese lanterns with electric tight
fixtures will he distributed over the whole interior.
will be

and

bargain

you
to please

represented,

and there will

i

)
;

:

UNDERTAKER,
The original of the compound Rheumatic
Oil.
Tile original formula has been pur- 1
chase i and the oii is being prepared
by die

amuse-

booths and a luncheon booth, the latter
in charge of ladies of the M. E Church.
The
Penobscot Bay Electric Co. will have as an exhibit the “Hviuse Palatial,” completely furnish-

liiended Khrumaiic Oii

free all the electric

current

food fair, besides making all the
outside and i side electrical decorations free.
The Frenchboro Land and Fishe ies Co., a new
local industry, will demonstrate the method of

BELFAST.

Try it.

Prices:

fish products at
In the windows of many
of the leading stores in town may be seen the
gifts which are to be given away at the fair.
Other cetails are given in Food Fair Facts.
of fish and

BELFAST, MAINE.

2
Founded

|

NOTICE
At a meeting of the trustees of the First
j
Mortgage Bonds of the Belfast & Moosehead !
Lake R. R. Co., the following bonds were drawn !
for payment May 15, 1913, at which time inter- |

the Geo.

Randolph

I

est
1
6

on same

will

cease:

$500 bond No. 25.
$1,000 b >nds. Nos. 4, 41. 53, 75, 78 and 102.
W
B. SWAN,
,
ALBERTC. BURGESS,
Trustees.
5
BEN D. FIELD,
)

Wanted!

Chester's

used to

working

wages.

Write

in

country office.

WANTED.

DISGUSTING

with

proposition

Try the sure way. Breathe Booth’s HYOMEI^over the sore, germ infected membrane,
kill the germs and heal the sore spots.
Use the little inhaler that comes with each
use

the vapor

breathing

treatment

Home Telephone 48-3
••
Office
48-4
72 MAIN

STREET,

BELFAST

FOE SALE
One Metz “22"

lw6

to join us in an attracin your town. Answer with

MAJNE T0URIgT AGENCY
Portland, Maine.

WANTED
CATS

AND KITTENS AT
SHAG
Will buy all you have if they
with

bushy tails;

lw6p

9

ONCE.

are shaggy
today.
C. L. WAKEFIELD,

write

been

run

about

5,000 MiSes.
Fully equipped, including top, extra tire, full
set of

tools,

etc.

PRICE RIGHT.
Inquire of

me

Grove Street, Augusta, Me.

HERBERT

HAMLIN,

At
as

directed.
Booth’s HYOME1 does not contain any harmful drug.
It is Australian Eucalyptus combined with effective Listerian antiseptics.
When the bottle of HYOMEI that comes
with your outfit is gone you can get another
for 60 cents.
Just breathe it— no stomach

dosing.

as an ad-

references.

Does Not Leave You.

night

experience

Manvertising seller
tive

Money Back from A. A. Howes &
Co. If CATARRHAL Misery

Burial

Good

or

Prices $1.50 to 35c.

CATARRH

and

Suits.

Has

telephone
ADVERTISER, Calais, Me.

lwGp

$1.00 outfit five times through the day.

Caskets

A PRINTER

Stories

END

!

IN

1912 MODEL

I

MONTHS IN BOSTON
on

4tf

Belfast, January 22, 1913.

YEAR IN
CHICAGO

EVERYTHING MODERN

PUBLIC CARRIAGE.

GEO. M. COHAN’S
Big Comedy Hit

1

CORONER FOR WALDO COUNTY

Trunks transferred from boat or train, 15
cents: also passengers trom High street to
boat or train, 10 cts., night or day Tel. 6-4

MONDAY, FEB. 10.

I

|

AIM-:,

ERNEST SMITH’S

Colonial Theatre

2 YEARS IN
NEW YORK

>1

15, 25 and 50 Cents.
t23

booth at this fair.

Get-Rich-Quick
Wallingford

LICENSED EMBALMED.

i

WM. 0. POOS & SON, AGtNTS,

furnish-

ed for the

sanitary packing

Company,

!

I

ed, with a'! appliances for housekeeping run
by electricity. The electric company will give

absolutely

you.

I

concerns

be

:r

1

ment

its

Muslin Underwear
Sale. Give her a
will surely find a

a

Hamburg

Ail the floor space has been taken for

booths, in which local and outside

SALE

BEGINNING JANUARY 30th,

Belfast Food Fair will

nexc

coats and

you

Mittens

visit.

Searches, but no Seizures. Sheriff F. A
Cushman and Deputies P. G. Hurd and F E
Webster visited the Phoenix House last Satur-

ing Deputies

and was sent by his son-in-law, Mr. C. C.
foi a
Pineo. Miss Cora S. Morison of this city ami
h good succe-s. The last
The Delta Alpha class of the Baptist Sunday Miss Harriet Dunn of Buffalo, N. Y., who
the series of Arts and Crafts whist parties
was published in 1907, and
school gave a supper last Friday evening in are
was given in their rooms last Friday afternoon
fetching in Porto Rico, spent Christmas in
r.i in some respects over
honor of their new teacher, Mrs. \V. F. Stuiteunder the direction of Mrs. Eugene L Stevens
Mayaguez with Mr. and Mrs. Pineo and this
|
there we re mat \ import- i
vant.
The table was very attractively arand Miss Evelyn P. Morison. The ladies in
centipede was an unbidden guest in their
course extremely difficult,
ranged in the small vestry of the church and hon e. The name means one hundred legs*
of the tables were Mrs. Wm. B. Swan,
charge
t up a directory entire:
was ornamented with a bunch of pink and
out we don’t know as any one ever counted
Mrs. Thomas W. Lothrop, Mrs. John C Pills- i
lut Mr. Wilson is very
I
white carnations.
The supper consisted of
them, and while poisonous they are not deadly.
bury, Mrs. Ben Hazehine, Mrs. George I KeataKing, is well acquaintchicken salad era a 6alad, fruit salad, hot
Miss
Annie
V.
Mrs.
L.
Field.
ing,
Ralph
CoopAn Enjoyable Affair
The Coffee Party
1,* the last publishers
ruiis, stuffed eggs, olives, chicken and ham
er, Mrs. Charles Bradbury, Mrs. Elon B. Gilin aid of St. Francis church was a success in
ibt produce a credit
hot
cocoa
and
and
was
much
sandwiches,
cake,
chrest, Miss Katherine C. Quimby. Mrs. E. R.
every particular. Those who attended were
tlory.
Pierce ar.d Mrs. J. S. Harriman were assisted snjoyed by the party of twelve young ladies. unstinting in their praises of the excellent
cleared
After the supper was
away a social
y was taken to Aug'J'-- by the hostesses in receiving.
Bridge was
supper, and great credit is due the ladies of
time was enjoyed and a business meeting held
;ng by Dr. G. C. Kilgore,
the parish for the management of their part
played. Mrs. John G. Chadwick made the
f the city government
at which the class voted to buy new curtains of
the evening’s enjoyment.
The entertainlargest score and received an Arts and Crafts
!•. tunced
insane.
She
and make other improvements to their class ment
consisted of moving pictures and vaudetray. Coffee, sandwiches, fancy cakes and
.i ni
County hospital for chocolates were served. Mrs. Stevens and room, and to have a social and business meet- ville. The Hammons Brothers Quartette was
been at the Poor Farm,
rng once a month. A committee on new memMiss Morison were assisted in serving by Mrs.
vociferously applauded and repeatedly encorPence in Belfast and beCharles M. Craig, Mrs. J. S. Harriman and oers, and one to visit the sick, were appointed ed. Miss Katherine C Quimby and Mr. Arthur
of
the
for
The overseers
other good times to 1 e had
and plans made
»rge.
Miss Katheiine C. Quimby.
Johnson were encored again and again. Mias
t<> the State, and Satur 1
in the future.
Quimby’s beautiful voice was heard to great
William Burkett’s Injury. Last week we
t.elc before the Governor
advantage in “Two Little Love Bees.” Little j:
that William Burkett had been inreported
Change.
Last
A
Business
Feb.
Saturday,
les she had appeared on
Mary Agnew, to say the least, made a “liit.’i
in a factory in Newburyport, Mass
jured
his
1st, E. P. Frost transferred
clothing l usi- and
y normal, but always rewas called back several times by her erwhere he was employed. Mrs. E. A. Wadsness and stock of goods at 74 Main street to
cessional ly has been vio! thusiastic admirers. The real “hit” of the
worth has since received letters from her Bertrand L.
la itted to the
Insane hosDavis, who will continue the bisievening was Mr. Charles Hammons, who acted
father, Mr. George W. Burkett, and from the tiess at the old stand. Mr Davis
fter the Council hearing.
hardly needs
as the African dodger, and who “got hit” sevnurse who is caring for her brother, and both
to
the
an
introduction
of
Belfast.
people
He
Capt. Frederick Bar- are encouraging in regard to the latter’s condieral times by his friends, who have been longin
was
born
where
he
was employSearsport,
’nte of Elmira, N. Y., have
for this chance.
Miss Quimby had the
tion. The reports in the daily papers were
ed 19 years ago whan Mr. Frost wrote inviting ing
;h!ic Library a subscription
honor of hitting him first, and received two
exaggerated. Mr. Burkett was suffering from him to come to Belfast to learn the
names of 275 citizens of
clothing
a cold and the window at his back was opened
cigars for her marksmanship. The cane table, |
business, and the understanding then, and now
bed about $1,500 for the
by another operator, a foreigner, who had been carried out, was that when Mr. Frost was attended by Mr. Walter Juan, furnished its
and
the
Commission”
ry
share of amusement. Keyes orchestra furnishthere only a few days and who insisted that
ready to retire Mr. Davis should be his sucto aid the sick and
ed music, and a large party enjoyed themit remain open.
Mr. Burkett closed the winthe
first
ten
cessor.
During
Mr.
Davis
years
the hospital and on the
selves until the sound of the gong at 12 o’clock
dow and the other struck him on the head, was on the read most of the time for
his emWarren White had the
him senseless and badly injuring one
New Advertisements.
Prices are tumbknocking
nuuiccair, aim ue was in tne
piuyei, ociiiiik
n, and nis daughter predown at the clothing store of Harry W.
eye. There was no knife used and the extent business 17 years in all. He is now the R.
F. ling
^y. Capt. Frederick Barof the injury to the sight of the eye cannot be D. carrier on route 5 and next
Clark & Co. The final Red Tag clean-up of
'd it will be hung someyear will comascertained until the flesh wound is healed and
winter clothing and furnishings ends Saturplete four years in that service. During part
The sums subscribed
*a
vvilii
cjc 'V1
linn, ailU
he has been :n the str re after- day night, Feb. 15th, to make room for new
this
time
of
The
iur to twenty-five.
|
writes that everything possible is being done noons. Mr. frost will assist him in
in. See prices quoted in
the busi- spring goods coming
•1 11 ay fo:d. then Mayor
for his comfort at the hospital, and the com- ness until
spring. Mr. Davis will make a tne advt....The Swan-Whitten-Bickford Co.
e
275 who signed the list
are supplying the trade with Blatchfords Calf
pany employing him is paying the expenses. specialty of workingmen’s clothes, overalls
Manly Dodge, Plymouth He is considered ent
rely blameless in the jumpers, etc., ar.d will stand back of bis goods Meal, a perfect substitute for milk, at less
Chicago: Asa Higgs, C. j
than half the cost. An interesting book “How7
affair.
that is, prices will be right and
quali'.y as
»es, William B. Swan,
Mr. Frost entered The Journal to Raise Calves Without Milk,” free_Set
ClTYPOINT. Mr. John W. Hatch, business represented
Nathan F. Houston, Ai
!- manager of the Pine Tree Sanitarium of Wells office when 15 years old to learn the pr.nter’s statement of the Agricultural Ins. Co. of
•r. D. P Handers of
:.«•
paper reads as follows: Depot, Me., which is conducted by Dr. T. S. I trade, and after three years at the case went ; Watertown, N. Y., represented in Belfast by
pay the sums set oppoJames Pattee & Son-If you want a car, call
Pitt, was at Citypoint and Belfast last week I to Boston and was employed in the 1% print- j
applied by the Sanitary
!
soliciting subscriptions for the Sanitarium ! ing establishment of Alfred Mudge & Son. on U. G. Fernald, 42 Miller street, Belfast_
hristian Commission, for
A special Food Fair sale at the Home of Good
k and wounded soldiers of
The object is a most worthy one, and it is j Business becoming slack he returned to Bel- !
will beein Feb. firh and
fast, July 9, 1803.”
hoped that people throughout the State will ! fast in the following spring and was variously Values. 12 Main street,
close Feb. 15th. Special reduced prices on fur
It is the
! employed here and in
of

ever

THE

creditors the criminal

pauon

A.

or

Harry W. Clark &Co.,

Judge Knowlton Tuesday morning am;
testified that he had surrendered his lease an;
was out of the business and that the
liquoi
found did not belong to him. Saturday even-

iscences of the First Parish.Unitarian.Church,”
by Mrs. Augusta S. Frederick will please a
great many readers. Miss Dora Newell cor.-

George

I

before

terest.

built at Gloucester in 1901 on practically
the same lines as the Defender—lines worked

I

for Man or Boy regular
on better grades also.

39c- and 69c- buys best 50c. to $1.50 W inter
Caps, Gloves
17c. buys 25c. Ties. 35c. buys best 50c. Ties.

19C..

The landlord, Thomas B. Berry,
absent and a boy in charge said he was at
Swan Lake
The bar room was locked up, but
the officers entered and found no liquor. The\
searched the house and in the collar behind tht
furnace found a bottle of whiskey. Berry vva;

ter in hand for the issue of next week.

|

Heavy Sweater

Liberal reduction

was

Bridge street.—Secretary.

tine

a

I

75c Buys

*2.29, $2.95 and $3.95 buys best $1.50, $33)0, $4.00 antTsIToo"
Pants. 19c.. 39c. and 75c. buys best 50c. to $1.00 Knee
Pants.

98C.

day evening.

her

guest of

69_c

!

At

chance to hear this bril-

a

Bovs—

d 69c. buys best Working Shirts and best Lion brand and S.
and S
dress up Shirts—values 50c. and $1.00.

_

Charles E. Stevens was before Judge Knowithe Municipal Court last Tuesday afternoon on a charge of fraud sworn
outj.by Mr.
Sanford Howard.
Several months ago Mr.
Stevens obtained $5'X),>t the Waldo Trust Co.
on a note endorsed
by Sanford Howard and
nine others, who were given to understand
that they would be secured by a mortgage on
Stev ns goods in his harness
shop. This hr
failed to do, and his goods having been seized

hall, High street, Thursday, Feb. 6th, at 7 30 p.
All may have
psychic, who

foi

ton of

ever-

'The Seaside Spiritual Society have engaged
Mrs. Julia A. Darker of Augusta, as speaker
for Sunday. Feb. 9th
She will hold services
at Grand Army hall at 2 30 and 7 30 p. m.; and
will also hold a message service at Knowlton’s

Overcoats

ys the best 50c. and $1.00 W inter Underwear
Health Underwear.

and $1.19 buys
puces 50c., $1 and $1.50.

anu

39c.

action was brought.
the January term of the S. J. court a civil
suit was brought by Dr. Adalbert Millett and
selections were given concerning bis life and
other endorsers of the note. Judge Knowlton
work. Mrs. George W. Frisbee and Mrs. Fred I
found Stevens guilty and bound him over t.
L. McDonald sang “Nearer My God to Thee,” !
one of his favorite hymns.
Lincoln day will the April term of S. J. court under St(J0 bonds,
with John Cox and Isaiah Cross as sureties.
be observed at their next regular meeting.

was

agricultural

respond liberally.
object
stitution that worthy people of limited

39c.

J

casion, and at future meetings, when speakers
from away will be present to give addresses

11*0

Discharges inbankruotcy have been allowed
the petitions of W. E. Jones &
Co.. Morrill;

69e.

Wright’s

Mrs. Hattie Roleison ...Mr. Charles Rice of
Thomaston has been visiting friends here_
Beth Jackson of Liberty is
visiting at Geo.
Daggett’s ...Mrs. Lottie Ham arid two children are stopping with her aunt, Mrs.
Lucy
Jackson, for a while... The entertainment Jan28th was quite a success in every way
Anna

and

a"d 19c- buys Men’s, Boys’ and Ladies' Hose-values from 15c. to 35c:
6 pairs only to a customer.

35C. a»<|

Brown is at home

Thomas H. M irshall Circle, Ladies of the G.
R., caieorated McKinley day at their regular meeting last Tuesday afternoon. Mrs.
Juiia G. McKeen read a sketch of his life and

liant

‘m3 $3.95 buys Widow Jones’
values $3.00 to $6.00.

...

thanks to Lee.

: m.

$1.95

Suits

I

Suits and Overcoats

warm

an^ S14.95 buys your choice of 85 high grade
Kuppenheimer and
Rochester made Suits and Overcoats-.$15 and S20 value.

E. R. Thomas has suceee jed;| A. W. Hassan
janitor of Memorial hall.

Friday, returning Monday-Mrs. J. A. Hartshorn of Belmont recently visited her
daughter,

and

$9.95

9c.

Odd Fellows’ Block

Lord and Thomas W.
Lothrop. Belfast, and Timothy G. Fellows.
Winterport.
Poors Mills. J. F. Sheldon and
daughter,
Mrs. Carrie Wood, went to Thomaston last

was

thpir

tii'f t

Amos P.

social in the

and the

ff'V

Up Stairs.

A.

craft—the

Gloucester
Frenchboro

or

anH niirari

will

foot of Main street is

valentine

d $5.95 buys good serviceable
Actual value $7.00 to $10.

$3.95

glasses.

fyf s/vr/zli/sr

Congra1 ulations were extended, short
speeches made, and all joined in singing popular songs, adjourning at 10.30 o’clock, with

the Frenchboro Land & Fish-

the

five-cent

troubles of the

cure

street, finding empty bottles and
For three years the Defander was 1
company.
I other evidences of an illegal traffic but no
in
and
on
ot
the
Civil
tributes
“Reminiscences
as
engaged
swordfishing
Georges,
War,”
|
I liquor. Sheriff Cushman is not discouraged by
that is good enough proof of her sea-going ! told by a veteran; there i3 a letter from Mr.
the failure of his first attempt, but will “try
qualities, and her lines indicate that s^e is j W. H. Williams, a former pastor of the M. F. !
try again!” Four places where liquor was sole
speedy as well as seaworthy. She has auxil- church in this city, and now a resident of 1 have been closed
recently from various causes
iary power as a matter of course. The sloop Springfield, Mo., where he is engaged in busi- one
by process of the law and another inantieipacht Mariette of 24 tons, in which Mr. Alfred ness, and other matter of local and general in-

State up to the present time. It is
have a large attendance on this oc-

to

W

ing.

is

oc-

a

do

Up of Winter Clothing
Saturday night, Feb. 15,

To make room for new spring line coming in.
This is a cash sale--no goods charged.

i

the eyes.

invited

Lee Robinson, who was married Feb. 1st to
Miss Helen Patterson, gave Washington Hose
Co., of which he is a member, an oyster stew

to

practical questions relating
development.

are

the city build-

guests surprised .her with a
number jf gifts, two birthday cakes and a
large bunch of carnations. Auction bridge
was played and refreshments served.

birthday

work.

sloop Defender of 18 tons, built

cities

transactions from the start of the movement
in

the

In the dock of

that the foundation of

and towns is the
firms, and that in aiding the farmer the city
will be more cr less directly benefited. C. E.
Embree, manager of the Farmers’ Union of
Maine, will attend and place before the meeting the objects and purposes of the Farmer*/
Union of Maine and give a full account of all

Hoag of

Mr.

and along the Belfast branch will bo invited.
the

of

the hostess
South worth
club last Tuesday evening
at her home at the Warren farm. It was her

cupancy in the season of 1914. J. G. Aborn
will have charge of the carpenter work and

Banquet. The Belfast Board
planning for a banquet in the near
which the farmers in this vicinity

The board

throughout,

construction

the winter and the

A Farmers’
future to

room

Miss Edith M.

hoped to have it under roof in the fail so that
work on the interior can be carried on during

C.

have

of the Hit

ing
the

Mrs. R. W.

of Trade is

council

church Wednesday evening, Feb. 12th. Homemade valentines will be on sale and refreshments served. There will be a farce, “The
Packing of the Home Mission Barrel.”

had a wheelbarrow load of blue prints and
details of the coming season’s work have
been agreed upon. The structure is to be of

Advertised Letters. The following letters remained u» called for in the Belfast post
office for the week ending Feb. 4th. Ladies—
Robert

We

was

irrespective of party

Final Red Tag Clean
and Furnishings ends

be traced to

cases can

imperfections of

church,
Harry
will be served at 6 o’clock, followed by dancing
at 8, with music by Keyes orchestra.
The Ladies’ Aid of the Mason Mills church

nnp.fnurth

pensions

on
v.

thrpp

city, pension at- i
of $40 a month;
Austin W. Keating and Frank H. Hoag reC. Webber of Monroe, Erastus C
turned by last Thursday evening’s train from
of Waldo, Charles G. Glidden of Chicago, where they had been in consultation
Northport and William J. Heald ar.d Thomas with Mr. Ira M. Cube and the architects of his
Gannon of Belfast
ew summer home in North port.
Mr. Keat-

Johnson, F.
Power’s “Mornings torney, has
for Horace
oi l from the magazine,
Roll call,
quotations ; Cummings

annual

1v

Convention. The Boys convention, to
held in Portland tomorrow, Friday, under
the auspices of the State Y. M. C. A., will be
attended by a number from this city, and the
Mr. George H.
party will return Monday.
Robertson will h::ve charge of Roy W. Elli igwood, \\ illiam M. Greenlaw, Louis A. and Eugene E. Gann on and Eugene L. Parsons; Ernest
1'. Milton will have charge of E. Leroy Coon:bs.
Milton Stephenson, Lorenzo Howard, Langley
I. iloag and Donald Spear; Clarence E. Frost
will have charge of Archie Robinson, Donald
Knowlton. Claude R. Jipson and Clyde Ames.

age

from

,t-.a

nr

Boys

Through a special act of Congress, the passof which w as aided by Senator Charles F.

Seaside Chautauqua
Nichols, Bayfternoon, February 10th.
Warren

i

to Co. D. 19th

in most

Men’s Forum at the
Sunday at 12 o’clock

above kinds with

All voters

be

shell which caused his wound.

it

j

;

one

Regiment,
w’ounded in the shoulder by the bursting
shell, and still has the jagged fragment of

belonged

He

ituews,

|

for

Gardiner L. Hatch of Oitypoint is a survivor
of Gettysburg and hopes to be
able to take the trip to the battlefield in July.

the home of the Misses
High street, in a

v,

evening admissions

of the battle

sur-

a

admissions fcr

dollar.

Miss

of

given

dollar and five

one

day

next

Candlemas day, and as the
sun shone, and the ground hog saw his shadow,
winter, according to tradition, will take another flight.
to meet in'the

to

of the fair will be twelve

the

ANOTHER NOTCH.

STOMACH DISORDERS

will be Sir Thomas More's Ulopia.
Last Monday

buy admission tickets to j city to he present. Mr. Capen will occupy the
the Food Fair can get them at Ralph D. South- j Baptist pulpit next Sunday and speak about
worth's store. The prices before the opening j China and the mission work there.

wishing

Mr. and Mrs. Herman Beckwith are receivon the birth, Jan. 2lst, of
son, Herbert Stanley.

The subject for
Universalist church

A most cordial inmorrow, Friday, evening.
vitation is extended to all of his friends in the

members

All

iit
;

will be given

menu and

to be foi-

Monday,

next

1
j

pufcFriday,

incoln program to follow

i

a

the social committee of the

Those

LIDS,
HEADACHES,
NERVOUSNESS,

a

ing congratulations

Rev. Randall T. Capen will arrive today and
will be the guest of Mrs. Clarrie Mathews.
An informal reception, under the auspices of

a

the Sons of Veter-

try of

j

wpiu-liintr

Rock cockerel at the Brunswick

Admission

iiing waiters.
invited.

RED

dance at Ritchie Grange hall,
Waldo, tomorrow, Friday, evening, with music
by the Gurney sisters.

pounds at the time. The other of the same
breed laid when four months old.
Mr. Gerald
took second premium this winter on Barred

ening.
oia! Aid will give

veteran, has'
from $17 to

war

pension,

ing to-morrow, Friday, evening to discuss the
advisability of uniting on a citizen’s ticket for
Walter Gerald of West Unity has 12 young the
spring election.
chickens. Mr. Gerald raised about 500 last
There will be a parish party this, Thursday,
season. The season before he had two remarkin Memorial hall, under the auspiceB
able specimens, one Barred Rock pullet that evening
of the social committee of the Unitarian
began laying when little over three months
W.Clark, chairman. Supper
Mrs.

association w’ill

If the

Civil

a

increase of

per month.
There will be

The address on “Education” by William B,
Woodbury before the Men’s Forum at the Universalist Church last Sunday was so instructive and entertaining that it was voted to continue the subject at a special evening'meeting
later, after a supper, when a large attendance
may be expected.

,ard of Trade.

an

Prices Tumbling Down

do not always make their presknown by failing sight.

ence

$40

comrades of the G. A. R. and Ladies
Circle are invited to join the Sons of Veterans
and Ladies Auxiliary and attend the Methodist
d urch next Sunday morning, when the pastor,
Rev. D. R. Phelan,will give a sermon on Abraham Lincoln.
They will meet at Memorial
Hall at 10 o’clock and from there march to the
church.

that your money pays for
the original

membership

Ezekiel R. Thomas,
received

The

stockings insist

Eye Symptoms

™

day evening.

Sold for 60 years.

The Universalist Social Aid will meet with
Mrs. E. L Cook this, Thursday, afternoon.

“No! the nearest thing I
could give you today would
be bananas.”
Don’t take the “nearest
thing” when you are after

Xf

Ash Wednesday, the first dey

The Guild of the North church will meet
with Mrs. J. W. Jones, High street, next Mon-
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\

man.

Thursday.
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No alcohol.

was

of Lent.

Oldest, Safest, Strongest, Best.
Standard family medicine.

You any cucumbers?” asked the lady of the market

fil-rt'
,n

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

“HAVE

—

Yesterday

Dr. W. C. LIBBEY.
DENTIST,
93 MAIN STREET,

BELFAST. MAINE

Brooks,
C. B.

or

NORTON, Belfast.

able, considering that there are fifteen Delicacies of the New
Facts from Farm and Fireside. good
producing acres of potatoes.”
Farms.
BETTER WITH

England

—

THE RESULTS OF TWO GREAT

WHY

EGG-LAYING

One was held at
the Connecticut Ex-

contests.

Storrs, Conn., at
periment Station, and 490 hens contested. The other was held at the Missouri
State Poultry Experiment Station, Moun-

»

ONE MILLION GOATS IN AMERICA.

In the current issue of Farm ami Fireside appears a most interesting article
about, goats—an article full of facts
about the commercial possibilities of
raising these animals. There are a million Angora goats in America and yet we
import annually over thirty per cent, of
the mohair used m our domestic manufactures. There is no reason why our
farmers cannot maintain enough gnats
to supply our domestic trade with superior mohair.
Following is an extract
front the article
"The banner goat farm of America is
Irwnte,'

in

Ti.vm

»m

tun

frlmn.

sand head of grade and pure-bred Angoras.
Last year the owner of this ranch
realized a net profit of one dollar per
animal from his flock.
There are several other pretentious goat-farms throughout New Mexico, California and Oregon.
The largest goat-ranch in the Mississippi Valley has two thousand head, but th.
average flock in this country is from one
bun Ired to five hundred animals.
"The custom is to shear the goats
early in April. Ordinary hair sells for
thirty-five to tifty-fm cents a pound.
This common grade of mohair, which
commands no especially high price, is
th .t. whose length is less than twelve
inches; tin- ordinary fleece of one year’s
growth measures about ten inches in
length. The average mature doe w.p
shear from six to nine pounds of mohair
each year, while the full-grown back
will yield from ten to fifteen pounds.
Previous to shearing, the flock is graded
into classes of does, bucks,
k its and
wethers. The fleeces are marketed according to this classification. The American Angora Goat Association maintains
a special mohair warehouse in 1:1 os Ion,
where the fleeces of practically all the
Angoras in this country are marketed,
At this depot the fleeces are carefully
cleaned, regraded if necessary, and baled
ready for consignment to the manufacturing plants, where the raw inonair is
converted into clothing, rugs, book-bindings, shoes and gloves.
“One very beautiful fleece, whi.n was
twenty-two inches in length, sold for
$6 .50 a pound, the record price :tr raw
mohair in this country.
Four dollars a
pound is about the ordinary top figure.
'Land can be cleared by Angora
goats of the worst biush known to this
country for a little less than nothing.
How? Simply this: Angora goats will
li\e on leaves and weeds, leaving the
land c'eaner anil nicer than can be done
in any other way.”
A

“BOOK FARMER” WHO IS MAKING
AN ACRE OCT OF HIS LAND.

$100

In

of

an

article entitled “The
aurnri,

111

cue

Story
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pasture-land.

Jackman plants about fifteen
potatoes each year, for he
thinks that this is a good acreage fora
farm the size of his.
When he took pos“Mr.

to

session of the

farm,

the land was yielding something like eighty bushels per
acre, but now it is yielding him two hundred and fifty bushels per acre, an average which he expects to increase year by
year.
"Mr. Jackman says his ideas as regards cultivation are as follows: "I believe in a thorough cultivation of the
Last year I went through my pocrop.
tatoes with the cultivator as many as
thirteen times.
About ten days after
planting, my field is harrowed either
with a spike-tooth harrow or a weeder.
Often this is repeated before the plants
appear above the ground. Just as soon
as the plants begin to prick above the
ground the cultivator is used, cultivating
very shallow the first time, in order that
it will not injure the plants. This shallow cultivation within a few days is followed by a deep one, the main thing in
all treatments being to keep the soil

porous.

Many

‘‘During the past three years Jackman’s potato crop has yielded him an
average of one hundred dollars per acre,
this source of income alone is commend-

a

Plays!

has acquired the reputation of benoted epicure. The waiter at hiB
PLAYS AND
CAN
club does not dare bring him a chop uni;
less it is the perfection of the grill; the
OR MORE WEEKLY
EARN
maitre d’hotel of hiB favorite hotel restaurant knows his favorite sauce, sends
him word when the finest game is in, and
saves for his coming the best of every’! you have Ideas—if you can THINK—we will show you the secrets of this fascinating new profession. Positivelv ,
thing, from hothouse tomatoes and green
com in March, strawberries in January,
or literary excellence necessary.
No “flowery language” is wanted.
experience
and the first pompano.
The demand for photoplays is practically unlimited. The big film manufacturers are “moving heaven and earth
He is considered an authority upon
to make Hie dainty
vintage wines and the good eating of '■Hs cake or luscious
their attempts to get enough good plots to supply the ever increasing demand. They are offering,) $100 and
pie :
foreign countries all over the world, and
or the good, wholesingle scenarios, or written ideas.
no
receive
Chicks
attention, knows where to get the best grives in
advantage.
some bread on which
He lives and dies Brussels, the finest caviar in Moscow,
and many perish.
We have received many letters from the film manufacturers, such as
family thrives.
without realizing that the hen business the most wonderful curries in Bombay,
William
Tell
Order
is much like his pocketbook. If he would or the best bouillabaisse in Marseilles.
Flour and baking day
take money out of it, he must put money
But with all this, the newly acquired
urging us to send photoplays to them. We want mare writers and we'll gladly teach you the secrets „f
:
will
he a pleasure anti
IdHE
in it.
tastes that came with the plethoric
Richest
in
a
triumph.
who “never before wrote „ /,,,
“With a woman conditions are the op- purse, there come to him moments when
We are selling
written by
■
value too,
IjBH
posite. The care of hens is no side-line. everything palls, when nothing is right; M
beand
farthest,
for
goes
her
considers
It is her business, and she
and the chef, the maitre d’hotel, and the
H
cause it is milled by
She garcon all writhe under his disple’asure,
business seriously and studiously.
Perhaps we can do the same for you. If you can think of only one good idea every week, and will wn\
<>ur special process
her
labor,
as
he pushes this and that thing away as
patime, money,
expends
directed
finest
Ohio
from
the
PB
by us, and it sells for“only $25, a low figure,
lience, care and affection on her hens. being “utterly unfit to eat.” “Ah,”
She lives much with them; she broods J they sigh in chorus, “que voulez vous,
FOR SPARE-TIME WORK.
YOU WILl EARN
;
Your grocer will
over
them, watches and pets them, 1 Monsieur? We have done our best; no
have it
.gift
•mm':
just say—
names them and calls them by name; she | one can do more.”
SEND
YOUR
NAME VND IADDRE33AT O'iZE FOR FREE .COPY |OF
send me
f7DU'C'
M
(16)
And he of the plethoric purse sighs,
strokes their feathers and talks to them
F lYEiF/ OUR ILLUSTRATED '.BOOK. “MOVING PICTURE PLAYWRITING."
her
She studies
as to a pei son.
poultry I too; sighs for the good old days of his
i boyhood, and, as he muses upon the
UUUAS,
111(1^*1^1 r-ij,
Don't hesitate. Don’t |argue. Write NOW and learn just what this’new profession may nan t,
difficulties
ami
the
conditions
delicacies of the New England farm, a
hens, their
future
13w36
your
her
She
at
her.
comes
to
poultry
and
trulfies
gives
gf.
confronting
longing
him,
She is and caviar and mostelle and hothouse
an abundance of feed and water.
1543
NATIONAL
always watchful of every mood, condi- fruits fade away into oblivion as he conNEW YORK CITY.
tion and symptom of her daily compan- jures up pictures of the things his mothions.
If disease invades her kingdom, er used to make, when he was a little
she knows it at once. She isolates the boy, wore a pair of red-knitted wristers
FOR SALE BY YOUR GROCER.
She has a hospital. She with his red woolen scarf and fur cap,
ones affected.
TRY SOL ACE AT OCR EXPENSE
is a nurse by nature and a hen-physician carried his dinner to school in a tin pail
in one hand and his books in a strap in dy* or, perhaps, apple dumplings, and
by study.
Money l>uck for any case of
“Are" her hens appreciative? Watch the other, and helped do the chores baked custards, and glass dishes of
or bem!wild strawberry preserves, topped with
ter feeding them.
They enjoy her so- around the farm.
L>
...u:.
--i
_*1..
mounds of whipped cream. There were
ciety. They appear to be trying to talk
ache that Solace Fails
to her. They perch on her shoulder, eat mother is on the old farm still, waiting the delicious wild-plum preserves, the
out of her dish or hand and flock about anxiously for the annual visits of him wild strawberries, the raspberry jam,
to Remove.
her until she can hardly take a step. But who will always be her “boy.'’
Or, cranberry sauce sweetened with brown
SIILACK KKMEliV is a recent inedieal ,1,-.
that is not all; it is hut. a small part- perhaps, like President Taft, he rejoices sugar, and many other good things in
envet v of three (leiiiian Scientists that dnso
just the beginning. When eggs stand in an “Aunt Delia,” who has remained mother’s preserve cupboard.
it is
Uric Acid crystals and Purifies the blow.
And pickles—sweet pickles and sour
uect the weakest
high in the market reports, her hens all her life on “the place” in the couneasy to take, and wi I not
show full appreciation ol her investment, try, serene and satisfied, far from the pickles and piccalilli and chow-chow, and stomach.
It is guaranteed tinder the Pure Food .*.■ «;
in them, in kindness, care, patience, de- glamor of the city life, which has at- all the changes run in with the cucumber,
Drill's I .aw to be absolutely tree from opiates 01
votion, atfection. Ami when .he markets tracted so many of the younger people. the tomato, the onion, and the melon harmful drugs of any description
M)i ACE is a pure specific m everv.w y, ami
call for fries and broilers, money flows If he has kith or kin in the country, back rind, combined with maple sugar, vinbeen proved beyoi d question to U tinher way.”
on
the farm, he is more than likely to egar, and all sorts of pickin g spices, ! has
,u
Miie-t and quckest remedy for Urm
satisly his craving for the fleshpots of and have a savor that no “boughten” Troubles km \vt to nietiie.il science, no mallei
SAYS FARMERS SHOULD NOT SNEER AT
the country, dictates innumerable letters pickles, as mother designates those from how long staluting It teaches arc retime, y,,.
SKIN-DEEP BEAUTY.
the store sh. Ives, can ever hope to at- toot of tile trouble (Uric Acid) and purities in**
to an army of stenographers, whips his
blood.
A contributor to the current issue of business into
1 HE SOLACE Co of battle Creek are the
shape, and, with one last, tain.
Farm and Fireside w rites;
Were
Sole
cakes
ever
U. S Agents and have thousands of v«»11111as
at
the
any griddle
ticker, packs bis
good j
regretful giance
re“Of all people, farmers are most prone bag and buys a ticket for the town of his as mother's, served with maple syrup, !ir\ testimonial letters which have be.-u
received from gratelul people SOLACE h
to sneer at skin-deep beauty.
which
!
father
and
the
hired
man
and
the
where
the
still
of
hb-tn
tin1
e>tiinonial
youth,
stortd to health.
letters.
neighbors
speak
"Of all classes of people, farmers are this
little
I i;l i-. liox '•vnt tip* n teqttesi.
and
to
make
in
the
finance
as
of
“Mis’
Wentboy
big
sugar
helped
king
K L» e Moiris. L e-meiit ot the First N:it;"iial I
most dependent on the beauty that is on
orchard on the mountain side, when the !
worth’s little Tommy.”
ban k of ( liicu, T ex.is, wrote the solan-11 t-i|
j
the surface; that is, only skin deep.
Who can blame him? For, after all, warm beams of the spring sun broke as tol ows:
“Can you sell apples which are ugly in although New England farmers seldom through the clouds and chased away the | “1 want you to set d < box ot Solace to my lath- |
in .Vrtnpbis. It till, lot which l ene'o'.*- >1 1
appearance? Don’t you find ready sale get credit for being epicures, perhaps ‘'sugar snow” that was falling in great orJ !:ts
>:
remedy h *> cell us* d by some tin-: d
for rosy, fat apples?
their bountiful tables and their wonder- dukes? Were any doughnuts ever quite mine I,mo anti 1 must -ay ns actu n wawon
‘‘Does a scrawny colt sell as readily ful cooks, using recipes that have been so brown and spicy and puffy, and was denul.
“(Sign* d) K L. .Mot t i"
Hasn’t the plump colt handed down in the same families for any cheese ever quite as good as the cot- j
as a plump colt?
c. etc and £1 t>U boxes.
Put up ii
tiiii-r hair, hotter laid on than the scrawny generations, are quite as
worthy of the tage cheese or mother's extra tuil-cream
lO I.EWIII. \M>
Cl'S M I Oil 'J A IT M
colt?
made
from
the
milk
of
the
as
those
who
have
Ot
learned
cheese,
-I
genON IT SO l!\ I A MM
appellation
VOl (AN
"i
‘‘Doesn’t a well-painted farmhouse add their arts in foreign kitchens.
No spt ei;il huttli iit Scln in*
tie-eyed Guernseys and Jerseys, back ACE
**
the
AtOM
1
1
At
Si
.11
pies.**
Doesn’t an
to the value of the farm?
Where does one ever taste such won- upon the New England farm? Where,
v. Oils.
V. rite today for I lie lit v box. « *»
derful sausage as that of the New Eng- in any gay restaurant atit-r the theater
unpainted house hurt sale prospects?
*41
l.M 1>.
4 4
ll-.ll
If <
».« U
>1
11
‘‘Doesn’t, a straight fence, almost land farm, where little pigs, fattened, or the opera, does any conventional supI0\v*
beautiful because of its symmetry, lend upon milk and all sorts of good things, per ever taste half as good as the night,.„t.. ,1
.,i.7
ir
r.
are as tenderly cared for nr 1 as reluctly snack of dough;.uts and cheese, big
No Need to Stop Work
farm is ugly, you have an ugly Is rm!
antly sacrificed as the Plymouth Hocks Greening apples, chestnuts roasted beWhen the doctor orders you to stop work it
“Hadn’t you rather see a litter of fat, and the White Wyandott .a and the big fore the fire, and a big pitci er of sweet
round pigs than a litter of lean little turkeys and placid ducks, whose ultimate cider that the little boy was always hav- staggers you. 1 can't, you say. Toil know you
cusses, and don’t the fat Utile porkers fate is to be served upon the farmer’s ing to refill, taking the brown pitcher in ; are weak, run down and failing in health day
one hand and the caiu.le in the otner, and
give better promise than the skinny festive board?”
by day, but you must work as long as you can
ones?
Marjoram and thyme, summer savory g*'ing down the dark ce llar stairs, always i stand. What you need is Electric Bitters to
the
skinbe
too
much
of
“There can’t
and aromatic sage, and allspice and with a little secret shiver and the wontstrength and vigor to y«>ur system,
deep beauty. It selis pears and peaches, cloves, all blend into a wonderful flavor, der if, over in the gioom of the potato give ne, break down and buiid you up. Don't
t prevent
j
and
corn
and
calves,
in
pumpkins,
potatc-s
thick, flat cakes of sausage, cut from bin, th -re did not iurk some dark, hidden
be weak, sickly or ailing when Electric Bitters i
horses and hay, wheat and automobiles,
;he long roll, fried crisply brown and dung*, r?
butter and eggs, and it makes true-love served with hot baked potatoes —the
All these reminiscences and many more will benefit y«-u from the first, dose. Thousands :
matches.”
Early Pose and pride of the farmer’s come back to the one-time boy who huu bless them or their glorious health and
For a giuwn illlu a n eii-.ooKing, gray-iniireu strength. Try them. Every bottle is guaran
686 FOUNDS OF POTATOES FROM ONE potato patch—defy imitation.
change, there are thick slices of head- business man, with a reputation as an eed to satisfj. Only 50c. at all Druggists.
POTATO.
■I11 Will H—III 'I MWlll HHi
<*r
-.SP
cheese, cut from the big pan in which it epicure on three continents, but with an
The following is taken from the cur- has been nressed under a nlate tunned ever
for the days on the
present
longing
rent issue of Farm and Fireside:
Lifted irom
with a hugh iron flatiron, dipped in flour, New England farm before he ever dream“A lad in the outskirts of Albany,New and tried
brown, or served cold,if ed of the lii'e that was to be his, after he
golden
York, and only twelve years of age, lias preferred.
worked his way through Dartmouth and
WILLING TO HELP.
made a world record.
The State fair
Another favorite breakfast of “little started out in the great world to blaze
He: "Some tunes quite carry me
board offered a prize for the largest
used
to
be
hot
baked
his
the
trails
of
finance.
Tommy’’
potatoes,
way through
away.”
yield from one seed-potato. Each con- with cream gravy, crisp slices of salt
Back in the attic in the farmhouse, in
She: "Only tell me one, and 1 will
testant was furnished one potato of a
and fried apples, with some of a little, old leather trunk studded with
pork,
special and unusual variety in his part of mother’s buckw beat cakes baked in a nails that wjere once shiny brass, amid play it with great pleasure.”
the State.
little branches of fragrant cedar to keep
square tin, broken into pieces, and eater,
NO ANSWER.
“Eugene Durand raised and exhibited with fresh butter.
away the moths, the red mittens and the
686 pounds of potatoes, twelve bushels,
It was scarcely half-past nine when
And the pies—the rows of pies that scarf and the gray seamed leggings and
WITH THE ISSUE,
of contest quality and size, and left at mother used to make when
rather fierce-lookirg father of the
Tommy was the frayed wristers repose, just where the entered
the parlor where ihe timid
home, unweighed, about two bushels of a little boy! At Thanksgiving and at they have lain for
girl
forty years; and downfather had
So far as known,
nun-exhibitahie size.
Christmas—when all the aunts and uncles stairs in the great kitchen, where bunches lover was courting her. The
this is fully twice the yield ever before and cousins and an occasional
his watch in his hand.
of
seed
corn
and
of
dried
stray perstrings
apples
known from one potato.
‘‘Young man,” he said brusquely, "uo
son, lonely and fcrlorn, were asked to and hunches of sage and thyme and
time it isV”
“The potato had fourteen eyes.
Each the farm to
of the Christmas snakeshead and spearmint hang to dry, you know what
partake
of these was planted in a hotbed. When cheer—there were
“Y-y-yes, sir,” stutten d the frightenand pies ami pies; the little mother is stirring up her fapies
the sprout was about three inches high,
ed loser, as he serum bled out into the
I “for no one,” argued mother, "could mous plum pudding, and thinking of the
to leave!”
he cut it off and placed it in sand, where ever have too much
And then- coming Christn as, when “little Tommy” hall; “1- I was just going
pie.”
it took root.
Durand then set it out in
Alter the beau had made a rapid exit,
indisputable
argument—“the men folks is coming home.
soil adapted to potatoes.
The sprouts like
the father turned to the girl and stud in
’em,” she said.
astonishment:
kept on growing, and he kept on rooting
So, Upon the shelf of the hack “but,’Mothers Con 5afi ly Buy
them ami then transplanting them, and
“What was the matter with that fellow ?
ry,” they sat in state,—mince pies, the
watch has run down, and 1 simply
great was the harvest thereof.
My
mincemeat concocted as a solemn rite, Dr.
King’s New Discovery and give it to the wanted to know the the time.”
after great-grandma’am’s famous recipe,
little ones when ailing and suffering with
A»e You a Cold Sufferer?
which called for two kinds of raisins,
colds, coughs, throat or lung troubles, tastes
MARY ELLOUSLY CONDENSED.
Take Dr. King's New Discovery. The Best currants, sherry, and brandy, candied
orange peel, and citron, a certain kind nice, harmless, once used, always used. Mrs.
A lawyer of Ihe good old Southern
Cough, Cold, Throat and Lung medicine of apples, and other mysterious things, Bruce Crawford, Niagra, Mo., writes: “Dr.
type had argued for three court dajs
made. Money refunded if it fails to cure you. with all the
spices of Araby and great King's New Discovery changed our boy from a without
His brief was a masterpause.
Do not hesitate—take it at our risk. First dose
Jack Horner plums; “puukin” pie, made
pale, weak, sick boy to the picture of health
has reason to be
piece of classical learning and legal eruand is
^i.r
hplps. J. R. Wells, Floydada, Texas, writes with cream and sweetened with maple Always helps. Buy it at all Druggists.
dition, but it was tiresome.
"Dr. King’s New Discovery cured my terrible
sugar; custard pie, done likewise; squash
the
commendation
and
"Colonel Parker,” said the wearied
it
has
cough and cold. I gained 15 pounds.’’ Buy it and cranberry, apple and dried apple,
HOW A HOTEL PROTECTS ITS
judge at last, “without wishing to intiUC|Ivv
incjiuciij
in the
and in the
at all Druggists.
mate in any way that the court would
year will
GUESTS.
serves, and turnovers galore. Ah, what
not be delighted to listen to your whole
merit
that
mother
used
to
its
continuance.
"Doan’s Ointment cured me of eczema that pies—those pies
argument, I must suggest that the
make! A fig for the English tarts and
had annoyed me for a long time. The result
The operation of a great metropolitan docket is somewhat crowded, and that if
was lasting.’’—Hon. S. W. Matthews, Commisthe French flans! Give us pies—New
hotel today is on a plane with that of a you could condense a little, it might help
sioner, Labor Statistics, Augusts, Me.
England pies of the true, old-fashioned high-class manufacturing or mercantile your
client’s cause.”
aim has been to
the news of tin
sort!
institution, and the same great prin: iples
The attorney smiled his acknowledgClubbing Offers, me ionowing clubbing
Dinner is still served at noon in New of scientific
are applied.
he
“Your
in
ment.
readable
management
exclaimed,
to
Honor,”
encourage ever
offers apply only to subscriptions paid in adEngland on the farm, and supper at the most successful and most popular “the
thought was in my mind when 1
vance; and when payment is made it should be
night. Does any “little boy!’ of bygone hotel is the one conducted by a man
in
w:
ich
men
Maine
and worm
who prepared my argument! Suh, for the
stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
days remember the old-fashioned New realizes the importance of specialized ef- next
four days my brief is a perfect marboiled
its
with
to
dinner,
all movements for mor
England
great fort, thorough attention to details, scien- vel of
also necessary to say that none of these publicondensation!’’,
piece of home-cured corned beef, its tific division of labor,
cations are mailed with The Journal or from
physical and chemas material advancement—in brief, to
boiled pork or bacon, the cabbages,beets, ical
this office. We have to pay for these publicaanalyses of the various articles and
SPELLING FOR THE BRIDE.
turnips, carrots, potatoes, and parsnips
which are employed in the opof Maine homes.
tions one year in advance, and they are then
per
boiled all together; and that wonderful products
Bride and groom they were, unmistakeration of the business, cleanliness, and
sent from their respective offices to our subpudding, boiled in ihe huge kettle with the character and condition of the em- ably, and the guests writing “Wish you
scribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows the meats and vegetables, made from
In a modern hotel properly were here” greetings in that Atlantic
Indian meal and dried raspberries, boiled ployees. there are scores of
has a reliable and industn
for one year’s subscription paid in advance:
operated
specialists City hotel were much interested in them.
in
a bag, and served with sweet cream,
The Journal and Farm and Home.$2.00
employed for the sole purpose of pro- Each »at at a desk and got busy with pen
of
to furnish the news <>i
sweetened
with
ai:d
The Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.25
maple sugar,
tecting the health, property, and lives of and ink, the silence being broken only
And the “red- the
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine. 2.10 sprinkled with nutmeg?
when tlie bride asked how to spell a hard
and
occasional
contributors at h
guests.
The Journal and Woman's Magazine. 2.25
flannel hash” for breakfast next mornThese queries annoyed an old
The personal safety of the guest in the word.
The publications included in our clubbing ofing, with Blices of the cold pork and room is carefully considered. Each floor gentleman writing near-by, and he was
in
abroad whose articles are not
corned beef and some “rye ’n' Injun” is
fers may be sent to different addresses,
operated as if it were a separate hotel. plainly relieved when the bridegroom
>.
and
in
m
muffins?
interest
those
merit
left
little
bride
did
the
room.
The
not
The floor is in charge of a woman clerk,
i The publishers of the Woman’s Magazine
Does he recall the great Christmas
and it is so organized that all the details know that she had been deserted, anti
have advised us of an increase in th«ir subtious
goose stuffed with mother’s famous stufshe again got. stuck on a word.
scription price and a consequent advance in fing, and flanked by a great chicken pie of the guest’s personal requirements
“How tio you spell Cincinnati, honey?”
have immediate and satisfactory attenclubbing rates, and The Journal and Woman’s on one side and roasted ducks on the
j other? The
tion. No one can step on to the floor by she asked.
the
Magazine are now $2.25.
cranberry sauce,
spiced way of either the elevator or the stairs
“C-i-n-c-i-n-n-a-t-i-h o n e -y,
re=—
The publishers of McCalls magazine have
grapes, the apple-and-quince jelly, and without
being seen by the clerk. Ary sponded Mr. Grouch.
the
sauce?
The
wholewheat
bread
giblet
sent us this notice: "The subscribers may
to call upon a guest must
one desiring
select their free patterns w thin 30 days after and the election cake made of spiced first obtain from the floor clerk the inSYMPATHY UNAPPRECIATED
raised bread dough, with raisins therein;
formation whether or not the guest is in
the receipt of their first magazine by making
Just as a giggling school-girl entered
and the dark rye bread and the golden
to see him. A record is kept a
a request on an ordinary
post card, stating corn cake? There were Indian puddings, and wishes
Detroit drug-shop and made her way
of every access to guests’ rooms. The
that the pattern desired is a free pattern to
j too, to be eaten, with some of that thick, employees whose duties require them to to the soda-fountain, the white-coated
attendant was engaged in vigorously
which they are entitled.”
yellow cream; and there was apple dow- enter the rooms are before
employment shaking up a “chocolate and egg.” Sud- j
and
carefully
thoroughly
investigated. denly the glass broke in his hands, and
for Six Months
a
Each one is well recommended and fur- the
deluge caused the young man to prenishes a bond.
sent the appearance of a human eclair.
50 cents for Three Months.
The precautions taken to protect
Horrified, the girl at once ceased to
The
against fire are most thorough.
with
most
a
giggle, and,
sympathetic
men who run the elevators and the enair, leaned toward the white-coated one,
gineers who operate the power plant are saying, for the want of something else:
Since the old-fashioned theory of cur- troubles but none that we can recomselected with special regard to their soing eczema through the blood has been mend as highly as this for we know that
“I am so sorry! Did the glass break?”
given up by scientists, many different D.D.D. stops the itch at once. VVa just
briety, reliability, honesty and stability.
The attendant gave her a withering
salves have been tried for shin dieos. want you to give D.D.D. a trial.
That wii;
The chief engineer of a great modern look.
“Did the glass break!” he repeatBut it has been found that these salves be
enough to prove it.
hotel ranks very high in his profession. ed.
MAINE.
only clog the pores and cannot penetrate
Of course all other druggists have
“Oh, no, the glass didn’t break!
elevator
to the inner skin below the epidermis D.D.D.
The
and
are
system
to
power
plant
them
it
Prescription—go
You just happened to drop in on me as I
you
where the eczema germs are lodged.
can't come to us—but don’t accept some
so carefully supervised as to make it alwas taking my morning shower!”
This—the quality of penetrating— big profit substitute.
most impossible for an accident to occur.
probably explains the tremendous sucBut if you come to our store, we are
—February Lippincott’s.
Each elevator is inspected every night
cess of the welu known liquid eczema 80 certain of what D.D.D. will do for
you
remedy, oil of wiitergreen, thymol, gly- that we offer you a full size bottle on
by competent experts, and no elevator
cerine, etc., as compounded In D.D.D. this guarantee:—If you do not find that
which is not in absolutely perfect condiPrescription.
It takes away the Itch AT ONCE. It
tion to operate is allowed to remain in
We tanra sold other remedies for skin costa you not a osnt.
FOR FLETCHER’S
service.—Ernest J. Stevens, in Harper’s
Wm. O. Poor A Son, Druggists.
Weekly.
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Farm and Fireside appears the following:
"There is not as much ridicule for the
"book farmer’ now as formerly.
The
tables have been turned on the other
fellow who is accepting the ‘book farmer’ as his guide.
"A good illustration of this so-called
‘book farmer’ is G. W. Jackman, who
lives near Atlanta, New York.
When
he purchased his farm, he had to face a
circumstance that was seemingly discouraging The former owner had been
a 'slipshod’ farmer.
The low productivity of the soil and the dilapidated con- j
dition of the buildings evidenced this
fact. But what was then one of the
poorest producing farms is now the test
in that part of the county.
"The farm itself is located about one
mile northeasL of Atlanta, in the beautiful Cohocton River Vailey. It contains
eighty-live acres, sixty of which are tillable, the remainder being devoted to!

acres

1

1

I Write Ideas for Moving Picture

[From The Epicure ]
self-made man, whose boyhood
has been passed upon a New England

In the current issue of Farm and Fireside a poultry expert says that for many
are
years he has observed that women
far superior to men in raising and caring
for poultry. He goes on to say:
‘‘The average farmer is a busy man.
Hen-raising is but an indifferent, neglected side-line with him, that he knows
and cares but little about.
“The result is that when eggs bring
the best prices his hens do not lay. The
great need of controlling their moulting
is unknown to him, so his hens moult at
the wrong season. They roam at large,
steal their nests and brood according to
their moods, which is always to his dis-

The current issue of Farm and Fireside contains the results of two great

tain Grove, Mo., where 655 hens contested.
Following is an extract:
“The champion laying hen in the Missouri contest was ‘Lady Showyou,’ a
White Plymouth Rock hailing from Illinois. This hen laid 281 eggs during the
She lacked but one egg of equalyear.
ing the best official record made in this
country, which was 282 eggs laid by a
Barred Rock at Guelph, Canada.
Lady
Showyou's eggs averaged a little over
two ounces each, a total weight of 35
pounds for her year’s production.
“The heaviest layer in the Connecticut contest was a S. C. Rhode Island
Red.
She produced 254 eggs which
weighed 32 pounds.
“There were 41 hens in the Connecticut contest that laid over 200 eggs each
during the year, the average of these
hit:h producers being 223 eggs per hen.
One lien out of twelve entered in both
contests laid over 200 eggs. In the Missouri contest the average for the 59 hens
laying over 200 eggs was 215 eggs per
hen.
"The 655 liens in the Missouri contest
laid an avernev of 134 eves Her hen.
The 490 in the Connecticut contest laid an
average of 133 eggs per hen. The contesting hens came from nearly every
section of the country from the Atlantic
to the Pacific, from the Great Lakes to
the Gulf of Mexico, also several pens
from Canada and one from Lngland in
the Connecticut contest.
"The Australians are in advance'of
the breeders of this country in breeding
The leading pen in
for egg-production.
the Connecticut contest averaged 214
eggs per hen, and in the Missouri contest
208 eggs per hen, but the leading pen in
the Australian contest which recently
closed, averaged 250 eggs per hen. Also,
in the same Australian contest, 360 hens
gathered from 60different breeders made
an average of nearly
200 eggs per hen
for the entire 360.
Hut they have been
conducting these contests in that country for ten years or longer, and the people have been educated to breed for egg
production. The average farm hen does
not lay more than 80 eggs per year at
present. If we can raise the average to
even 150 or 160 eggs per hen, we can
double or treble the profit in poultry to
those engaged in the business.”
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Workingmen and Farmers I

desk in which the books ]

arranged in order at
each term. I also made
set me on my feet every
hour determined on, and
:!i,
r mornings just as the bed
lloor it lighted a lamp,
lie minutes allowed for
ipsed, a click was heard
.ok to he studied was push
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.t the rack forward and
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t.11ion, and the time reBe.t ted to each study
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my small spya frame on the sill of
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sunbeams focused on a
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than ordinary rubbers.
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your choice of
you pay your

and feel better
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crumble and they give the
wearer that sense of security and
satisfaction which one enjoys when
wearing the best the market affords.
The additional wear over ordinary
rubbers makes the GLOVE brand
the cheapest and best to buy.
Made in all styles and sizes
hut only one grade—the BEST.
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Last month the
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Apple
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explanation

high

explanations;

anyway,

money,

THE RETAILER’S PLEA.
But—listen to the retailer.
He, let
him tell it, is the most abused man connected with the apple trade.
He makes
no money; the jobber gets it all and then
lies about him.
Here is the consensus of
the indignant statements of a dozen
retail dealers:
“We pay the freight—in more ways
than one. The farmer sells his apples
to the jobber and gets his money. That
is the end of him.
The jobber ships the
j apples to New York and the railroads
: charge extortionate rates to carry them.
! The jobber doesn’t pay the
freight; we
He adds that to the price he
pay it.

j
I
|
i

j

_T

National Housewives’

League began a price-smashing crusade
apples. Under the leadership of Mrs.

THE NEAL

the League opened an
the Queensborough
city and sold apples
All that could be
at ten cents a quart.
obtained were sold and the result led
Mrs. Heath to state authoritatively that
apples could be sold at live cents a quart
and still give a handsome profit.
In support of Mrs. Heath s statement,
there is the street pedier with his wagonload of apples, which he sells at just
a
that price—five cents
quart. He
seems to have no trouble in making a
profit, but, strange as it may seem, the
in the better secaverage housekeeper
tions of the city will not buy of him. He
makes most of his sales in the poorer

Heath,

The

Why
a

charges Us.
“Then, we have to take the apples as
they come. The top of a barrel of
apples always looks good. So does the
j bottom, because the farmer has learned
i that a barrel may be opened at the botBut

tom.

;

j

|
!

in

the middle all

kinds of
fruit are thrown. Suppose we do
charge
and
15
20 cents a quart for the best
barrel apples; we tii.d a lot in
every
barrel that we can hardly give
away and
we don t propose to lose
money on the

entire barrel.

“Another thing: When the
jobber says
that we get 90 quarts or even 70
quarts
out of a barrel of
apples he is crazy or
telling deliberately what he knows is not
true. There may be 96 quarts of cranberries or beans in a barrel, but not
apples. If we get 50 quarts out of a
barrel of apples we think we are
doing
well and it takes very careful
measuring
to do that. The average is nearer 40.
Besides that, we take the chance of part
of the apples spoiling befo e we can sell

them.

"If, after we have paid $3 for a barrel
of apples and 75 cents—not 50 cents—expressage, we could sell forty quarts at

15 cents a quart, we wouldn't say a
word. But we can’t. There are no
barrel apples in the market which run
uniformly good all the way through and
we cannot get the same
price for the
poor ones as for the good ones. Our
average profit on a barrel of apples for
which we pay $3 is about $1, and we
think we are lucky to get that.
THE

LONG

HAUL

“As for the box
more

profit

on

AGAIN.
we do make
on the barrel

apples,

those than

<

i_•

<

...

the bowels. When they become
waste material that is
thrown off by the system accumulates.
This condition generates
poisons which circulate throughout
the body, tending to create coated
tongue, bad breath, headache, dull
brain action, nervousness, biliousness
and other annoyances.

sluggish the

dealer and pay him twice as much for the
same grade of apples is a question that
can be answered only by those who understand the workings of a woman’s
mind, but the fact remains that thou| sands of them in New York do just this
I every
day. Presumably they have
the mistaken idea that the pedier will j
cheat them, when, as a matter of fact, j
they nave more opportunity to examine
I the 'ruit loose on the wagon than in the
bar; el at the retailer’s.
PERSTITION.
The consumer makes another grave 1
mistake besides that of paying the high
!
price asked by the retailer without protest.
Thai is in believing that, because:
apples are packed in a box, they are
b-tter than those packed in barrels.
A3 a matter of fact, in a great many
instances the reverse is true. In the
first place, tne box apples are shipped
all the way across the country and are
likely to arrive in worse condition than
those shipped from New York or neighAuothe
thing is that,
borm_ States.
although the famous Hood River and
oth r apples from Oregon and other
parts of th.- Pacific coast are prettier to
look a', they seldom taste as well as
those grown nearer home. Of course,
apples carefully packed in layers with
the best-looking side up and polished ;
after the box is opened, are good to
look upon, much better th..n apples
aim led into a barrel and not rubbed at.
1
all.
Hut bite into one. The Western
apple is likely to lie rather flavorless.
The great majority of varieties of Easterr. apples are neither.
No' so many years ago in New England the gieenirg apple was considered
about as good for eating as any apple
could tie.
In New York, when one asks
for "cooking apples,” they are given |
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MCDONALD.

Vice President & General Manager,
Portland, Maine
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VY. G. PRESTON',

STEAMSHIP

CORPORATION.
Bangor Line

Is situated on Washington street just o f ,'I iin street.
I have single and
double hitches, buckboards. etc. Careful drivers if desired Y >ur patronlv2S
age issolicited. Telephones—stable 2 I >-‘2. h use 21-12.

1

Flag station.

MORRIS
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& Transient Stable

greenings.

Winter Schedule.

FARE REDUCED

Proprietor.

Belfast and Boston.

==^|

Leave Belfast at 3.00 p.

and Thursdays.
For Winterport at 7 30 a. m.,
Wednesdays
and Saturdays.
Leave Boston at 5.00 p. m., Tuesdays and

Frenchboro Land and Fisheries Co,
SUCCESSORS TO CLARENCE E. MclNTIRE,

Fridays.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN AND PRODUCERS OF

i Fresh, Dry, Smoked

of

Leave Rockland at 5.15 a.
steamer from Poston)

Saturdays.

and Pickled Fish.
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Eyesight

You will equip your
reading table with a

Attorney
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I racticc in ail
a

Authorities agree that a good kerosene oil lamp is the best oC
reading. The Kayo is the best oil lamp made, the result of ye; r*
of scientific study.
It gives a steady white light, clear, mellow
Made of solid brass, nickel plated. Can be lighted without ra»
moving chimney or shade. Easy to clean and rewick.
At Dealers

free by mail.
“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.

They will

\
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Buffalo

HE

tell you to

use

Office Corner
3m51

and

High,

SPECIALIST

Twenty-five years experience and skill in
fitting lasses enables me to fit any eye that
glasses will help. Consultation Free.
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COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NE* YORK

of Main

BELFAST, MAINE.

EYE

J

Manufactured
the Best Equipped Factory in the Country a Belfast. Maine.
JACKSON & HALL BrLFAST AtiGNTS.

at Law.
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Courts.

CARLETON DOAK

Everywhere

SlAUOARi) OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK
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at

BELFAST,
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old

and relfaole remedy. Read some of the letters
praising its merits.
‘L. F.’ Atwood’s Medicine has always been
used in my father’s family, and now in my
own.
It has saved and prevented many cases
of senous sickness.”
Mrs. Edgar Crocker,
*
St. Albans, Me.
Miss Ruth E. Anderson, Aueruata, Maine,
writes: ‘‘A grand old medicine,”
"1 have used your ”L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine
for years and think it is not safe for any family to be without it in the house, iviy opinion,
in brief is, ‘Once tried, always used’.”
Mrs. C. M. Pert, Stonington, Me.
Large bottle 35 cents at all dealers or sample
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If You Value Your
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digestion, remove blood impurities, pimples
and eruptions disappear from your face and
body and you feel better, begin at once. Buy
at all .Druggists.

SIMILAR

(or

William Lincoln West

For four weeks regularly use Iir. King's New
I.ife Pills. The}' stimulate the liver, improve

popularity
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_Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
£0.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch
H. I). W ALDRON, General Passenger
Agent
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Remedy
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3*00

10 00

Unity

There is a Rexall Store in nearly every town and city in the United States, Canada and
for nearly every ordinary human ill—
Cheat Britain. There is a different Rexall
each especially designed for the particular ill for which it is recommended.
1UO
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guarantee to refund every
paid us for Rexall Orderlies \i
do
not give entire satisfaction.
they
We ask no promises and we in no
way obligate you. Your mere word is
sufficieut for us to promptly and
cheerfully refund the money.
Doesn’t that prove that Rexall
Orderlies must be right? You must
know we would not dare make such
a promise unless we were positively
certain that Rexall Orderlies will do
all wo claim for them. There is no
money risk attached to a trial of
Rexall Orderlies, and in justice to
yourself, you should not hesitate to
test them.
Rexall Orderlies come in convenient vest-pocket siz** tin boxes; 12
tablets, 10c; 30 tablets, Hoc; bQ
tablets, 60c.

Orderlies.
or delicate

A M

Belfast, depart. 7 05
City Point. *7 10
Sargent’s
7 15
Waldc.,7 20
Brooks. 7 32
Forbes. 7 37
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buy
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Make Us Prove It

Come in tablet form, taste just like
candy and are noted for their easy,
aoothing action upon the bowels.
They don’t purge, gripe, cause
nausea, looseness, nor the inconveniences attendant upon the use of
purgatives. Their anion is sc pleasant that the taking of Rexall Orderlies almost becomes a desire instead
©f a duty.

at

i

...

W«

j
j

—

..

UIO U1UBI

and to make unnecessary the frequent use of laxatives. They serve
to tone and strengthen the nervea
and muscles of the bowels and associate organs or glands.

Avoid harsh cathartics and physics.
They give but temporary relief.
They of ten aggravate the real trouble.
They are particularly bad for children, delicate or aged persons.

BOX SI

Ml well as IUI

They act toward Believing oonstipa*
tion, and also to overcome its causa

upon

j

1

i_ul

uciduud

housekeeper will refuse to buy
pedier and then go to a retail

The average city person seems to
think that an apple is not good enough to
eat raw unless it is red.
He Joes not
seem to understand that an apple can be
green in color and still be ripe and deiicious. He wants the “rosy-cheeked
apple” he has read about, and nothing
else will do, whereas, if he only knew,
he could buy for fifteen and perhaps ten
cents a quart just as good apples to eat
—and in many cases better—as those for
which he pays three, four or five cents
each.
So it would seem that the high cost of
this fruit is due to:
The poor business methods of the
retailer.
The obstinacy of the farmer.
The ignorance and indifference of the

13, 1913, trains connectBurnham and Waterville with through
trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston will run as follows:

candy

a

'i HE

On and after Jan

ing

fection that really do give easy relief from constipation.
r_1

INSTITUTE,

BURNHAM

Easy Laxative

In Justice to yourself you should try Rexall
Orderlies,—your
money back if you don't like them. They are a
con*

quarters.
from

STOPS THAT GRAVING

DRINK HABIT

on

Julian

Spinney, Belfast; land and buildings in Bel-

fast.
I
Isabel J. Wells, Belfast, to Florence I. Spin1
"I had taken one other well-known ‘cure’
ney, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
twice,.aud although it took nix weeka each
Florence I. Spiuney, Belfast, to Isabel J.
time to tlx me up. tlieru was always that terrible burning desire for drink. 1 now have no
George B. Roberts, Brooks, to Melvin W. Wells, do ; land and buildings in Belfast.
craving or appetite any more than if 1 had never
John E. Barter, Boston, to Emilie B. Pfaff,
Roberts, do.; land in Brooks.
known the taste of it.”—Part of the letter of a
man whom we freed in THKKK DAYS frtrn
Bernice E. Smirnough, Searsmont, to Otis A. do.; land and buildings in Waldo.
Harriet N. Carter. Belfast, to A'zo M. CarWellman, Belmont; land and buildings in Sears- ter, Cliftondale, Mass.;
land an
ouildines in
mont.
Belfast.
Georgia I. Elwell, Northport, to Annie E.
James H. Wentworth, Waldo, to Emerson j
Mahoney, do.; land and buildings in Northport.
Poland, do.; land in Waldo.
Ralph Hayford, Belfast, to Hiram O and
Elvira N. Smith, Winterport, to Carrie S. : Stella J Burgess,
by the NEAL .1-DAY TREATMENT. No
Belfast; land and buildings
hypodermic* us-d. l;.*-uit* ab-ohii! |- certain.
in
Belfast.
in
land
Baker, do.;
Winterport.
All dealings confidential.
ji AttlTS
William H. Sprague, Thorndike, to George
SUCCESSFULLY TKEATKH.
William N. Crosby, Brooks, to Charles W. I
all .1 on,
P. Blethen, do.; land in Thorndike.
address or telephone
in
Brooks.
Lancaster, Belfast.; land
Emma A. Drake. Belfast, to Lillian M.
Gray, [
Eulalia A. Patterson, Stockton Springs, to do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
frank E. and Frank C. Whitcomb,
Fred F. Perkins, do.; land in Stockton Springs.
Searsport, !
141 Pleasant Ave., Portland, Maine.
to Ellen L. Leib and Lucy D.
Burleigh, South Telephone 4416.
Leonard O. Carter, Montville, to Charles L.
land in Searsport.
Berwick;
I
Littlefield, do.; land in Montville.
Victor Neal. Boston, Mass et. al. to Lillian
Benj. F. Wells, Jr., Auburn, to Florence I. M, Neal, Newton, Mass.; land in Swanville.
BELFAST

j apple market under
|* Bridge in New York

say, that this is the prime reason why imately one cent each.
His expressage
this country is so far behind many other is
perhaps 25 cents a box; not that if he
countries in the per-acre production of has his own team.
And he sells them
food-stuffs. The average yield of grain for five cents each,
or, if particularly
in the United States is about fifty per
progressive, three for ten cents. He
cent less than it is on the continent of ! charges that
price because he can get it
Europe, and the average per-acre yield and if the consumer would only acquire
a
of potatoes is not more than thirty per little wisdom and
keep posted on market
The
cent of what it is in Germany.
prices, he could soon force the retailer to
most striking and important difference sell for less.
between farming conditions here and in !
“The crop was exceptional this
year
many of the countries of Europe, is that except in the Hudson River
valley.
there farmers can readily obtain the Canada’s
crop was enormous. The price
funds they need, whereas in this country at wholesale has not been
high. In fact
agricultural financing is difficult and it has been particularly low for the good
costly.--Myron T. Herrick.
1 grades of fruit. The high retail price is
the result of the greed of the retailer
j and
the ignorance of the consumer and
A POPULAR FALLACY.
that is ali there is to it.”
A remark many men have made to me
THE FARMERS’ FRUIT
I remember well: “Any man who really
111 spite of the jobber’s fiat
desires employment can readily obtain
statement,
it." Well, if anybody ever says such a | there is considerably more to it.
Eveii
his
that
I
to
I
explanation
of
the high cost
\uu, please reply
say, taking
thing
“It's a Damn Lie.” I went yesterday as true and it is to a certain extent_it
and today to 28 offices, stores and docks does not explain why good apples are aland asked for any kind of work, and lowed to rot on the ground on the farms
couldn’t get it, and Jones did the same. That is the fault of the farmer, of his
Also we went 2ti hours without food, and obstinacy,
according to the jobber.
you take it from me it’s a mighty un- “These farmers are simply pig-headed,”
said
an
to
do.
This
apple buyer for a large concern
morning I
pleasant thing
walked up to a perfect stranger and a man who travels all over the East buysaid, “Give me a dollar.” (I didn’t say, ing from the apple growers. “I have been
He gave. to farmers in years when the apple crop
I want to borrow, but Give.)
Jones ami I had a drink apiece, 25 cents’ was light and have paid them jy 50 and
worth of food, and now at this writing even $3 a barrel for apples. This past seahave exactly ten cents for coffee and son I went tothe same men. I could oiler
doughnuts for breakfast. In other words, them only $1.25 to$1.50 a barrel for their
shouU:
just 50 cents' worth of food ill a day and “'O'- " u“'“ ii’cj lccept 1!;
You paid me (2.50 bt fore for
a half.
We have a bed, but remunera- say rot.
tion for the hotel man is extremely hazy. j these apples’ they said. 'VVliv should 1
\ sell them for half of that now?’
“1 tried to explain that the
crop was
and its Contrarieties ! much larger, that apples were more
The
plentilul, that the law of supply and demand cut the price
automatically, bu'
Selling at Five Cents \piect in Market: that
dido t satisfy them.
They could
Kotting in the Orchard.
not or would not see it
‘We won't sell
for that price.’ they declared.
fF. T. Pop* m the BiMtton Transcript ]
’We’ll
nts each,
read the let them rot first.’
“Applts. ti\«
so
“And
there
were
thousands
of
signs or X \\ York frun stands. “App!» s
bushels rotiing on the ground three
art
ro**i g on the ground up Stare.
said the New York newspapers early this months ago, simply because the farmer
was not willing to cut ins
profit a little;
winter.
“The ihlJ apple crop in the United because he wanted all or nothing.
States was
barrels—far above
COLD STORAGE TO THE RESCUE.
tht average,” -ay the experts whose
“Of course some of tie se farmers placbusiness it is to know.
ed their apples in coal storage and
may
If th last two statements are true,
get then price for them late this
why is it necessary for New Yorkers to hut a great number of them winter,
couldn’t
:tch for apples that he
pay five cents
afford, to do that. In some instances
considers til to eat, and why must he
would
have
had
to
cart
the
they
apples
pay from 15 to 20 cents a quart for
perhaps twenty miles to a cold storage
apples with which to cook?
So many of those who wished to
plant.
The cost of apples to the human race
keep their apples stored them themalways has been high, ever since the selves in farm
or in pits which
days of A iam. But in Adam’s case it they dug. Notbuildings
only have those apples
was not the initial cost that was great.
not come on the market, but a
great
His apple was cheap enough when he
of them never will come, befirst acquired it.
The high cost came percentage
cause they will spoil.
Then the farmer
later.
So in bur childhood days we often
will blame the buyers again.”
paid dearly for apples. They were to be
Despite all that is said about Cregon
procured, at least by those of us who
and California apples, New York
lived m the country, for nothing more apples
is and has been for years the greatest
than the trouble of picking them off the
State in the Union.
Virtrees or the ground, or perhaps at the apple-growing
ginia. Pennsylvania and Ohio also stand
expense of the delicious danger of raid- i
on
the
list
in
the
amount of apples
high
ing Farmer Jones’s orchard. Then, as I
In these States by far the
in the case of Adam, the high cost came produced.
share
of
the
apples are packed for
later. The apples may have been green | larger
in barrels instead of boxes.
:
or Farmer Jones may
have discovered shipment
1 Here, again, on the barrel apples, the
who robbed his orchard.
retailer’s greed enters into thi question
of high prices, : ccording to the jobber.
HOW THEY PILE UP THE PRICES.
“There are 1)6 quarts in a standard
“A barrel of apples
But today the high cost comes before ! barrel,” he says,
can
be bought a wholesale for any
1
we cat the appie, not afterwards.
price,
! from $1 to 34, the last-named
The retail price of apples seems out of
pr.ce being
an
exceptionally nigh one, charge! for
all reason and gives rise to the queries:
particularly fine fruit. The retailers in
Why is the price so high?
Is such a high price necessary or justi- New York are charging this wint -r from
15 to 20 cents a quart.
Of course there
fied?
The second question is easily answered: is not a retailer in the city who will
It is not. The first question may be an- admit that he gels 96 quarts of apples
swered in many ways. The trend of the out of a barrel. Give him a liberal allowance and say he gets 70 quarts.
answer depends upon the attitude of the
“Even at that, see the enormous profit.
person of whom the question is asked.
The apple, in its brief career, is owned Take $3 as an average price for a barrel
of apples; the average is really not so
by four classes:
high. Add 50 cents for expresrage.
First—The farmer who growsi it.
Second—The jobber, or middleman, Then take the lower price of 15 certs a
who buys from the farmer.
quart and figure it out. Seventy quarts
Third—The retailer, who buys from at 15 cents a quart equals $10.50. Deduct $3.50 for the cost of a barre, of
the jobber.
Fourth—The consumer, who buys from apples and there is $7 profit, or 200 per
v-dii,.
eiaiitfra
juu wuuuci
the retailer.
oay me
Each of these, except perhaps the con- are to blame for the high prices?”
-pnut, lino
his own
of the
cost.

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending Feb. 3, 1918:

t he jobber s
statement, even making allowances for
some exaggeration, sounds probable, and
it really seems as if the greater share of
the blame belongs on the shoulders of

or

Dsaler-W. A.Swift, Belfast.

i
t<ann

have to. Those apples
long distance. They are

considered.”
You pay vour money and you take

In their making only the best

crack

a

home-grown
varieties. Unless a retailer does a big
trade he is sure to l°se something in
that way and the prices we charge give
us no more than a fair profit, all things

of rubber gum is used.

They will

we

more liable to sp >il than the

They have the quality of materials that

The farmer blames the jobber, who refuses to pay as much as the grower
thinks his product is worth. The jobber
blames the farmer for his obstinacy in
nnany is based on
holding his apples for a higher price in a
help and co-opera- year when the
crop is enormous; he
rrick.
blair es the retailer for his greed in
charging more than he should; and he
blames tne poor consumer for being
MMON THINGS.
of market prices and paying
Mage that seems ignorant
the slope of this whatever is asked without question The
retailer blames the railroads for high
rite peonies grow
l ing the air with freight rates which he must pay in the
and he blames the farmer for packV charm both me end,
ing good apples only at the top and bott bush beside the
tom of the barrel and filling the middle
"TV sits
upon h"r with culls so
that he, the retailer, must
e branch of the
charge more for the good ones to make
'"I hes rear their
for the lower price for which he must
up
by, their golden sell the
poorer ones. The ultimate con'•i! an
beings that sumer and
ultimate loser does not know
r thut stone
wall, j on whom he can fasten
the blame.
He
line gives an inknows that he is charged an outinlandscape. See only
lotted with New rageous price.
beyond see those
is scud before the
THE EXCUSES T^HEY GIVE.
1 he
farmer’s
hoy,
Perhaps the reasons given by the job••ggs, left me that ber are more worthy of attention than
vers.
Look! Look! those of the others. He sees both ends.
ness of that cloud
He knows the apple game from the
die sky. Is it not standpoint of the grower and from the
if
that
things,
go standpoint of the retailer. He stands in
nusiness, should, by the middle, buying from one and selling
work of supereroga- to the other and it is his business to
,uj *° much unnecessary know. “The high retail price of apples,”
Vi’ 11
Sedgwick.
said one of the largest jobbers in New
York, “is 90 per cent the fault of the
retailer and the consumer. The retailer
NEED funds.
is to blame for
such high prices.
V lowledge of agricultural The consumer ischarging
to blame for permitting
'"ted States is all that
himBelf to be cheated and paying them.
that the par_‘‘"'"Tstand
heeri of American farm* For Home unexplained reason the conprefers box apples. By that 1
e-hinery whereby the sumer
mean
that are shipped in boxes
they possess in insteadapples
of in barrels. I don’t know
made negotiable.
why
JUM,'y a serious lack of unless it is because they look better in a
box than in a barrel. Practically all of
’is
suited to supply
In this respect the the box apples come from the West—
from Oregon, Washington and Californ ist backward of
"
nations of the nia. These are the apples that are polish") *■ ntly, it js safe to ed up by the retailer and placed on the
stand at five cents each.
His profit on
these is from 300 to 400 per cent. A box
contains from 100 to 160 apples, according to the size of the fruit. The retailer
can go down to the market and
buy them
for $1.26 or $1.50 cents a box, or approxthat these
for the

T«adb

com-

f Goodyear Glove Rubbers

■

jl
\

*Pple«, but
are
shipped

j

44 South Main St..
Office

WINTERPORT, MAINE
Days. Mondays and Tuesdays.

DAILY IN

Here Is

THIS VICINITY.
Not only here in Belfast but in our neighboring towns, the same good story is heard. An
encouraging instance from Rockland is given
here, and will be read by us with great inter-

1

A SECOND ENDORSEMENT.
Several years late* Mrs. Rollins was interviewed and she said: “I still think that there is
no other
kidney remedy as effective as Doan’s
Kidney Pills. Time has not altered my high
opinion of this preparation and I recommend
it whenever I have an opportunity. I am only
too willing to let others know how effective
Doan’s Kidney Pills are.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents. Foster- Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole
agents
for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no
other.

Bargain! !

Genuine

McCall’s Magazine, One Year,

est.
Mrs. L. C. Rollins. 602 Main street. Rockland, Me..says: “In December, 1903, I was taken
sick and was confined to my bed until May,
1904. I doctored all the time, but when I was
able to get about, I found that my kidneys
were ir. terrible shape. My back ached severely and it often felt as if it was breaking. My
mother had used Doan’s Kidney Pills with the
best of results and on her advice, I tried them,
getting my supply at Hill's Drug Store. The
first few doses helped me and it seemed as if a
heavy load had been removed from my back. I
continued using Doan’s Kidney Pills and was
restored to good health I feel certain that if
I had used this remedy sooner I would have
been spared a great deal of suffering.” (Statement given November 14, 1904.)

a

The

all for

Any 15=Cent McCall Pattern.
McCALL’S
|

Is the

MAGAZINE

Leading

Fashion Journal in America.
In the matter of dress, McCall’s is
indispensable
to every woman. There are over 50 of the newest
designs of celebrated McCall Patterns in each issue.

Each month 1,100,000 copies of McCall’s, brim-

ful of latest fashions, fancy work, interesting short

stories,

and scores of

for women,

labor-saving

and money ideas

welcome visitors to 1,100,000 wideawake American homes.
are

McCall’s is

large, artistic, handsomely illustrated
100-page monthly periodical that is adding to women’s
happiness and efficiency everywhere.
The publishers of McCall’s are
planning to spend
thousands of dollars extra in 1913 in order to
keep
McCall’s head and shoulders above all similar
publications. Every issue will be full of
delightful surprises.

|

a

IVfi Miss i’lis
By special advertising
lishers ot McCall’s
known
with

|

\A

Republican Journal, One Year,

Extraordinary Offer
arrangement with the pubable to oif--r you this well1 Fashion Journal together

we are

popular Hume

an

I

paper for only a few cents more than
the regular price of our
paper alone.

J

our own

The above extraordinary olfer
may be accepted by
all persons who subscribe, renew or extend their
time ahead for the time mentioned.
The
re-

quisite

only

is that you pay in advance.

Remember,
the best

we

it

if you accept

have

ever

our big McCall
bargain
made—you may select free of

!

charge

any one of the celebrated 15c. McCall Patterns from your first copy of McCall’s
a
by

postcard request

to The McCall

Call at this office
scribe

or

sending

Company.

send your order

by mail. Sub-

1

today.

Republican Journal Publishing Co., Belfast,

Me.

|

SEARSPORT.
j

W. A. Wheaton went to Bangor Monday
business.
George Auspland has returned from
ness

trip

ROYAL

busi

Boston.

to

Several

a

on

parties

from here

enjoyed

the ice-

boating at Swan Lake Sunday.

George
Searsport

A.

Deacon

House

of

Bangor

was

BAKING POWDER

at the

Sunday.

Miss Minnie Gamble of Prospect is with
Prof, and Mrs. J. F. Burch on Water street.
The

Absolutely Pure

Ladies’ Aid of the M. E. Church will
week with Mrs. Chas. O. sawyer.

meet this

The only Baking Powder made
from Royal Grape Cream of Tartar

Capt. Wilson N. West, who has been seriwith pneumonia, continues to im-

ously ill
prove.

Miss Mary C. Plummer of North Searsport
guest, of Mrs. C. M. Nichols on Water

NO

is the

ALUM,

NO LIME PHOSPHATE

| Special Food Fair Sale I
The ome of Good Values I

6treet.

building a storeI_
on Opeechee
by the M. E. District Supt.( Mr. Palladino of loads of potatoes were sent to New York on
stream.
Thus the ordinary busisteamer Millinocket.
Bangor. This was Mr. Palladino’s first visit ness
ice
of
several
There are rumors of
cargoes
is being carried forward, despite the vari- |
in town and all who were privileged to hear
of
ous
inconveniences
the'present s tuation.
being cut on Opeechee stream this spring for him wish to
express their appreciation to the The threatened strike of conductors avd trainthe western market.
Methodist society for their willingness in men had not materialized at this writing, MonBarge Boylston arrived Sunday from Wey- ! sharing their guest. Mr. Palladino said, in day evening.
Obituary. Tuesday, January 2«Sth, a telemouth with i>JO tons of fertilizer to the A. A.
brief, that the purpose of his remarks would he
A. E.

Trundy

& Son

are

received announcing the decease of
gram
our long-time resident, Mrs. Abbie S. Dickey
from tuberculosis of the bowels in the hospital in Portland, where 6he hao been a patient
for several weeks.
With no possible hope of
recovery, and the head so affected that her
delirium was constant, death seems a blessed
release from physical infirc.iities; a happy
transition to Heaven our Home. The following
day the remains arrived in town,accompanied by
her &on, Mr. D. Elman Dickey of Portland, and j
wrere taken to her house on Morse Avenue,
now occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Huse, where
the funeral took place, Thursday, Rev. Arthur
A. Blair, pastor of the Universalist Church,
at ending in his customary sympathetic and

testate his opinion of the fund; mental principles of a wideawake >oung people’s society.
Heb. 7:25, “Wherefore he is able to save them
to the uttermost that come unto God by him,
6trong southwest winds.
he ever liveth to make intercession for
Barge Marie Snow arrived Sunday from Bal- seeing
I them," was the text chosen. The very simtimore with 1,500 tons of fertilizer to the Hubplicity of religion makes it hard to grasp.
bard Co. at Macks’ Point.
Young people are looking for something too
Keene
Florence
and
Misses Blanche Weed
!
solemn; by wrong association they they think
were home over Sunday from t astine, where
it a matter of death, not life. Christ said, “1
I
they are attending the Normal School.
am come that ye might have life eternal."
The second snowstorm of the w'inter came
Occasionally some one with false bravery
1
along Monday and about four inches fell. It thinks that through life no preparation for
sit
was very light and did not make
dding.
death is
when the end is near

Opeechee stream w?as very much
weakened last week by the warm weather and
:ct

in

appropriate

The

fear drives this sort of

the Congregational
Tuesday, February 11th, with

Ladies' Guild of

church will meet
iUrs. U.

r. CJimin »I.U

iYJlss

r.

x^.

oimm,

uay

View street.

Penobscot Lodge K. of P. No. 138, gave an
at Union hall, Wednesday
evening, Jan. 29th. About 90 couples foimed

installation and bail

on

for the first dance.

Capt. Joseph Porter, the well-known

clam

merchant, who has been laid up for several
days with a carbuncle on his neck, is again
doing business at the old stand.
Jacob Eames of Stockton Springs has rented
the A. E. Trundy blacksmith shop in Mechanic’s Hollow and will carry on a general blacksmith business. Mr. Eames is a skilled workman.

weather for the past week was fine and
warm until Saturday, when the wind came
howling from the northwest, with a cold wave,
and Sunday morning the thermometer went to

and

The

to

attempt buying

}

Special Reduced Prices
BOYS’

--

County Cenesforctr.ee.
bought the Smirnough
place... .The Epworth League will have a sociable and entertainment Friday Feb. 21st.
Admission 5 cents. The public are invited
Mr. Hartson Clark, who lives on the Smirnough
place, had an auction Thursday and sold off his
household goods and farming tools,
l ied Collins of Appleton was the auctioneer.... Mrs.
Mr. Otis Wellman has

Maniner entertained friends last Saturday evening. A very pleasant time was enjoyed by all... .The village school closed Jan. 24th.

STOCKTON

Mrs. Ralph Morse, West Main
street, went to Bangor Tuesday to attend the
Food Fair, dc some shopping and visit rela-

of employare awaiting snow to
haul wood, are enjoying themselves fishing for
the silvery smelt and digging the succulent
out

in January means dull business in
many branches. The logs for Mr. Durham's
mill are moving on wheels or scoots—a slow
process... Walter Harding loaded a car with
cold wood lor Belfast this week.... Potatoes,
which were 50 cents last week, and rushing in,

tives.

Mrs. Bion B. Sanborn, Church street, returned recently from a ftw weeks' visit with lelatives in Boston and other Massachusetts cities.
All welcome her in Stockton!

clam.
Ibis

Maine
was the warmest January in
1816,and in that year there was a frost in
every month of the year, with one of the most
bountiful crops; so says White’s History of
Belfast.

Colds, tonsilitis and the grip are stiff causing
much sickness throughout town. Settled winter temperature would sown bring release
from these annoyances, due to our recent unseasonably mild weather and occasional “cold

are

5.00

2.50

cents

this week

V

MM! ■

4.00

2.00

3.00

150

Fur Coats and Plush Lined

HOSE

$17.75
16.50

now

All 50 Cent Hose,

12.75

BRACES

11.00
••

All 50 Cent Braces.
Ail 2»

8.00

“•

7.50

Hats, Caps, EE
$3.00 Soft and Stiff Ha

AT SAME REDUCED PRICES

2.50
2.00 Soft Hats,
1.50
1.00

Men’s Pants
$5,00

and slow sales... The

Pants

$3.75

now

we

5.95

"OVERCOATS

PRICES

I8i
_

BOYS’ OVERCOATS
AT BARGAIN

* <

or;

14.00

10.00
A few Suits while they last at

snow

40

grip

3.00

ODD SIZES IN

WALDO STATION.
No

6.00

on

$25.00 Suits
22.50
20.00
18.00
15.00
12.00

$4.00

$8.00 Suits

..

SPRINGS.

II llllln

MEN’S SUITS

SUITS

SPECIAL-Every Boys’ SuitAbsolutely 1-2 Price.
|

SEARSMONT.

Him alone.

I

All New Goods this Season-We Want Your Business

on

very desolate in her lonely home. Their reunion is now realized in that “Abode where
God wipes every tear away.” Stockton ex! tends
sympathy to the only child, Mr. D. E.
Dickey, the daughter-in-law, nd five grai dehildren, left to mourn this genial woman, devoted mother, tenderly solicitous grandmother,
i
kind neighbor and generous acquaintance,
while health permitted her to remain at her
I post of duty as the manager of our telegraph
* fiice.
She has left many friends in this vil-gt, her l.-me since early childhood.

Capt. and

are

was

Willis

zero.

B. & A. trainmen who
ment, and teamsters who

man

salvation. “Be not deceived—God is not mocked.” The problem is not of the church or
preacher —but with each individual to get right
with God. It was this same insistent demand
that led women to throw their little ones into
the Ganges, and that caused in Athens the
erection of the altar “To an unknown God,” a
vague struggle to be at peace with the Maker.
God demands from us no awful sacrifice, to us
He gave His only begotten son. The problem
of salvation is still insistent;no man can escape
the demand of his own conscience. The time
is now.
Religion is not a matter of wealth or
it w ould long ago have been all purchased; nor
is it a matter of education; for the poor and uncultured God prepares the heavenly mansion
as gladly as for the more fortunate in worldly
things. Neither can environment alone deProm the heart
velope Godlike character.
only will come new life; no other foundation
can we safely build upon save Jesus Christ

The interment
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“
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hopes of improvement in her case.
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houses will be filled this week
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Nickerson is at, home from Sandypoint for a Wednesday afternoon, February 11th, by Mrs.
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North Searsmont and Mrs. J. G. Packard of
short time... Mrs. George E. Chapin has re- Lidias S. Eirery, Maple street. It is hoped all
now 35c.
village ociiitu on rtiauves :n mis section
members may he in attendance, as important
ceived word that her cousin, Mrs. Ellie ( Wood)
Jan. 26th... Mr. Harry Tuttle of Belfast was
business matters will be discussed.
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Arad Mahoney reWard, is very low with consumption at her
$2.25
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$3.00 White Wool Union Suits,
The
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home in Pittsford, Vt..
Ivlr. and Mrs. Chester
among U.e v ung ladies of the Universalist cently... Elsie Buck closed an eight weeks’
i
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from her recent serious i! ness.
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himself and his tonsoriM rooms in that town.
At this writing, Monday, Stockton is having lent in this section, owing to the bad weather
Mr. Nichols is a native :>f Searsport, a son of a snowstorm; and everyone is eagerly hoping and no snow, which is very much needed.
it may cover the ground sufficiently 10 bring
There has been no lumber cut as yet.
the late Capt. James L. and Esther (Rich)
the long-wished-for sleighing.
Thus far. this
Nichols, ai.d was born here in 1845. His father season, all the storms have terminated in rain, FRANKFORT.
commanded the schooner Majestic in 1845 and followed by mild weather, with consequent
A number of the members of the Knights of
mud and disagreeable traveling.
later the ship Champion in the foreign trade.
Pythias attended the funeral in Belfast of
The acquaintances of Mrs. Charles l>everGeorge >V. Miners of Mt. W^aldo Lodge, eaux, now w .th her son, Mr. Charles Dever- True G. Trundy, a former member of the
Frankfort installed the officers of Penobscot | eaux, in Rutherford, N. J will learn with relodge... Miss Emily Blethen, who has been
that she suffered an apoplectic shock rethe guest of Miss Grace Cooper in Bangor for
Lodge, K of P., at Union hall, Wednesday gret
cently at her son s home, sympathy is ex- | the
past three weeks, has returned to her
evening, Jan. 29th. The following officers tended to bom our funner townspeople with!
to
home_Mrs. Charles S. Newcomb and three
the hope of rapid recovery for the invalid.
w ere installed: (’. C., C. W. Jackson; V. C., M.
children have gone to Stockholm, Me., where
C. Nickerson*, P., F. S. Richards; M. of W., G.
Capt. Horace Staples, West Main street, reA. Campbell; K. of R. and S., V. B. .Smith; M.
cently decided to enter the Sailor’s Snug Har- Mr. Newcomb has been appointed Bangor &
for Aroostook R. R. station agent, and where they
of E., H. F. Partridge; M. jf F., E. W. Fletch- 1 bor at New Brighton, Long Island, N. Y
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the winter, against the protests of his family;
spoken totally dismantled, arrived at Jacksonwill reside.Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Parker were
Committee
er; M. at A., C. G. Roberts; I. G., R. N. Sar- but his frequent letters to his wife are
ville today.
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passage from Windsor, N S, to New York, arid
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the family lot in our village cemetery. Her
husband, Mr. Elman Dickey, passed “Over the
River” less than a year ago, leaving the wife
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railroad strike continues to hold
up business at Mack’s Point, where 300 men
are employed. Only partial crew e are at work.
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